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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1957

WILL TEST GM's DIXIE HIRING POLICY
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West Memphis police were still at a loss on Sunday
to explain the death of Edward LaBattes, owner of the
Lallattes Grocery and Market at 534 S. 10th at., in West
Memphis, and the mysterious illness of his wife, Mrs.
Annabelle LaBattes, their son, John, 13, and another child,

TEC meet.
lion — An
ccording to
e by G. W.
xecutive sessee Educa-

Local Leader
Backed By Six
Firms In Move
"When we moved into the South we agreed ti abide

by local custom and not to hire Negroes for production
Lula B. Taylor, 14, who were
found unconscious early Thurs. on Thursday morning, when chit' work. This is no time for social reforming in that area,
day morning.
dren enroute to school found the and we are not about to try it."
Police Chief H. D. "Bud" Hot. I store closed beyond its usual openThe blunt statement upholding segregation, reported
land told the Tri-State Defender'
ing hour. Neighbors who knew to have been made by a General
on Sunday that tests to determine
the cause 0, death to Mr. La that they were still Inside t h e Motors plant manager near AtlanBattes were being run at t h e house became alarmed and look. ta, Ga., and published recently in
state laboratory in Little Rock, ed in the bedroom windows and the Wall Street Journal was disand that it v mkt be from 8 to 10 discovered some members of the turbing to A. Maceo Walker, presdays before they would receive an (amity lying on the floor in bed ident of the Universal Life Insuranswer.
clothing, and others still in bed. ance company, and executive vice
president of the Memphis Tn.
Mrs. LaBattes and the two chilAn unidentified man hrok ,!
dren are in the Crittenden Me- down the front door, called the po- State Bank, for up until then he
morial hospital in West Memphis lice and fire department, and re- had considerable confidence in
where their condition is listed as ported that he had sensed a General Motors and their prodfair. All had regained conscious- strong odor of gas throughout the ucts. During the past Ii years, he
ness, Chief Holland said, bet doe- building on first entering. Mr. La- and his family had purchased 13
ors would not allow questioning. Battes was pronounced dead at Cadillacs produced by the corporati;n
ir..
LOOK IN WINDOW
the scene and the three other
The first indication, police say, members of the family were carWalker Immediately conferthat was received that all was ried to the hospital, where they red with Negro business leaders
not well at the LaBattes' combinathroughout the United States to
tion grocery store and home, was See MYSTERY Page 3
see what could be done in the
way of getting the company to
change its policy at the Georgia
plant
THE DEVELOPMENTS
As a result of Mr. Walker's acREV. PAUL HAYES
tion, the following developments
have been brought about!
sq4
(I) Negro beainees leaders bare ett.
rallied
to
Walker's
Mr,
proposal
Don't get burned up at Christmas:
to find effective memo es to end
You can, easily, If you are careless with
discrimination in General Motors
plants in the South,
log and the Christmas tree.
(2) A denial has been received
"The Christmas tree is one of the most
from both Harlow Curtice, pred•
objects known," the National Safety Council
dent of the General Motors Cor"Christmas trees, filled with
poration, and Louis Seaton, vice
Rev, Paul Hayes, youthful par
natural pitch and resin, can burn up'
president, that it is the firm's pol- tor of
Roanoke Baptist church,
so quickly it is almost impossible
well
away
tree
Locale
the
icy
to conform to local custom in of Hot
2.
Springs, Ark., the oldest
to extinguish the flames by or- from fireplaces, radiators, televis- the matter of discrimination, and,
church in the city, was arrested
dinary methods.
ion sets, powerful electric lights (3) To test the asserted policy, last Saturday night and charged
"Trees should be taken down and other sources of heat,
qualified skilled workers will ap- with "accessory to rohheey,"
when the needles start to fall, even MORE POINTERS
ply fo employment at the DoraChief of Detective Jerry Watkins
if the holidays are not over. And
3. Use only electric lights, and ville General Motors plant near
said that he overheard a converthey should be disposed of out-of- be sure they bear the Underwrit• Atlanta in the near future,
sation between Rev. Hayes and
doors, in fire-safe areas.
er's Laboratories label. Check
Shortly after noting the stateBilly Dumas, of Short at. Later,
wires for defects and loose sockets ment in the Wed Street Journal,
DON'T DO THIS
the officer revealed, police re.
"Never attempt to tern an old before putting on tree.
Mr. Walker sent letters to Negro
covered a bottle containing mariSEE OTHER MOT° OF THE
Christmas tree in a fireplace, fur- 4. Too many light circuits on business Leaders whose employees
juana and some cigarette paper
SMITH FAMILY ON PAGE
they burn with one outlet may overload house were users of General Motors autonace or stove
from Dumas. He was arrested
3. (Photo by Withers)
almost explosive violence and the wiring and blow a fuse. Reduce mobiles.
and is being held for Federal
fire is most likely to get out of the load if this happens, or conThey included E. M. Martin,
authorities.
control."
nect part to another circuit out- executive vice president of the
To help prevent Christmas tree let. Never increase the size of the Atlanta Life insurance company; Chief Watkins said they went to
field st., was the first to inform
fires, the Council offers ilk sim- (use, or substitute a penny for a Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of the Dumas home armed with a
her somin-law, a 29-year-old la- ple precautions:
search warrant, where the y
blown fuse.
the National Baptist Convention;
borer at the Memphis Coal Storage
1. Buy a fresh tree and keep 5. Bo sure ends of metallic ici- Claude Barnett, director of the found the dope, Later Rev. Hayes
about the baby's condition.
it in a cold place until you are cles or other decorations do not Associated Negro Press; C. A. was taken into custody on the
"He refused to believe that i ready to put it up. Before setting dangle into light sockets where
Scott, editor and general manag- charge cited and placed under
was his child," she says, "and up the tree, saw off, diagonally, they can cause a short circuit and
a $1,500 bond. He made bond
er of "The Atlanta Daily World:"
said thal.the hospital was trying at least an inch of the trunk. flash fire.
immediately, and was scheduled
John II. Johnson president of the
to pass off someone else's unfor- Place the base in a water-contaln- 6. Do not operate electric trains
Johnson Publications; Roy Wilk- to appear at a hearing before
tunate child on them. No one ing holder and keep the holder or other electrical toys, which
Municipal Judge M. C. Lewis Jr.
could get him to change his mind filled with water while the tree is may spark, under the tree,
last Wednesday morning.
See FIRMS page 2
until he went for his mother and
asked her to determine if t h e
child was theirs. She took one
look at the child and told him that i
no one was trying to trick him
The baby was a Smith."
Today little George Washington
Smith, jr., is five months old,
crawling around, and completely
oblivious to the problerhs in his
lettere. Beforz leaving the hospital
doctors warned Mrs. Smith not to
spoil the baby, but she says she
has paid no heed to their direc
lions. The little fellow captures the
hearts of everyone that comes in
contact with him.
WHO'LL PAY BII.L? —
In May 1958, Mrs. Smith is
scheduled to take little George to
the clinic for crippled children to

RSV

Kennedy
principal
th Arthur
the dinner
n If. Sengublisher of
r. Defend.

HEALTHY AND HAPPY —
Eive-month-old George Wash.
ington -Smith, Jr., held here
by his mother, Mrs. Janie

Smith, in healthy and normal
her respect. aside
in every
from being without hands
and legs. Little George has

already arrised at the crawl.
ing stage, 'id has learned to
hold objects with his arms.

I was a hit unusrial, for she was
By M. L. REID
I hoping to present her hushand
On June 19, Mrs. Janie Smith. a 22-year-old house- with his first son, to be named
wife of 2363 Enterprise ave., Orange Mound, gave birth George Washington Smith, Jr.
Then the doctors hesitatingly
her third child at John Gaston hospital, and shortly told Mrs. Smith that there was
her
that
tell
to
room
something else they had to tell
after delivery doctors came to her
her: The baby had no hands and
she was the mother of a 6 pound, 4 ounce boy.

0,

no legs.
I America. working with the coopThe young mother said that she
N
eArcb
A ives
Women's
ee
fe
eration
a
became hysterical. When she finalRatcliffe college.
Marquis Company of Chicago, ly calmed down the doctors told
_
compilers of the "Who's WM," her that the child was healthy
publications announced that its and normal in every other way,
first edition of "Who's Who of hut they had no ansver to why
But the doctors weren't smiling it had not been fully developed.
as they had been at the birth of THOUGHT IT WAS 'TRICK'
Lee Harris. t h e
Where is Rev. Joe Turner, a Mrs. Smith's first two children, Mrs. Jessie
of 1219 GarBaptist minister who formerly both girls, and she thought this child's grandmother,
pastored a church in Penvur, Ark?
That is the question that Mrs.
Willie Lee flumes, a widow and
mother of four young children has
asked the Tri-State Defender to
help her answer.
Mrs. Baines, who now lives in
Chicago. wrote that her husband'
Passed away two years ago, leaving her with children to support.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS) — A bowl of chili
She is eligible to receive social
curity benefits, she says but she dumped on two white boys resulted yesterday in a threeto prove that she was legalday suspension for one of the nine Negro students intemarried to her late husband,
grated in Little Rock's Central high school under federal
William BaMes,
protection.
troop
COUPLE
MARRIED THE
Mrs. Baines, whose ma iden School superintendent Virgil T.
name was Willie Lee Booth, said Blossom announced that a Negro
that she has lost her marriage girl was suspended after she "lost
certificate, but the government her temper" and poured the chili
promised to accept the statement on the boys. Be added:
of Rev. Turner. who performed
"There was provocation on both
the ceremony at Peneur, Ark.. in sides. She simply did something
1929 as proof of marriage. He was she should not have done."
Id, when she, The incident, first to mar the
in MnPhis' she"
last heard of him.
.
, Little Rock integration scene in
If any reader knows the presenti several weeks, occurred in the
whereabouts of Hey. Turner, the school cafeteria during the noon
Tri-State Defender would appreci- hour.
ate Your contacting it at once.
ORDERS PROBE
Write or phone the information
Blossom said he had ordered an
to the editorial office of the Tri- Investigation of the incident to deStale Defender, /36 S. Wellington termine whether the suspension

If You Know The
Rev. Joe Turner,
Call Defender

uspend Negro Coed
t Little Rock School

Ills

at.. Memphis, or phone JAcksoo

4-6397,

III

he. CUED page 2

Paul Ha er—

See BABY Page 3

Memphis Teacher
Listed In Who's
Who With Women
A well-known Memphis woman
has been listed among "Who's
Who of American Women" it was
learned last week.
She is Mrs Vivian TT. Robinson,
nationally recognized
religious
leader and educator Mrs. Robinson is a member of the faculty of
Booker 1. Washington
High
school.
The selection was made by the,
editorial board of Who's Who In tl

See TEACHER page 2
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SANTA vistrs EARI,Y — Old
Santa Claus left his reindeers
back at the North Pole and
rame down to Memphis by jet
to help little Joan Veronica
Hale celebrate her fourth
birthday at the Lady Alice
Day Cars center. Santa help-

ed play games and had prieee
for all of the children. Little
Joan got the choice seat on
Santa's lap ior the photograph.
Other children who attended
the party are front row, left
to right, Marla Jones, JudV
Tinker, Michael Jones, John.

nie Malone, Jacqueline Wren,
Larry Mallory Joyce JohrFon,
hilly Ray Alexander a n it
Christoper Harris. Standing in
chairs, on bark row, are same
order: Ferndell Lynch, Dolly
1,sneh. Caren Ann Harper,
Lois Ford, Louise Griffin, Te.
resa Shackelford, David New-

horn, Needia La Shale, Vanessa Westbrook, Camille Simon, Mrs. Malcolm Hale, and
John Ervin 1,ongstreet in her
arms. Mrs. Hale borrowed a
real department store Santalt
Claus for the occasion. Mrs
and Mrs lens Cooper are ht
charge oi the school.

and other &tea to be Isembeted.
A .,eesamittee of OM hundred
people that will handle these Repel-lel affairs, were named last
week, with Grand Exalted Ruler
Robert H. Johnsen, honorary
chairman: Mrs. Nettie Carter
Jackson, Grand Daughter Ruler,
honorary co - chairman; M r s.
Emma Turner, town; CO - chairHobert H. Johnson, Grand Exalted Ruler last week man: Mrs. Buena V. Kelley,
ddeaLgrhiterjonse
esc,regtarrayn,d Voir
rggaitla
rio
issued a commission to Lionel Hampton, noted band lead- gisr;anii
By STAFF WRITER
er, naming him chairman of the Elks Scholarship Fund
1 from Booker T. Washington to
izer, Washington, D. C.; Mrs. Anfor Heroes.
“Geeter is one of the finest,I Geeter — refusals backed up by
nabelle Reid, New York; Mr.
protests from parents who said
quietest, and most up-to-date high
In his letter of acceptance to George W. Lee, Grand Charles P. McClane, PennsylvanGeeter's
split
session
and limited
schools in the state of Tennessee."
ia; Mrs. Rosetta Jordan, Oh i o;
Commissioner
of
Education, '
That is the opinion of Mrs. Ju- curriculum would be a handicap—
Judge William C. Hueston, DisHampton said "I accept with
'
Mrs. Dawkins laid aside h e r
lia G. Dawkins, a housewife, who
trict of Columbia; Mr. Truly Hat.
great honor, the appointment for
apron,
and
with
her
niece,
Mies
resides at 609 Alston at. Mrs.
the Improved Benevolent, ProtecDaskins has for some years main- Mervin Dawkins, of 202 Elder rd.,
tive, Order of Elks of the World,
Dr. H. W. Hunter, Ohio; Mrs.
tamed contact with the Federal went calling on Prof. J. W. Falls.
to the office as Chairman of ElluMarybelle Tate, Michigan; Mrs.
government to find out what jobs unannounced.
cational
Scholarship Fund for HeBeatrice Wallace Hatton, hlissou-are available for young people DEEPLY IMPRESSED
roes. I very much regret that on
ri; Dr. G. B. Keys Missouri; Mrs.
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal of
corning out of high schools and
January
31st,
will
I
be on my EuBooker T. Washington High school
Betty Steele Turner; Alabama;
eolleges,
ropean
and
tour
have
so
will
not
Mrs. Ora Morton, District of Col.
i told the Tri-State Defender that
• Alarmed by what she had read some effort was being made to
the pleasure of attending the Naumbia; Mrs. Annie W. Battle.
Lionel Education for Citizenship
In the newspapers regarding the transfer students who had moved
North Carolina; Mrs. Clemrnio
Banquet in Philadelphia. I expect
,:lieJtool, and by the knowledge that from the city to the Walker homes
Hooks, California; C. M. King.
group of Walker home students into Geeter, but a subsequent into be back in America in the
New Jersey; Dr. L. W. Williams.
4diad refused to accept transfers vestigation revealed that the numBACK IN BUSINESS—Abramonth of May."
counselor for Rehabilitation of
Georgis; Mr. Frank Henry. Illi.
fill an engagement ha ClarksHampton taken off on his fifth
ham McNeil, center, plays a
the Blind looks on. Mr. Mcber of city school students attendnois; Henry W. Davis, California,
dale, Miss. The organization,
world's tour, on which he will
few notes on the guitar to the
Neil was recently furnished
ing teeter more than counterMrs. Susie Pleasant, New Jen.
a division of the Department
accompaniment of the bass
play 374 concerts in 96 cities
with a guitar, microphone,
balanced the number of county
sey; Mrs. Eugenia Nelson, Siasof Welfare, helps to finance
aroundt he glo be.H weliepplaar
and amplifier to replace the
students in Memphis high schools, rhythm furnished by William
sachusetts; Albert Bethume, Flo.
ventures which would make
around the globe. He will appear
ones stolen from him some
and the move was discontinued. Shay, leader of the Memphis
rida; Mrs. Pearl Brown Marythe blind self • supporting.
Mary.
Jug Band, as John L. Todd,
for one week in Ghana.
years ago while enroute to fut.
"They didn't know that we
land; G. W. C. Brown, Virginia,
(Photo by Withers)
(continued from page I)
The Grand Commissioncr stated
were coming," Mrs. Dawkins said
Mrs. Lillie B. Hopkins, N e 1,
LIONEL HAMPTON
that the Elks Scholarship program
York; Mrs. Mary M. Johnson,
Ins, executive secretary of t h e in her visit to the Tri-State Dehad
been
amended to include sciPennsylvania; Mrs. Margaret W.
National Association for the Ad- fender office, "so they did not
ence scholarships for gifted stn.' The Elks Scholarship Roll car- - Collier, Pennsylvania; Mr. Joseph
vancement of Colored People; C. have an opportunity to build up
names
the
ries
of
53
young
Amen'
dents.
The
program
has also been
C. Diggs, sr., president of Diggs; a front. They took us all over the
H. Brown, Pennsylvania; James
amended to extend scientific sohol- cans, of both the white and color- E. Derrick, Tennessee; Mrs. Le
Enterprises In Detroit; and Jack school, showed us the shops,
races,
ed
attending
are
who
'natl.
arships
to
gifted
students
f
r
o
m
Blanche Jackson, Tennessee and
le Robinson, vice president of showed us the list of subjects that
African countries, in order to help tutions in America, Canada and Mrs. Jean Clore Jones, District of
they taught, the nice large gymChock Full 0' Nuts.
Mexico.
such
countries
challenge
meet
the
nasium, the modern cafeteria, and
"Our next step is to Africa,1 Columbia.
MR. BARNETT
the science laboratories."
Abraham McNeil, of 161 Church Mr. McNeil, 47, lost his sight Miss., after having filled an en. of the scientific advances of Rus- where Lionel Hampton has been
In Chicago, Mr. Barnett con- "I was very much
sia
westeR1
While
the
and
nations.
back in the music busi- during his teens in a hunting acci- gagement in Chicago," Sir. Mccommissioned to nominate gifted
tacted General Motors for a state- Mrs. Dawkins said, impressed," pl., is
"because a nese this week as a result of_ a dent on his father's farm near Neil said. "I alighted from the Lionel Hampton is in Ghana, he students for our Scholarship Roll.
/
ment regarding the alleged agree- few years ago Geeter
will
introduce
Elks'
the
New
Aid
wasn't noth- grant from the Rehabilitation of Helm. Miss., and had been earn- bus with my instrument and other
on his visit to Ghana," Lt. Lee ;;
ment of General Motors to con- ing."
the Blind. The grant supplied him ' ing his living as an itinerant mu- equipment, when a cab driver told Program for Science scholarships explained
form to the South's policy of dis- CHECKS ON
with new guitar, microphone, and sician for 15 years before hi s me to get in his cab, and
FACULlY •
I The $100,000 Scholarship Cans.'
he 'WILL BE RICHER'
crimination against Negroes in jobs Mrs. Dawkins also
amplifier,
The Grand Commissioner corn- paign
equipment was stolen.
investtgat•
• for Heroes will be launched
would
take
care
of
it
for
me.
other than janitorial, which was ed the academic
menting
"I
was
Hampton
the
on
commisbackground of the
arriving in Clarksdale, JUST VANISHED
at the National Education for Cit-I WESTMORLAND, Calif — (INS)
reported to be the only service Geeter faculty, and
sion,
said
Department
Elks
the
of.
"When I arrived at my destiizenship Banquet in Philadelphia. — A bride of only a few hours
for which they were hired at the of the 51 teachers was told that
at the institunation," he said, "I asked the Education will be richer than ever Jan. 31, with Maryland's Govern- and her mother were killed when
Doraville plant.
tion, 48 had either bachelor of art
before.
Hampton
carry
will
It
the
driver for my things, and, he actor Theodore McKeldin as t h a the 18-year-old newlywed drove
Mr. Barnett received a reply - or science degrees,
ed surprised. Ile said that he did name and works, achieved in the principle speaker. Sharing t h e her car into a bridge.
from Louis G. Seaton, vice presi- ter's degrees, and four had masnever
ending
shadows
suffer.
most of them
of
not know that the musical ssutp(continued from page I)
program
dent of the company, which he re- were studying for
log and agony that even the heart Benjamin with him will be Dr. Mary Lou Bullington and her
advanced dement belonged to me."
Fine, educational edit- mother, Delia B. Sanchez, 50, died
lived
Icontinued from page 1)
ANP releases, stating grees during their vacation per. should be extended.
cannot
express
its
in
futile
own
When
they got back to the staor of the New York Times; Mrs. instantly in the crash. The groom,
that It was the company's policy kids.
In explaining the incident, Bios- American Women" is
terms.
tion,
Mr.
McNeil
said, the equip, Daisy Bates. Little Rock's civic Claude G. Bullington, 37, who slept
designed
to offer employment to individuals The atmosphere at
Geeter al- som said, "a white boy scooted -to provide reference-handy bits- ment had vanished. "Someone Lt. Lee said: The young people l leader; Mr. Alex Wilson.
Editor in the front seat beside his wails
In all parts of the country "with- most religious, Mrs. Davasins is
his chair back and partially block- graphical data concernine
of
country,
our
such
as
the
Little
said,
said
that
a
boy
had
walked into
of the Tri-State Defender; M r s. suffered only abrasions.
those
out regard to an individual's race, and she said that
she was very ed the aisle in front of the Negro women who are noteworthy.
the station, saw the instrument Rock nine, stand today as heroic Nettie Carter Jackson, Grand
creed, color, or national origin," pletsed to find that four minis- girl. She lost her temper
and and thus of reference interest. .. and amplifier unattended, and had figures, armed with that unquen- Daughter Ruler, and the Grand Police said that in the car was
but Mr. Seaton added that it was tern were on its
present[ a book titled. "Drive and Live.''
teaching staff, dumped the food on the white bey by reason of their achievements picked it up and walked away ehable faith of God and m a n. Exalted' Ruler, who
will
the company's policy to leave with The charge that children were and it fell on another white boy
hate the Governor.
as women. . .in other words, at- Without interference," he recalled, .Even the bitter winds of race '
individual divisions the matter of loitering in halls, Mrs. Dawkins' beside him." Blossom added:
During the past 10 years, Mr. has
I LIGHTNING FLASH
. not been able to put out the
who to hire for particular employ- said, was "absolutely false." Ex- "The girl will have to come to tainments, positions, creations McNeil has been
living in mem. light of their faith and hope that OTHER EVENTS
which make one outstanding . .
The average amount of electric.
ment. But this he said was not cept during the period when class- Illy office about this offense."
people
wish to he free and Other fund-raising events w 1 1 I! ity in a flash of lightning
phis with relatives, and has been all
is
to be construed as a waiver of es were changing, she said that Earlier, Central High school among women are the prerequi- supported by a
would
struggle
against
odds to wits follow with mammoth benefits1 30 coulombs or somewhat about
monthly check
less
the everall policy of non-discrim- she only saw two pupils in the Principal Jess Matthews said the sites to listing in the new volume." from the state.
freedom. Such brave young peoH staged in New York City; Cleve- than the
Only
fifteen
women
amount
in
that
every
can be
ten John
'nation.
halls, and each time, Prof. Falls Incident apparently was accidental. thousand
L. Todd, rehabilitation for pie as these, merit the all out land, Ohio; St. Louis, Mo.; Mem- charged into an average storage
in
the
country
are
con.
Shortly after receiving a letter excused himself to find out why He quoted the boys as saying, "it
sidered by the Marquis company the blind counselor, said that the support of the American public. ! phis; Los Angeles; Atlanta, Ga.: battery.
from Mr. Walker, C. A. Scott In the student was not in class. Both could have been accidental."
grant to Mr. McNeil does not
for listing.
Atlanta sent a reporter from students, she said the principal Blossom did not identify the RICH
come under the heading of charBACKGROU
ND
"The Atlanta Daily World" to the discovered, were on missions for girl but other students said she
The edition of Who's Who of ity, but is an investment in the
Doraville plant for comment on their teachers.
is Minnie Jean Brown. Blossom American Women in vvhlch Mrs man. Before the organization
INTERVIEWS BARNES
the article.
mdidatenoptudpiilssIose
c
the names of the Robinson will be included consists would give the equipment, Mr.
Mrs. Dawkins told the Tr: State
of 1000 pages and 20,000 listings. Todd said, they had to receive
REPORT
Defender
that she followed up her The girl was not immediately It will
„at reporter was told by R. S.
reveal that Mrs. Robinson some reference from other musiMonday morning visit to Geeter available for comment,
has served as director of youth cians testifying that he could posox, Southern Regional Pub- with a
Thursday
sibly earn his living in the field.
visit to.the office It was the first disciplinary ac- work for the
lic Relations manager that "the of Shelby
Christian Methodist
County Board of Edu- lion involving the Negro students Episcopal
plant manager was misrepresent; cation, where
church, working in sev- SOME BOOKING
she
insisted
During the next few weekends,
on an in- at the school in more than three en sates of the
ed in the Wall Street Journal," terview with
Second EpiscoGeorge W. Barnes. weeks. The last suspension was pal
and that "we have no desire to the superintende
District with headquarters in Mr. McNeil, who plays and sings
nt.
Popular
numbers, is scheduled to
meted out to a white boy who al- Memphis.
discuss it further with any news- "Mr. Barnes
told me that he legedly was involved in a scuffle ing her She is at present serv- play with William Shay and
paper reporter or newspaper at was getting
the
seventh year as president
Geeter
High
Memphis
11111111110 vole suns
school
Jug Band,
of the Jackson-Memphis Annual
this time."
equipped as fast as he posibly with a Negro boy.
WILL
HELP
OTHERS
large-boned
girl
A
Conference
with
inan
Siissionery
Society
REQUEST REFUSED
of Other night
could. He said that it would not
The reporter asked for admit- be long before the Negro children fectious smile, Minnie Jean Brown the CME church. On the national ed to give Mr.spots have promistance to the plant at Doraville, were receiving everything t h a t has had some bad experiences at level she is secretary of the de- Todd said, and McNeil work, Mr.
so that he could observe at first the white children are getting. Central High and was the cause partment of Christian Social rela- it is hoped that in a few weeks
his
hand how the plant was being "I asked him." Mrs. Dawkies of one white segregationist stu- tions of the Women's Missionary have grown to such income will
an extent that'
council She is a member of the he
staffed, but his request was turn- said, "why people were saying dent being suspended.
will have no
ed down. He was also informed that students who left Geeter to She transferred from her French Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, public assistance.further need for
member of the Memphis Council
that it would be useless to at- enter college were flunking out, class because of harassment.
The organization
tempt to gain entrance to the plant and he said that that happens in "One boy was always trying to of Church Women, and a national Possible, Mr. Todd has made it
said, for other,
trip
me if I stepped into an aisle."
mebroad
o the United blind persons
by contacting Detroit, and that no all schools, and that to his knowlto
g only three students from Minnie Jean said, "and one day Church Women in America, a for themselves, go into business
further discussion would be enterGeeter had failed to make the he put his leg out and as I stepped, member of the YWCA, and a now earning theirand some an e
tained on the subject.
living as piano,
over it, he kicked up and hurt me." member of the National Council'
In Detroit, Mr. Charles C. Diggs,, grade."
tuners,
I
The daughter of Mr. and Sirs., of the Churches of Christ in the and a stenographers, saw filers,,
Sr.. of Diggs Enterprises, sent a Shelby County
school board °M., Willie Bobbie Brown, Minnie Jean,' USA. She is an elected delegate to azine number are operating mag•
letter to Charles E. Wilson, tor-r cials told a reporter
and
who visited like the other
candy concessions.
eight students, has the General Conference of th e "Any
wier president of General Motors,1 the office the day after Mrs. Dawblind person who comes
and former Secretary of Defense,I tins' visit that they kept no sta• shown a great deal of courage in; CME church. This is the govern- to us with a scheme
for
sticking to Central High school in ing or policy-making body of the his
at his home in Brimingham, Mich.' tistics on
own living can receive making
. the number of students
assist.
Mr. Wilson replied that he had from high schools who dropped the face of jeers, taunts and out.l denomination, and is composed of ance from our
organization," says
an equal number of ministers and Mr.
right hostility.
retired from all active manage- out of college.
Todd.
When her mother, Mrs. Imogene laymen of the church.
ment of the corporation, but prom-., ALREADY ACCREDITED?
Brown, quavered about her contin- MOTHER OF TWO
teed to refer the matter to the . Mrs. Dawkins said that she asked the superintendent how long it uing to attend Central, Minnie Mrs. Robinson is the daughter
proper authorities.
Gov't Graded 'A' — Gov't Inspected
Mr. Wilson commented "that the would take the achool to receive Jean was staunch and eager in of a minister. She was born in
determinati
Chicago,
her
on
stick
it
Ill.
to
out.
Due
to
her
Broad Breasted — Oven Ready
its
father's
accreditation, "and he told me
problem outlined requires a great
deal of patience and understand that Geeter was already accredit- Minnie likes going ts Central traveling duties as a Methodist
High because it is within walking minister, she lived in Kansas,
"
log, and on this basis I believe
Mrs. Dawkins said that the sup- distance of her home in contrast Mexico, Missouri and other
that much progress can and will
Notional Has Nice
erintendent neglected to tell her to Horace Mann High which is a states. She received her college
be made."
training at Jackson, Tenn. She
by whom the school was accredit- mile and a half away.
Selection Of
JACKIE ROBINSON
And Minnie says she doesn't has done graduate work at the
In New York City, Jackie Rob- ed.
Top Quality Poultry
University
study
find
at Central any harder
of Minnesota, a n d
inson, former Brooklyn Dodger Before leaving Mrs. Dawkins
For Christmas . . .
completed a special course at
at Horace Mann.
baseball star, and present vice charged that "The schools as a than
„The lessons are all on the
•
Yale
university.
same
president of Chock Full 0' Nuts, whole are failing our children. If .
Eviscerated Young
a food concern, united with other Geeter is not up to standards, it; level," she explained, "and I While at Lane she was soprano
Get Your National—Oven Ready Turkey
Michigolden Ducks
[ think we do as well if not better soloist for the college's famed
Negro leaders in condemning the is not alone.
For Christmas—Young Turkey — ready
glee club. She won a wide repuI than the average student."
0
Statement attributed to the DoraTo Burst With Juicy-Rich Goodness. The
tation over the nation in high
Geese
ville plant manager and the al- plants. They were the Universal SINCE SEPT. 25
school
Best Tasting Turkey In The Country —
•
leged agreement of General Mo- Life Insurance company, Golden Minnie wants to be a social tests, and college oratorical conand has since been in wide
Completely Cleaned. All Ready To Pop
Chicken Hens
tors to fall in line with other Dixie State Life Insurance company, worker for some official or the demana
as
a
NAACP
speaker
throughout
Into
Your
Oven ... All This Waiting At
•
institutions.
North Carolina Mutual Life In
the country in connection with her
NATIONAL For You! Choose Your TurAddressing Harlow Curtice, surance company, Atlanta L if e The Negro youths. attending youth
work.
federal
classes
since
troops
were,
MISS DeMAE LAZENBY, WaYneskey Now. Every One is Guaranteed.
presidee' of General Motors, Rob- Insurance company, Supreme LibShe is
inson seid that he could not un• erty Life Insurance company, and sent to Little Rock Sept. 25 to! of two married, and the mother bore Ga., hag returned home after
children.
Her
enforce
courtordere
husband,
integration,
a
d
spending
six months in Germany
derstand the seemingly "do what the Diggs Enterprises of Detroit.
holder of the Master's degree visiting her
sister and brother-in- 1
You please" attitude expressed in
It was not until he received a is made up of six girls and three; from Drew university,
boys
is
also
a
law,
Sr_
and
some of the letters which Mr. letter from Harlow Curtice, tires'.
Bon. • ".. Pitts.
Methodist minister, like her fa- Miss Larei.by Mrs.
federal
The
troops
paratroop.
—
is a former teacher
Walker had received from ctn. dent of the organization, that Mr.
ther.
I
of
from
era
famed
the
the
101st
Airborne
Waynelhoro
Training
Male a'. the company, and the de• Walker was satisfied that Genschool.
lay of Mr. Seaton in answering eral Motors policy. Further, the. Division at Fort Campbell, Ky. — -WWVINVVIW*VVIWWKW,WWWWWWWWWWWWWW WWWWWWW(WWWWWVWKW1
withdrawn
was
from
Little
Rock
a query that he had sent him re- policy expressed in the Wall Street t
two days before Thanksgiving.
el.. aiitring the official policy of the Journal.
Since that time, efdearilzed
organization.
"You may be sure," Mr. Cur. Arkansas ,
eational Guardsmen
"I have been a General Motors tice wrote, "that the statement at have patrolled the school
arer to
at
user for a long time," the former trihuted to the General Motors ex- guard att; Met any incidents.
The
baseball player wrote Mr. Curtice, ecutive does not represent Gen- federal troops — numbering, 1,000
Christmas any
-but the attitude expressed by eral Moors policy. Further, the — were dispatched .o Little Rock
your company makes me asham• statornent itself is Inaccurate." on orders from President Eisen
A
ed, and I and my friends intend General Motors policy on hiring hower after a mob prevente 11
from
do all we can. . .to get some without regard to an individual's, eity police from carrying out ,
consideration. can't in all hones. race he said, "is clear and un-IPeacc- integration.
A
ty ride oround in anything where equivocel."
A
the attitude of the company is
In answering Mr. Cut-lice's let- I childrnn — if you cannot educate
unAmerican as yours appears to
gr
orsel and yor
rll hiringyuf
uci
h
yoiq
hldrentaigov
A
A
policy of the corporation Mr. cannot qualify for higher paying ; LiQuoR
be. ."
Six organizations hiring 6450 Walker thanked the official for his jobs"
4
4
employees, with at least Sa per. statement, and commented . "For , Skilled Negro mechanics a n tilt;
cent of them driving automobiles , many years the Negro has been . assembly tine men will call at the
produced by General Motors, victimized hi' a vicious cycle — Doraville plant "ear Mionta in f
agreed In use their influrnee to if you no not receive gaMful em- the near future la make applicaWe Will Close Christmas Day So, Our Employees
got the corporolion to end discrim- ployment anti adequate nay you ions for employment within thei
The Union Station Is Across the Street From Us :
May Spend The Holiday With Their Family.
initials in all General Motors'; cannot educate yourself and youri plant.
AltadalalaAbbAbAbAMIal•
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LionelHampton To Head
Elks'Scholarship Drive

asewife Says Geeter
One Of finest Schools
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DEFENDER

We Are Rising Financially
The Negro as a potent economic
ports there is a steady influx of
factor in the economy of the Unit, rural residents to urban areas.
ed States may belikened to a giant And
for quite some time deceitwho is gradually awakening from
tralization (shift of businesses
a deep sleep. That is, he is just
from downtown metropolitan areas
beginning to realize his vast
nearer the suburbs) has been unstrength.
Here are some amazing and derway.
Thus the attractive offerings of
highly significant facts abut., the
stores nearer home plus lack of
economic status of the brother n
interest by downtown merchants
this country, revealed recently by
in the Negro's search for economSecretary of Labor James P. Mitic opportunity are potent factors
chill:
in the struggle ahead.
1. The Negro population as a
Here in Memphis we have a
Whole (18 Minion) has an annual.
market, Negro market, N alued at
purchasing power of 17.5 billion
200 million dollars. Certain lush
dollars.
firms enjoy
OTHER CHILDREN NORbe fitted with three artificial
least $31,000, more than the
2. One third of the Negroes in amounting patronage of Negroes
MAL — Mrs. Janie Smith and
to more than 65 per
limbs in May. if the GovernAmerica own their homes.
family can afford. Mr. Smith
George,
jr.,
cent
of
pose
with
the total sales volume.
two oth•
ment provides the funds. The
ilikk 3. During a 18 year period
Is employed as a laborer with
the Such firms will eventually find
er children, Barbara Jean, 3,
artificial limbs, which will
number of Negro proprietors and It
the Memphis Cold Storage
at left, and Gloria Janet 4.
more democratic and profitable
cost $500 each, and will need
Warehouse company. (See
managers has increased 131 per
Little George who was born
to give fuller recognition to the
replacing every year until he
photo and stOrN On page one.)
tent. Businessmen of our race now, Negro
without
hands
and
employme
feet,
will
nt
wise — and we
reaches maturity, will total at
(Photo by Withers)
own 200 Insurance companies. Pivo t do
not mean Just on the maintenmillion policyholders are enjoyance
ing protection, and they include
persona of all races.
4. Negroes now 44 banks and
These institutions have combined
assets of more than 100 million
dollars.
The Negro of today Is buyIngi
everything from pins to airplanes
(continued from page 1)
NEW YORK — From a three-plane airline in Raki, When
Therein lies a vital point. Already.
thethe tBuinrsgpeescs
on
regained
consciousness on Friday. to an internati
the Negro, the giant who has not
onal airline with a fleet of 190 planes operafrequent inspectionns trips
opera-'
Police
i
ruled
out
gas
t
as
h
•
fully asserted himself, is
airline,
Plinton
ting
attends
half
the
way round the world is a big jump, but James
begifIn'
ing to point out to business and cause of death when officials from
daily staff meeting at 8:45 a.m.,
industry in general that he is con- the gas company checked all ap- 0. Plinton, executive assistant, Trans World Airlines, takes down pertinent informatio
n
pliances in the home and found made it.
eerned about TWO THINGS:
____ on the airlines operation and re1
1. The barriers to job opportunl., none of them leaking.
At 43, he has founded and operat-,Haiti. has been a ground
lays
it
to
him.
and flight
ties in firms from whom the pur- PILOT LIGHTS BURNING
ed two airlines, the first dry-clean-linstructor for the
U.S. Air Force,' His last chore of the day, usuali Pilot lights were still burning on ing
chases products, and
and laundry establishments in 1and still holds a United
States''3' long after the offices have dos2. That discrimination in em -I the s oyes. a medical official said,
ed, finds him closeted with Burgess
pilots license.
I and that rules out the possibility
ployment must be ended.
to present reports and mail which
of death and illness from carbon persons ale sonic contaminated: By virtue of his own aviation and
have been assigned him to handle
The Negro of intelligence, In.
monoxide or carbon dioxide, for greens, and several died from thelprivate business background. nlus.with
l
uence and financial substance is
other departments.
a lot of drive, Plinton has alreradyhad there been enough of those . disturbance,
not seeking gifts for his people
Mrs. LaBattes. John, and Lula seen his job with TWA expand With his aviation backgroud. it
, gases present to affect the occulie wants the fully qualified in
is natural that Plinton is interestpants of the house, the flames B. Taylor. he said, have symp- from executive essistant to the inskills to have an opportunity to
ed in the many suggestions that
would have gone out for lack of form capatible with votulis m,Idustrial relations director to
render service in business and in- ox
are referrct. to Burgess from
which attacks the nerves,
where he is, in effect, liaison reen. Before pnn,,ah a,
Id
hundreds of employees of all de.
dustry and be rewarded withouti
have accumulated from applian- [ Mrs. LaBattes, Dr. Falls said, Presentative Tor TWA President partments
.
bias for that service.
I ces to cause death an explosion suffered a paralyzed left arm as Carter L. Burgess.
One of his principal duties is to
The tempo of demand Is mount- would
a
result
of
the
mysteriou
s aid! This has all happened in the four screen the departnien
have occurred and demol
tag and will eventually reach such
t recomment, and that the two children months since
ished the building, police said.
joining the airline in mendation with particular attenIntensity that the bulk of firms
who
had
been
deafened
were
re- August, 1957.
Lion to those which have turned
enjoying financial profits from'I Dr. James Fall, staff physician gaining their
hearing, but it was, Today, his duties are myriad and
down a sugg Won. The President
Negro patronage will have to corn- t CrittendenMemorial hospital, too early on Sunday,
said.
he
to
his contacts many. His day usual- has a positive approach to these
plf or suffer damaging losses in V'est Memphis, says that he sus- Predict whether they had
passed ly begins and ends with a confer- suggestions, apd any ones that
pects that the family has been'
revenue.
the
"danger
stage."
stricken
'ence
by
with "The Boss."
votulism, a type of
have been turned down are closely
It is reasonable to feel that!
Funeral arrangements for Mr.I Action assignments are given scrutinized as to reasons.
Urbanization and decentralization food poisoning that is fatal in 7
LaBattes
had
completed
which
not
may
involve him in meetings Like every member of the TWA
been
Will become strong allies of the out of 10 cases. He said that a
at presstime. His body was at the with every major department head team, Jim does his share
of direct
Negro in this effort to serve more similar outbreak occurred in Mem-1
Southern Funeral Home in Mem. at the company's home office at selling to his friends and acguainSully. The Bureau of Census re- labia some years ago when smite Phis.
}380 Madison ave. New York.
lances,

TWA Utilizes Plinton's
Past; Expands His Role

have him fitted for one hand—the
other hand tapers into a single
finger — and both legs. It will
cost $1500 each year or 000 for
each limb, to be -refitted cited
year until he reaches the age of
19 or 20.
Mrs. Smith says she is not sure Not all gifts come in easy-to-, Christmas Goodies — use foil
who will pay for the artificial wrap shapes. Some are long and pans — those left from frown
limbs, her family or the govern- curved; others are large and un- foods you've purchased are em
ment. If the family has to pay wieldy: still others defy dear rip cellent. Fill pans with rookies,
for them, she said, the child will (ion. For example, if you're pre- stuffed fruits, salted nuts, fruit
have to go without them, because senting Johnny with that bike he's cake or plum pudding. Wrap in a
her husband does not receive a been pleading for, how should ,:ou big piece of aluminum foil and
salary which would make this pos.; package it? Basically, the answer tie the foil in an exotic "pouf" at
sible.
is — use your imagination. More the top with Christmas ribbon.
The young mother stated that concretely, here are some sugges- Bicycles and Tricycles — twine
she is not sure what the child will tions from the Reynolds Wrap ribbon and oil around the spokes
of the wheels. Tie bows on the
do when it comes time far him tC home economist,:
handlebars. Paste foil stars on scat
go to school. "I haven't done too'
much inquiring about it," she l ed me from driving them out,", with rubber cement.
says. '1 believe it is because isi.she said.
Bottles — wrap in foil, then give
dint want to face up to the realMrs. Harris, the mother of Mrs. a gay striped effect with red eeliiation that my child is any di!. Smith, says that
she is about the, lophane thpe. A loop of Christmas
fervid from any other child."
oilly member of the family that beads holding a sprig of holly
THOUCHTLESS NEIGHBORS
accepted the baby's condition as atrouhnowthhe neck adds a final colorhit
The hardest part of the misfor- the "will of the Lord"
Skiis — tie the largest, brighttune to bear, Mrs. Smith says, is, "I know that the Lord had
sonic est how you
can make around the
thoughtlessness of neighbors and, purpose in sending us the child
skits — about 2-3 up its length.
friends who attempt to get her In that shape, though it is
not A little glitter
powder sprinkled
to commercialize on the child.
giviat to us to know why at the
on help. too.
"Some come in and look at the' present Hine."
Umbrellas — Roll in a big shad
baby and say, "Why don't you "All of my other grandchilof foil. Wind colored celophams
have that baby put in the circus? ; dren are normal,"
Mrs. Harris tape or ribbon around the entire
People would pay money to see said. "but I've spent
more time length. Tie a large bow just under
him." It is only toy mother's ' with little George than I did
with the handle. Result — A giant
teachings so far that has prevent. any of the other twelve."
"candy cane."

he de luxe way to give

Luxury KentuckyBourbon

'
11,c:reee
1 4 for
co'vog

Give

Bourbon de Luxe

Ci% e and serve Bourbon de Luxe, the Luxury Bourbon—truly
Anterican whiskey—straight from Kentucky ...luxuriously
gift
packaged for gracious giving at no extra cost to you.
41 4,

KENTUCKY'S
COSTS NO MORES
BOURBON DE LUXE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-83
PROCE

WISHING ALE A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
"I shop by bus, and in doing so I don't have to fight the
hectic Memphis downtown traffic. I am relieved of the very
trying ordeal of scrounging for a place to park," says Mrs.
Vivian Ford.
Let a skilled operator fight traffic for you.Save on gasoline, tires and insurance. Patronize bargain - packed downtown, BUT remember,it's smart to go by bus.

MRS. VIVIAN FORD shops the easy way—by Memphis Street Railway bus. You'll
find it a great relief to do the same.

MEMPHIS STREET
RAILWAY COMPANY
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did not suffer this to be and although Elijah was at the very
"OR-,
theme:
our
Continuing
1 brink of disaster God reaches
MEN
MAKE
THAT
DEALS
down and once again places his
GROW" this week we are dealing feet upon a solid rock and re.
With the life in part of Elijah. stores his faith in Him.
Elijah was like many of us today. AMONG US TODAY
In an hour of prosperity he
Are not there Elijah' among
round it hard to contain him- us today? Are not there those of
self. Moving at the command of us who by human short-comings
God he was successful in his bat- do those things which God cannot
tle with the prophets of Beal. But smile upon and then in period of
being successful the human side desperation find ourselves fleeof him took charge and he found ing — trying to find some cave
himself going further than God In which we might hide. Then
had asked him to do. After he after finding our cave we find
had had his success he set out to that we still have our conscious
kill the prophets of Baal and later to live with and whereas we are
44at
found himself having to flee for physically hidden our spirits are
NEW OFFICERS of the Asinstallation ceremony was held
house College, Atlanta, Ga.,
his life,
and
lie
in the full sight of God
sociation of Colleges and Secpast president; Dr. Johnson; Dr.
following an address by Dr.
In all probability had he not speaks to us in sound clear voice
John E. Codwell, principal,
ondary Schools are installed
Mordecai Johnson, president,
taken things in his hands he never that beckons us to return once
at the annual banquet on the
Howard university, WashingPhyllis Wheatley High School,
would have had to flee. But some again to our fields of duty and do
president
Tex.,
campus of Virginia Union uniHouston,
ton, D. C. From left, Dr. B.
hours after he had killed the a job for Him.
versity, Richmond, Va. The
elect; Dr. James A. Colston.
dean, MoreR. Brazes',
prophets he found himself in one
Yes, this ordeal of Elijah not
president, Knoxville College,
of the biggest turmoils of his life
only made him grow but it stands
and the only solution was flight,
today as 3 monument for many
The only place that offered him
of us who fall short of the mark
safety was a cave,
and tells us in no uncertain terms
In the cave under the constant
God still cares. One of the
threat of being found by his ene- that
most heart-warming songs of our
m
snies and facing starvation he
•
Cares" brings
finds God coming on the scene day "Someone Who
solace to many of us who
and providing him food through a much
bird. During all these hours of like Elijah find ourselves trying
silence and after-thought Elijahl to escape past deeds by search.
MIAMI BEACH — (INS) — The "It creates artificial barriers heightened awarreness among
out for some cave that will
realized what a fool he had made'in
AntiDefamation League of B'nai among youth, frustrates them and. educators . . ."
to
ourchance
a
us
revitalize
give
of himself by going contrary to'
B'rith was told last week religious, limits their potential," the league
In housing, the league said diethe will of God. Is not this the' selves and find a spiritual growth discrimination, particularly in the was informed. "It also thrusts into crimination "corrupts the country's
unknown.
heretofore
ease in all of our lives? But
resort and hotel areas, is "a na- the future the prejudices and richest resources: its people."
you may rest assured that this , COME OUT OF THE CAVES
tional institution and an American misunderstandings of our time." The lengthy survey continued:
so
is
Life
designed
are
we
and
cave incident Elijah became a,
tragedy."
But the study added &scrim'. "It builds walls that divide our
much more mature man. Like Eli- so designed that we find ourselves I Henry Edward Schultz of New nation in the field of higher edu- citizens; it undermines the social
constantly
to
resorting
caves
to
jah many of us need to be forced
York city, the league's national cation "appears to have dimin- and economic health of our comto live in caves at times that our overcome our short-comings but chairman, mad the report at ished in the past few years be- munities . . but discrimination
in
even
best
meth.'
our
prepared
lives might become fuller.
the Anti-Defamation League's 44th' cause of anti-discrimination legis- in housing is enforced in many
ode we find ourselves crying out annual meeting in Miami Beach.' lation in several states and a
SOMETHING HAPPENED
subtle ways, too — by restrictive
words
"Where
the
in
David:
of
this
in
While
cave 'something
A 120-page study prepared by
covenants and 'private club' dehappened to Elijah that would must I go that I might escape the the League's staff entitled "Barvices."
not otherwise have happened — presence of God?" David knew riers: Patterns of Discrimination
he had a renewed faith in God through past experiences that an against Jews." asserted:
The study, edited by Nathan C.
"The U. S. seems to suffer from
In spite of the fact that he had escape from God is humanly imBe1th. in association with Harold
gone contrary to the will of God possible and wherever we find a kind of international pre-emi
Braverman and Morton Puner, will
He was still willing to save him ourselves we are still in the pres- nence insofar as hotel bigotry is
be published for general distribufor further work in His program ence. Not only are we in the concerned. Hardly a state or
tion next month.
of kingdom extension. This in itself presence of God but in the same region of the nation can claim
should be a source of inspiration token of behavior we are account- that none of its resort hotels erects
Dr. Samuel C. Kicheloe, pres
religious barriers against prospeC- ident of Tougaloo Southern Chrisfor many of us who daily go con- able to God.
live guests.
trary to the will of God. We too, STILL SPEAKS
tian college, Tougaloo. Miss., for
should see God as One who for. This should stand to make us VIOLATE LAWS
the past two years, was the guest
Many states do have laws bar- speaker at the annual LeMoyne
gives us for our sins and restores fully mindful that like Elijah we
us once again to His fold. Where- may be able to hide ourselves phy- ring discrimination by 'places of Sunday ,Dec. 8.
as God had shown Himself to Ell- 1 sically but spiritually we are al- public accommodation,' including,
Le Moyne Sunday is one of the
jab to the place where he weal ways in the presence of God and by definition, hotels. However,
oldest tradition' at the school, and
brought face to face with the' therefore in a position to be chem. most of the statutes are dead letdates back to the first year that
fact that he had done something, tired by Him. Thus as God spoke ters, more honored by breach
the school was founded. Always
that did not meet the approval; to Elijah through the feeding of than observance."
Schultz, in reading the report, held on the second Sunday in Deof God we still find God so cott. the bird and made him mindful
terned about Elijah and his post-, that he was still in the favor of noted even in New York State, cember, it gives students, faculty
sibilities that he was allowed to i God still speaks to us today and which pioneered civil rights laws members and alumni an opporto worship together.
face starvation and then be spar- makes us mindful that we too can some resorts "practice religious tunity
In addition to the sermon de.
ed this terrible ordeal. What a grow in spite of our dwelling in discrimination surreptitiously."
Onthe suject of employment, livered by Dr. Kincheloe, the acregreat tragedy it would have been our little caves. God is also a
bad Elijah been allowed to starve God of our little caves and is will- the B'nai Writh charges discrimi- ices included selections by the
in this cave and later been found ing to enter even the darkest plan- nation "has hurt the entire nation college choir, which sang, "I
, his enemies. How this would es of our lives and restore our as well as the individual concern- Heard the Voice of Jesus Say,"
ts'
I "Seek Ye the Lord," and the spirhave brought joy to the hearts faith and give us our opportunity ed and his family."
I Real, "I Couldn't Hear Nobody,
of the prophets of Baal. But God' to grow.
EDUCATIONAL BARRIERS
In the field of education the I Pray." Johnella Wells and Ken- 1
study said, discrimination "has neth Cole sang the solo parts
James Bishop reviewed the ocmore lasting and far-reaching effect" than prejudice in employ- casion for which LeMoyne Sunday
is held, and the guest speaker
ment.
was introduced by Willie Ware.!
Dr. Kincheloe, who was f o r
the preacher should teach a 1 1
by HATTIE HOUSE
through the gospel and the gospel some years a member of the
Board of Trustees of LeMoyne
is a social gospel.
MISSISSIPPI BLVD. SEVENTH a.m. It will consist of singing, inTe public is invited to partici. college, also served as chairman
dividual expressions, and a ser- pate in the discussions.
DAY ADVENTIST
of the American Missionary Asso."
i
James Connoley is the president dation. He was at one time a
Elder W. W. Fordham, president mon.
AME
and Miss U. B. James is the -e- member of the faculty of the Uniof the South Central Conference ST. JAMES
versity of Chicago.
with headquarters in Nashville, St. James AME church will hold porter.
Tenn., was the guest speaker dur- its First Quarterly Conference,
eseleseseleWelepwwwineepeepwesirseleigeMeeersPIPIPIPIPMIWIMMUMIDDIPCWIMI4
One more mink stole to be given
ing the 11 o'clock services at the Sunday. The presiding Elder, W.
sermon
a
deliver
will
Powell,
L.
Mississippi Blvd., Seventh D a y
away this week with the winner to be
service.
morning
the
during
14.
Dec.
Adventist church on
announced On the Cisco Kid Show Dec.
Elder Fordham's sermon con- The Men's Service League will
II WMCT, Channel 5, 7:30 p.m.
cerned the nearness of Christ's present its monthly musical at
second coming, which he said is 7:30 p.m. The No. 2 senior choir,
Nothing to buy . . . nothing to
and the male chorus will furnish
almost at hand.
write . . . no contest . . . just regisHe said that nearly all of the the music. Proceeds from the prosigns foretold in the scriptures as gram will be donated to the sick
ter FREE. Register each time you
heralds of the "last days" have , and needy. 0. D. Hayes is the
visit Big Star! The more often you
either appeared or are now corn- i president.
register the better your chance to win.
' On Christmas morning at 5, She
ing to pass.
A baptismal service was con- I choirs will present a play entitled
ducted by the pastor, El d e r I "When They Saw The Star"
Yes Madame,
dressing hat has been handed
Charles Graham, following t h e Each member is asked to bring
The dinner of the year should to eating and makes everything
morning service. Four persons a penny for each day of the year.
The Highly Humorous
be a memorable one. As we taste better, why not add an
The $3.65 will be given to the
were baptized.
think of all the new ideas of old fashioned back home touch
,needy. Mrs. Lucille Thompson
MAGNOLIA FIRST BAPTIST
garnish and the dainty Jack to your holiday menu by servD.
Ethel
Mrs.
and
Magnolia
narrate
will
The senior choir of
Sprat relishes that add savor ing an old fashioned savory
play.
the
a
direct
will
brought
Nelson
church
First Baptist
special musical treat to the mem- The Sunday School Christmas
bers Sunday. The Spirit of Mem- Program will be held on Christphis Quartet rendered a soul-stir- mas at 7:311 p.m.
On Sunday, Dec. 29, the Senior
ring program of spirituals.
Harvest Day will be held next Missionary Society will present a
Sunday. Rev. J. W. Williams will social program, entitled "T h e
be the guest speaker. He is the Peace of God." Some of the guest
pastor of the Lane Avenue Rep- appearing on the program will be
from other cities. Evangelist Rheast church.
Rev. Calvin T. Nelson is the ola Jackson is the president of
• the organization.
Minister.
The new pastor of St. James,
EARLY GROVE BAPTIST
All about the Colored General leading white MissisThe coagregation of Early Rev. E. M. Alcorn, formerly pastroops, flying saucers over Harlem, begging relsippi
nold
will
E.
M
A.
church
Chapel
Payne
tored the
Grove Baptist
Christmas
for
Tenn.
services
Nashville,
and White History Week. Funniest book of
atives,
of
church
light
candle
morning at 5 a.m. Combined nine years. He is, indeed, a dethe year!
choirs of the church will furnish lightful addition to the Memphis
the music. The pastor, Rev. E. family of ministers.
THE J MES-CONNOLEY CLUB
Waller, will officiate.
12.5o PER COPY. Fill In your name and address below and
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
The James-Connoley Club, an
mall check or money order made out to:
A musical was held at the Pro- organization formed to better pregressive Baptist church, Sunday. pare the members for the great
THE NEGRO BOOK SOCIETY
Services will be regular at the task of soul-winning and to be
4S. West lath Street — New York 31, N. Y.
come acquainted with the Bible
house of reverence, Sunday.
TOP NOTCH TALENT shining bright describes the performance
Rev. 0. C. Collins is the pastor. which aids them in their endeavgiven by these young stars on the occasion of their appearance
or, held its monthly meeting, reNT. NEBO BAPTIST
on a recent broadcast on the Big Star Talent Show. This radio
_ _ _ -•• •• _ ........... I
"God, the Greatest Giver." is cently.
show stitch Is presented on 50,000 Watts (WDIAt every Saturday
morning at 11:30 is one of the most tuned-in programs on the
the subject of the dynamic meg- The topic discussed was "The
ADDRESS
ED an MO =D.••••.10 ma. ow ......
Mt.
Doctrine of a Baptist Church."
sage to be presented at the
air. For, every week, a new cast of young stars makes its appear.
once before a vast mid south audience, M. C was the genial
Nebo Baptist church, Sunday by These ideas were derived from
.......j
.............
..—
—
..
—
.
.......
....—
CITY
...i.
........
a
is
church
the discussion: the
and friendly A. C. Williams. Big Star food stores of Memphis
Rev. Roy Love, the pastor.
and the mid-South are happy to give these young performers
Services will he held on Christ- fellowship, the eurPAtle of
people,
the
7
all
111ileilleilleellilldPillaislls.
4101011010101000depekiiitIld0100110delade10011010
'au ntOrning from 6 a.m., to church is to reach
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By REV. C. THOMAS PAGE

Calls Religious Bias
n american • ragecly

Tougaloo Prexy
GLeMoyne Day'
uest Speaker

•

Rev. Leslie Wainwright,
Twenty-one New York ministers secretary;
Baptist church, New Yo
representing more than 22,000 Shiloh
City, New York; Rev. Rober
members of the National Baptist
Hardmond, Bethesda Bap
L.
area
York
New
the
Convention of
Port Chester, New York;
church,
Dr.
by
"stand
will
declared they
Emory Johnson, New Hope
Rev.
him
defend
to
mean
Jackson and
Institutional Baptist church, Tarwith every ounce of strength of
rytown, New York,
command."
our
at
body
and
mind
Dr. David N. Licorish, AbyssinThe ministers formed the execuJohn P.
tive committee of the Greater ian, New York; Rev.
New York Committee to Defend Ladson, Second Canaan, NYC;
Unity
Jones,
Dr. Jackson and issued their state- Rev. Henry Grant
Vernon,
ment in a lengthy letter to Oliver Baptist Tabernacle, Mount
Gasch, U. S. Atty, for the District New York; Rev. William F. Houston, Evergreen Baptist, Huntingof Columbia.
Sass, St.
Gasch authorized and approved ton, L. I.; Rev. John
York; Rev. S. B.
a petition seeking Jackson's ous- Matthew's New
N. Y. C.
ter as president of the National Joubert, New Jerusalem,
Rev. Lloyd A. Burrus, First
Baptist Convention, brought about
by 10 Baptist leaders who claim- Baptist, Far Rockaway; Rev. Al.
ed he was illegally elected at the fred Isaac, Union, N. Y. C. Rev.
fred lssa, Uni,, N. Y. C.; Rev.
last church convention.
The petition, made in the form Rev. James ... Polite, Thessalonia
of a writ of "quo warranto" and Bronx, N. Y.; Rev. M. L. Wilson,
charging Dr. Jackson "usurped, B. Taylor, Mt. Olivet, Peekskill;
intruded, into, or unlawfully holds Mt. Calvary, N. Y. C.; Dr. C. L.
office," was issued by U. S. Dis- Rev. M. D. Bullock, Union, New
trict Judge John J. Serica of the Rochelle and Rev. D. J. Ewar
U. S. District Court for the Dis- Community Baptist, Yonkers. .
trict of Columbia.
The letter to Gasch attacked'
Tenn., first vice president;
the discretion of the federal gov-i
Dr. L. S. Cozart, president,
eminent in filing the petition and!
Barber-Scotia College, Con.
claimed it was a violation of the
cord, N. C., secretary-treasurprinciple of separation of church
er, and W. E. Combs, Flori.
and state.
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — (INS) —
da Stale Department of EduThe New York committee charg- Former United States Representacation, second vice president.
es the ten initiators of the peti- tive Leonidas C. Dyer died Sunday
tion for ouster with being a "dis- night of infermities at a veterans
gruntled, confused and defeatedj hospital in St. Louis. He was 88
group of 10" and are "a- n.s! years old.
of discord and prophets of nothing
Dyer was author of the Motorsave disruption, greed, gloom and Vehicle Theft Act, popularly known
doom."
as the Dyer Act. The law makes
Claiming only 18 individuals vot- interstate movement of stolen autoed against Dr. Jackson at the 1957 mobiles a federal offense.
NEW DELHI — (INS) — Indian
convention out of more
Nehru
Jawaharlal
Prime Minister
than 5000 delegates, the letter
remessages
that
said yesterday
states that the minority must
ceived from President Eisenhower abide by the will of the democratBulNikolai
Premier
Soviet
and
ic majority.
ganin at least had something in
The letter was signed by the
common—an expressed desire for following:
DETROIT — (INS) — Ford N
peace.
Dr. Thomas S. Herten, Holy,tor "o., yesterd v turned out s
Nehru recently appealed to the
two leaders for a suspension of Trinity Baptist church, Brooklyn, last Thunderbird two-seater spo
nuclear weapons tests.
New York, chairman; Rev. She.'car and announced that it hopes
In a foreign policy debate in ton Edward Doles, Grace Bap- to produce and sell twice as many
of the four-passenger models now
Parliament yesterday he thanked
tist church, Mt. Vernon, New York,going into production.
the two for their replies. Despite
some differences he stressed that
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
they "have points in common—
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE 8, SUPPLY, Inc.
and a desire to insure peace."
In a reference to nuclear bomb_ 107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
carrying planes he told the house
Badge., Caps, Gowns, Banners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Sono Books
"I do not say that war is around
Church Supplies
the corner, but it is above our
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
heads all the time."
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Anti-Lynch Law
Backer Dies

Nehru Says Ike
Bulganin Both
Desire Peace

Orops 2-Seater
Thunderbird

•

CASH FOOD STORES

This Could Be a Thrilling
Christmas

YOU CAN WIN
A Glorious American
Natural Ranch

MINK STOLE

r

CHRISTMAS

BOOK
SPECIAL
A Gift or For Yourself

SIMPLE
STAKES
A CLAIM

down from mother to daughter
for many generations. T r y
serving other 'asty desserts—
old fashioned sugar cookies and
egg-nog.
REAL OLD FASHION
STUFFING
Giblets
C. toasted bread cubes
(made with Jack Sprat
flour)
4 C. corn bread (made with
Jack Sprat meal)
1,1 C. minced parley
2 tsp. salt
3 tsp. sage
C. chopped onion
4 C. chopped celery
1 tlbs. Minced Bell Pepper
1 tsp. pepper
3 tsp. butter
24 C. broth
Cook giblets tender. Saute
onions and celery in butter until tender, combine with bread
cubes, Jack Sprat corn bread.
parsley, bell pepper a n d
seasonings. Add eggs, chopped
giblets and broth; chill to blend
flavors. Will stuff 10-12 lb.
turkey.
OLD FASHIONED
SUGAR COOKIES
vs C. Shortening
2 tsp. grated orange peel
1
/
2 C. enriched Jack Sprat
flour
% tsp. baking powder
% C. sugar

•
JANA C. PORTER
1 egg
% tsp. salt
2 to 3 llbs. milk
Thoroughly cream shortening
and sugar. Add eggs and beat
well. Add vanilla and grated
orange peel. Add sifted dry
ingredients with milk; mix
thoroughly. Roll 1-8 inch thick
on lightly floured surface. Cut
with floured cookie cutter,
sprinkle with sugar. Bake in
moderate oven (3750) 12 minutes. Makes 14 dozen cookies.
By for now,
Jana Porter

YOUNG STARS PERFORMED LIKE VETERAN TROOPERS ON BIG STAR SHOW

--mer—rwk

by Langston Hughes

I

the opportunity to show what they can do. During the years
that the Big Star show has been on the air, literally hundreds and
hundreds of young performers have starred on the show. If
you would like to have an audition try-out you are cordially
Invited to contact WDIA. Pictured above from left to righ
are: First row—Franklin D. Risk Rogers D. Walton, Patric
McClellan, Mollie Jean Ring. Second row—Patricia Edwards,
Herbert Marshall, Dorothy Jones, Rose Anne Quinn. Mrs. Blanche
Walton, and Mrs. Mettle Rim
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

NEW YORK — Forty-one per
In a letter accompanying thei these states. Rhode Island citicent or 70 million of the nation's survey, Shad Polier, chairman ohi zens pay the highest per capita
tha0
states
in
live
population
total
AJCongress' Commission on Law cost for anti-bias services: Sts
have established legal agencies to and Social Action, pointed out that cents per year; while citizens of
combat bias in one or more of 13 states having 37 pe. :nt of the New Mexico pay only one-quarter
the areas of employment, educa- country's total population, have of a cent per year.
tion, public accommodations and enacted enforceable anti-discrimi- INDEPENDENT ACTION
2
publicly-assisted housing.
nation laws.
Polier drew attention to the fact
These are: Colo., Conn., Mass., that while the majority of the 13t
These Americans are citizens of
15 states, and they pay anywhere Mich., Minn., N. .1., New Mexico, states with strong laws "allow
from one-quarter of one cent to N. Y., Ore., Pa., R. I., Wash. and their anti-discrimination agencies
five and one-half cents per year Wis.
to initiate corrective procedures
per person for the services of Two other states. Kansas and without waiting for individuals to
their state agencies which fight Indiana, with four per cent of the file complaints, the agencies in five
discrimination based on race, re- nation's population, have so-called states — Michigan. New Jersey.
ligion or national origin.
"voluntary" laws that rely solely New Mexico. New York and OreThese facts were revealed in a on persuasion.
gon — do not have that power."
new 21-page survey published last
Agencies in the 13 states listed
Discussing the composition of the
week (Dec. 10) by the American above all have jurisdiction over population in the 13 states with
Jewish Congress.
employment laws. Since 1945, enforceable anti-bias laws. the
The study, entitled "A Report Polier states, "these states have AJCongress report asserts: "Of
on State Anti • Discrimination steadily broadened the responsi- the total number of Negroes, other
Agencies and the Laws They Ad- bilities of their agencies so that non-whites and Jews in the Unitminister,- was submitted to Gov- today, most of them have juris- ed States, 17.09 per cent of the
ernors Averell Harriman of New diction not only over employment Negroes, 27.27 per cent of the
York and G. Mennen Williams of but also over public accommoda- other non-whites and 73.37 per
Michigan, who called a confer- tions, public and publicly-assisted cent of the Jews live in these
A
ence of 12 state governors on dis- housing and, in some cases, edu- states."
A
crimination problems in Northern cation."
The superiority of "enforceable"
states
The 13 state agencies having laws over the •'voluntary" variety
The conference was scheduled to full enforcement powers have been is demonstrated, Potter noted, by A
take place in New York City on granted annual budgets totaling the experienee of Colorado and A
Dec. 12. Copies of the AJCon- $1,366,226, the AJCongress survey Wisconsin.
gress report were distributed at revealed. This amounts to 2.21
Both states had originally enthe conference.
cents for each person living in acted "voluntary" laws and they
later added effective enforcement
procedures. "This," said Polier, A
"is concrete recognition that anti- A
discrimination agencies need en- A
forcement powers if they are to
A
work effectively."
Summarising the facts in the

ish, Abyssalv, John Y.
aan, NYC;
Jones, Unity
ount Vernon,
"am F. Hons.
ist, Huntinghn Sass, St,
; Rev. S. B.
em, N. Y. C.
urrus, First
ay; Rev. Al. Y. C. Rev.
Y. C.; Rev.
, Thessalonia
. L. Wilson,
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Union, New
. J. Eware
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' A CHRISTMAS PAGEANT
' entitled, Hope of the World.
In eight acts, was presented
by the Apprentice Club of
' the Fisk University Stage.
(rafters In the Fisk Little

Theater as an appropriate oftering for the holiday season.
In this Bethlehem scene are
clockwise, Ann Raney of New.
port News, Va., as Mary;
Elliott Troupe of Fort Valley

as Joseph; and Mariin
Lett of Detroit and Sonja
French of Albany. Ga., as two
of the Three Wise Men presenting their gifts.
Photo by Custer

2

Mt. Olive Club Holds
Pre-Christmas Dinner

The Genosie Glint Club, Inc.
The Christmas music for the
held its annual pre-Christmas din- occasion was furnished by Miss
ner on Sunday, Dec. 8, in the Sandra Bass and Miss Alice
dining room of the Mount Olive Thompson.
Cathedral on Linden st
A large number of guests were
The dining room was decorated present for the dinner.
with holly, evergreens, candles,
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 and flowers, with a Christmas tree
in the center of the room. At its
MATE FOR SNAKE
base were Christmas packages,
piled neatly and just waiting to
POSES BIG QUERY:
be claimed.
A
IT IS GIRL OR BOY
The short program given preSPRINGFIELD. III. — INS) —
LINCOLN, Mass. — (INS) — ceding the dinner brought about No job is too big or too small for
the
spirit
of
fellowship
is
Which
g Lincoln's snake hunters yesterSpringfield firemen who were
day debated offering a lure In usually felt at this season of the known around town today as "felyear.
It
included
a
short
review
the form I a mate to get a
lows who'll tackle anything."
of what is being done by the
4 six-toot baby Boa Constrictor
Firemen were called Sunday to
35-women at their monthly meet4 out (rein under the Smith
Gram- ings,
A
given by the chairman, Mrs. the -capitol chinchilla ranch" to
4 mar school.
,i
Annie Higgins, who also pre- extinguish a blaze in the garage.
The Boa Constrictor, obtained
4
sented a gift to the president, Mrs. After the blaze was Out they Were
4 by science
teacher David Web4
informed by the owner that there
A ger for his classes, escaped Elizabeth Woods.
Rev. S. A. Owen asked a bles- were 72 chinchillas in cages adA
A last week shortly after it ar- sing for the
well-planned, tasty jacent to the garage.
A
A rived from Florida.
turkey dinner which was servA
Firemen found all 72 of the little
•.,1
The question of obtaining an- with the usual fare which ac. animals
unconscious from smoke.
4 other snake for a "mate," companies such a feagt.
Removing them from the cages.
A
A posed a biological problem, howCharles A. Champion, a phar- the firefighters used all
available
ever. No one knows whether macist at the John Gaston hospi- means, including breathing
in the
i
tal
was
called
upon
to
Beale
speak,
390
Ave.
Memphis,
and
animals'
Tenn.
mouths, to revive them.
4 the escapee was a boy or
•
he concluded his remarks by of1AlkhletYlItitithfollatintit******11•141110411.10ItYlibliltltlailiftleatbD11014 girl snake.
To the firemen's surprise, they
fering encouragement to Samuel succeeded in
reviving all 72 chin1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M D. Jones, who want' to become chillas which were
estimated to
a doctor.
be worth 83,800.
mreitstattiPttaissescitimintstiaisisisisiticasapositlicittisisitositamcorstraistsstig

Firemen Revive
72 Chinchillas

On'

A

A
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GREETINGS
EASY-WAY SUPER MARKET
939 PORTER ST.

A Christmas
Message
Worth
Remembering
from Rev. D. Warner Browning
Make this the most festive, traditionally warm
Xmas you have ever known. Serve your family the finest
in foods . . . Beautiful Turkeys, big meaty Hams, all
the trimmings that go to make a festive table. Shop
Kroger this week and every week for the finest in foods,
plus the ever welcome bonus of

TOP VALVE STAMPS Virocier
k

Kroger wishes you and yours all the very best
during this holiday season, and we hope that
1958 will be, for you, a truly wonderful.
NEW YEAR!

hortening
and beat
d grated
ifted dry
ilk; mix
nch thick
face. Cut
e cutter,
Bake in
12 raincookies.

By REV. D. WARNER BROWNING, Pastor of Mt. Pisgah CME Church

This yuletide brings serious Christians once again
to muse upon the vast and radiant miracle in which "the
word was made flesh and dwelt among us." But to all
of us it is the celebration of what we have been taught
is Christ's birthday. We make elaborate preparations for
the occasion but lets raise the question of the dept and
relevance of this preparation.

r now,

Porter

SHOW
A birthday celebration is always centered around
the one so honored. Are we planning in principle, to
keep our socializing, festivities, and our sharing in bar
mony with the -spirit of Him who was born in Bethlehem?
It is traditional to celebrate Christmas but traditions are worth preserving only when they serve an essential need and never when any portion of humanity
must serve a tradition.

Fortner Credit Clothing Store

AUTOMOBILE SALES

179 SOUTH MAIN ST.
"HOME OF EASY CREDIT"

"Nation's Largest DeSota, Plymouth Dealer"

COMPANY

Your Value Headquarters For 40 Years 309 UNION AVENUE

V

Ssistattl4tillsinearstiatel

fwooer
)

II

V
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Pretti Brothers

ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE CO.

the years
nd reds and
show. If
cordially
t to righ
,Patric )
Edwards.
a. Blanche
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study, Polier asserted, "The wide-1
spread acceptance of the anti.
discrimination laws proves their
value. It shows that discrimination Slt., Dec. 21, 1957
can be combatted by legislation
that avoids criminal penalties and one that all fair-minded Ameriinstead establishes a specialized cans can welcome. We can look
state anti-discrimination agency forward to the establishment of
that relies primarily on educa- anti•discrimination agencies in a
tion and conciliation, but also has constantly Widening group of
the power to issue, where neces• states and a steady broadet.ing of
nary, specific orders enforceable the jurisdiction of those agencies
in the courts.
to all areas where discrimination
"The general trend shown by based on race, religion or national
this report," he concluded, "is origin remains a serious problem,

It is a travesty on Christianity when we are so engrossed in the celebration of His birthday that we do
not acknowledge the claims of Christ upon our lives,
and our relationship with our fellow men. Let's celebrate Christmas in the Christian spirit and try it for a
year at the time.
I 4dideatziatawilnimialatataiwasaizaimawauseigeadirellebetaiatisedliblesamaiatailealsiatails

6 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Better Schools Mean \
More Money--MBSC

Sat., Dec. 21, 1957

HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The funerals of Mr. ('eye Wa/- rendered a solo.
ker and Charlie Turner were at The Christina spirit is
noticethe same hour last Sunday at able in all church
life. The anMorning Star Baptist church.
nual Christmas music of the
The Girl Scout Troops Nos. 1, Morning Star Baptist
church will
2, and 3 were presented to the be presented Dec.
22. The Title is
public last Sunday evening at "A Child Is
Born".
Morning Star church. The girls
along with their lader and coin. The Junior Missionary Society
of St. James Baptist church met
mittee men received their pins
in the home of Mrs. Ernestine
and cards.
Rev. W. A. Owen. the pastor, Boatright Wednesday night.
Evangelist, Rev. and Mrs. L.
and Semen Reid, chairman of the
deacon's board accepted the too. Ivery of Detroit. Mich. worshiped
troops as part of the churc. Mrs. at the St. James Baptist church.
Lena Reid, troop leader, presided. Rev. Ivery preached at the eleven
The church choirs of Morning o'clock hour.
Star held their alum' Christmas The Pastors' Conference will be
dinner, Thursday evening. Mrs. held at Kane Ave. Baptist church
Nelda Williams, teacher of home in Nashville Rev. A. J. King is
economics at Stigall school, was pastor. Rev. B. G. Ragsdale was
the guest speaker. Mrs. Martha to attend the Conference.
Lacy also a teacher at Stigall The St. James Usher Board
met
IPoetioetemiewoociesp000steretteroavegi at the church Monday to make
plans for Christmas dinner which
will be in the home of Mr. and
14
1
Mrs. C. H. WeNord.
•••

CHRISTMAS
SALE

Mr. James House is able to be CANDLELIGHT PROCESSION
out again after being confined to opens annual Christmas Carol
service presented by the choir
his home with the Flu.
Mr. George King, a student at
Lane College, spent the week-end
These ate speciallY selected a"t4 with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
distinctively styled Desk Pods.
16 Ernst King.
The boy scouts are having their
12.50 Value
Christmas dinner in Covington this
week.
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
0
14
:1.1Y9 $
8
5
°
I club had its open house Christmas
y
display Dec. 9. A large number
Y
I attended.
ingisN
MO sRuCiVIA
chsw,eetsorrow,,,
Liberia —
Wide Selection of Colors
I Rev. and Mrs. William C. Donquoted
aid who reside at 312 Seventh Ave., Liberia's President Tubman, in
1
A Humboldt, Tenn. will observe paying tribute to Mr. and Mrs.
2 their 50th Wedding anniversary, Frank E. Pinder upon their deII;
AI Dec. 25, with an open house. Fri. parture for the United States.
JA. 6.3227 2 ends may call
95 S. Second
in the afternoon be- The leave-taking was indeed
sad, for Monrovia, capital of Li.
......
ween 3 and 6 P.m.
:t1(KKKKKKKKICICKICOSKKKKK VICiteCCWICIIINVC1C1CKKKKKKK KICKssesearsest berm. named for President James
Monroe, had been "home" for the
last 13 yenrs to rank Pinder,
an Genuine Leather

DESK PADS A

James Spurlock, jr., tenor; La.
at JUT college, Greensboro,
N. C. Margaret Bradley of Ache' joie Horton, Greensboro, supra.
no, both soloists with the group,
vile, lights the candles for

Piders Leave Liberia
fter 13 Years Service

I

and Mary Sharpe, also of
Greensboro.

Says Jim Crow
Housing Key To
Race Problems

RICHMOND, Va. — Changes
will have to be made in Ameriwith the International Cooperation kernel, coffee and cacao.
Pinder, who had been senior ag- ca's jim crow housing patterns
Administration.
Bidding farewell to the PInders, ricultural specialist with the U. S before the race problem can be
President Tubman cited Pinder's Economic Mission, now became satisfactorily solved, Dr( Buell G.
outstanding contributions to the chief agriculturist for ICA's mis- Gallagher, president of City colAgricultural Program of the na- sion to Liberia and was instru- lege of New York, said last week.
Speaking at the opening sestion and continued "I proudly pay mental in establishing and mod
tribute to him who has emblazon- milking the Liberian Depart sion of the 24th annual conference of the Association of Colleged his name on the pages of agri- ment of Agriculture.
cultural history of Liberia."
Prior to his arrival, a depart- es and Secondary Schools meetPinder as head of a four-man ment of agriculture did not exist— ing at Virginia Union university,
team originally went to Liberia agriculture was serviced by a bu- Dr. Gallagher declared. "He who
A
TO WISH YOU ALL
in 1944 when the United States sent reau attached to the Department rejects his neighor because he
a healt hand an economic mission of Public Works. As late as 1944, doesn't like the neighbor's skin
THE TRUEST JOYS
to Liberia at the request of that little or no attention was given color, also rejects the Father of
A
government.
to the development of a sound .the neighbor, who is his own FathCHRISTNIAS
Then on Dec. 22, 1950, the U. S. agricultural program. The annual er as well"
The speaker told of two methods
signed an agreement with Liberia appropriation for agriculture was
that could be used to change the
to cooperate in the economic de. $6,000.
velopment of the country.
As a result of the U. S. Econom- patterns of discrimination — the
A
:r fry ui
•41 4t1
Since then, ICA has been cooper- ic Mission to Liberia, coupled with courts, and education. He continA
A
sling with Liberia in national pro- Pinder's know-how and encuour. ued:
PK* most /•ilit..•
A
A
"The laws and the courts can
grams aimed towards increasing agement, joint planning was initPatios 9 ft
A
the nation's food supply, develop- iated ,and in late 194,11 the De- be invoked to prevent pride of anA
ing forestry and mineral resourc- partment of Agriculture a ad cestry or religious bigotry or raA
es, and providing modern health, Commerce was established with a cial prejudice from defining comtransportation and administra- full time secretary holding cabi- munity acceptability. This method
A
ive programs.
usually brings initial resistance,
net status.
230 W. Brooks Rd.
Liberia, a country about the Pinder, one of many American at some cost to the community,
A man was injured, an apart. size of the State of Ohio, 4 located specialists in various fields iVil but results in ultimate gains which
ment house demolished and two in the humid tropics for 350 miles are working In nearly 80 emmtries more than offset the temporary
FEATURING I
stores, a barber shop and a dent- along the West African bulge of the free world, has shown one losses.
ist's office damaged in two separ- into the South Atlantic Ocean.
of the finest examples of how pro- "Where nothing else works It
ate fires which occurred here Its economy is based primarigress can be achieved through co- becomes necessary to use govwithin four days.
ly on the production of agricultur- operation.
ernmental processes and power to
"America's Favorite"
Mr. Jack Dailey was injured In al raw products. It produces crude
Mrs. Pinder, the former Jean fight the lingering remnants of
a gas explosion which occurred rubber, cassava, from which tapfeudalism,
to get the robber barons
Martin of Los Angeles, has not
A
4 in Mrs. Ada Bailey's store. In the ioca is made, rice, fiber, palm been idle through these years. Re- to accept the modern age."
AKKKKKSJokto1•11001tillaeptilisieblediparNielltbatKKKKK Na,i4,N)..741:
fire which followed, damage was
The second method — education
ceiving her B. S. degree at the
1
11111ePSYKWYKIIVOISISISICKKKKKKKK.Vereg1C1C.rstKKKKK WIlltcutator ' done to Parson's Store for
Men. classroom after having recovered University of California and M. P. and persuasion — has been used
A
the Willis Barber Shop and to the from the flu.
H. at Yale, in the field of public with marked success in many
7
i office of Dr. H. W. Barton. Mr.
•• •
health, Mrs. Pinder has &sting- churches, and is best accomA Dailey was inside the store at the
Mrs. Elizabeth Henning Senders uic.l•-.d herself in developing pllahed through careful planning
0
A •
A time of the explosion.
and her son, Michalus have re- a health-education program for Li- and hard work.
A
Traffic had to be rerouted and turned home after a 3-month visit
A
beria.
,s seven fire units were called to to Chicago.
She trained auxiliary health
2 put out the blaze.
John Alvin Eisom left for Nash- educators, assisted in the in-servA
The apartment house, which ville recently to enroll
as a stu. ice education of teachers and preA
A caught fire on Wednesday. Dec. 11,
at Tennessee A & I State pared health teaching materials,
X
was
completely
destroyed, b u t university for the winter quarter.
A
as well as assisting in the proA occupants managed to save most
He plans to major in science edu- gram of training fundamental eduof their furniture.
workers.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Dorothy
•••
Faneral service for Guy Young cationA Pinder attended Florida A&M, Trammel, a junior at Philander
4,1
ere has been some improve- were held at the Holly Grove Bap- where he obtained his B. A. de- Smith college, was elected cog' ment in Rev. L. Nelson's condi- list church on Sunday, Dec. 8. Mr gree and did post graduate work chairman of the Alcansas Metholion at the Lauderdale County hos- Young was the father of Mrs. in agricultural economics at Cor- dist Student Movement during its
pil tal, it was reported recently
annual meeting at Fayetteville,
Willie Kate Carlton.
nell university.
AI
A,
Mrs. Senora Henning passed 1 Appreciation Day for Rev. .1. R. From July 1933 to June 1941, he December 6-7.
1 away on Tuesday, Dec. 10.
Halliburton, pastor of Morning was county agent in Alachua Cows. Miss Trammell, who comes
The National Lodge is giving a Star Baptist church was held on ty, Fla., where he then was as' from'Canton, Ohio, is President of
banquet on Dec. 27, and is ask- Sunday, Dec. 15. Prior to his ape- signed to the Farm Owners Ad. the Wesleyan club, s member of
ing all members to report to the 1 ial day, the Ministerial Alh• ministration of the U. S. Depart- the Cabinet nf the College ChristA' secretary as soon as possible.
' ance gave a prcgram for him, at ment of Agriculture, where he re- fan Association, and has been ac! Mr. George Coe invites anyone which Rev. A. Terrell was the mained until his assignment to Li- Itive in the All•Campus Commis"And there were in the same country shepherds
sion (student governing body.)
with news items that they wish guest speaker.
abiding in the field, keeping watch over their
beria.
• e
to have placed in the column to
flock by night."
Pinder holds two honorary doccontact him by phone. His num. Rev. William Reid will be pre. torates, one from Liberia's MonLuke 24
her is 624-W.
sented as the guest speaker by rovia college and one from Camp-,
A
it
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lewis they youth of Morning Star Bap- bell cllege, Mississippi.
Al
He is the recipient of two med.,
A. Watkins are the proud parents of tist church at the special Routh
a baby girl, born Sunday, Dec. 8, Day Program Sunday, Dec. 22, at torious service awards: from the
A
at the Lauderdale County hospit. 11 a. m. A movie of the Life of State Department, presented in
A
Christ will be shown following the 1951, and another awarded in 1955
A al.
Little Larry Wilson has returned morning service.
by ICA-Washington.
home from the hospital.
The Christian Yough Fellowship
After home leave in the United
VA%I.0ANSeN1h2.14NAN Ws.AITA/KX)4,
Milton Robinsen is hack in the gave a surprise birthday cake to States, Mr. and Mrs. Pinder ex24).14,444.1141ANS,44
Rev. B. F. Harris on Sunday. peat to be assigned to another
Dec. 8, at the Miles Chapel CME overseas post with an ICA Mts.
church. Wanda Brent and Doris mon, Mrs. Pinder to carry on her
A. Wheeler were in charge of the work in the field of public health
presentetion. The pastor received and Pinder, as an agricultural
other gifts from Mr. and Sim S. specialist, to continue his contriE. Moore and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. butions to underdeveloped counBrent.
tries, such as Liberia.
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The Memphis Better Schools outside the city limits should not
committee has filed another peti- only share L equal educational
tion to city and county officials opportunities, but should als
a4ing that proceeds from the share in equal financial responsill
county school tax be equally di- bilities incurred in raising t h •
vided between city and county standards in the schools.
schools "on the basis of the num- The recent progress made by
ber of children in average daily Russian scientists in launching
attendance."
earth sattelites am' the repeated
Recent world events, the realiz- failure of the .ilted States to grt
States
has
United
ation that the
one in the air has resulte din
failed to keep abreast of technol- cities all over America taking a
ogical developments made by a closer look at their schools.
potential enemy, have made it
Parents,
well as officials, are
necessary, the committee says,„ gravely concerned not only with
for some concern to be given with the text books but with schools
the quality o; schools. and the and staff members.
adequacy of school budgets.
The budget, the committee
stated in its petition, has a direct
bearing on what the schools are
able to offer.
In restating its position, t h e
what ye
committee in its letters to the
mayor, city and county commiswill and it shall
sioners, and to members of the
Shc:by County Court said:
be done unto
SHOULD SHARE EQUALLY
you."
"As a citizens group interested
inlet 15 7
in improving educational opportunities for all children, we do
not wish to have schools outside
the city limits suffer from such
a reappointment of tax funds,
therefore we further request that
all necessary action be taken to
insure these schools of adequate
funds"
The group said that residents
PEREZ THREATENS SUIT
BUENOS AIRES — (INS) —
Pascual
champion
Flyweight
Perez threatened to sue his manager Lazar° Koczl for breach of
contract.
The boxer claimed he did not
get the promised one million Argentine pesos ($28,000) for his
title fight with young Martin, Thel
expected $85,000 gate for the bout
failed to materialize and only.
S36,500 worth of tickets was sold,1
but Perez's share had been i
guaranteed.

May your
Joys
Be Many
at Ws
Christmas occasion

GRIGGS BUSINESS
COLLEGE
492 Vance Ave.

2

RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE-

OP

WARE'S GROCERY

CALLING ALL GORINERS
Our Home-Coming Planning Committee is working toward our
Home-Coming Program which will take place March 9-10-11,
1958. Help support your Alma Mater—it is now a non-profit
institution, donated to its alumni and the public for future
education. No kind of tax money Is available for this institution. therefore we must depend on you. Will you promise 615.00
or 00.00 in ads for our souvenir program?

County

WISHING ALL A MERRY CHRISTMAS

NEWS

HAPPY NEW YEAR
lime. GOLD S. M. Young, President and Founder.

John P Marquands great story of postwar Japan!
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Jeff Morrow, Coleen Grey in "COPPER SKY"
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Lump All Your Gift Purcha ses Together
at PEREL Et LOWENSTEIN

NO MONEY DOWN
2 Full Years To Pay
H E DIAMOND
STORES

F
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NOW SHOWING

.16.•

JOHN T. FISHER MOTOR CO.

OF THE SOUTH

Imperial

geeef4eee

GREAT STORES IN MEMPHIS
eilowatoini • 144 S. Isle Street

Chrysler
211 S. DUDLEY
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COMING NEXT: JERRY LEWIS in "SAD SACK"
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TWO BIG HITS!

Student Heads
Church Group

SAWYER REALTY
& INVESTMENT INC.
334 VANCE AVE.
Phone JA 5-1861
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,
deep and moving. They were civic
HALL OF FAME
VD I
A small seed was planted on benefactors of varying degrees of
4MS s.//
Beale Street soil last Sunday aft- effectiveness.
$3 30. t2-e., special Subscription tete. $10)
: On. your, $6; six months.
Subscription
WISHES mt.
Of double significance just here
ernoon. Here's hoping it'll grow
•
211 WISHES YOU
The Tri-State Defender Does Mot Take Responsibility Ier unsolicited Manuscripts es Movies.
is the fact that a Negro group
into a strong, sturdy tree.
N QUER WISHES YOU A 146
The "seed" was the program has shown intelligence, insight,
vt/Hili; WISHES YOU • MP'
surrounding announement of local and courage enough to give
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-Stole Defender Publishing Co. Entered 48 Second
WISHES YOU .
"Hall of Fame" selections for 1957. public honor to the name of Mr.
.EER WISHES YOU A
Crump. Only too recently it was
Fame"
is
The
"Hall
of
for
1957.
.E3413.11
WISHES YOU A MD
Class Mutter of the Memphis Post Office Me rch 20,1132, Under Act of Merck 2, 1$71.
a Negro-sponsored and directed the height of fashion in the NeLEI'ENDER WISHES YOU A MIMI
community
to
bristle
.
.
.
in
The "Hall of Fame" is a Negro' gro
DEPERVER WISHES YOU A MERRY CI
sponsored and directed project de- private . . . at mention of that
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
" e3112.31 WISHES TOO A It. •
fundamentally,
a
11
none.
But,
contribusigned to recognize the
4:73.2DIR WISHES TOU A Hatt
tions of outstanding Memphis citi- knew that Mr. Crump wrought
IETEFLIER WISHES YOU A HEMS t..
Negroes
Memphis
.
.
.
for
well
present.
zens of the past and
-A00 DEPEND/A WISHES YOU A MERRY CERA.
Memphis needs some such pro- included.
.tfICAGO EWEN= VIALS YOU A KERRY CHRIS1
emr
gram. Those charged with com- It has long been a matter of
,s4f•
EEYVIDER WISHES TOU A MERRY 7-"
munity leadership should encour- intriguing interest to the "Shad'(CO WENDER WISHES YOU A HERR! Ch.
..tCACO LEFtlillER WISHES YOU A !WIRY CMage the idea. The whole town ows" to understand the attitudes
CHICAGO DEFENDER WISHES YOU A KERRY CHRIST14..
needs to have its attention called of many Memphis Negroes toward
.tfa CHICAGO WIEDER WISHES YOU A MERRY CHRISTIAS
to what the program is. Children Mr. Crump's career in this city.
,,S THE CHICAGO DEFLICLER WISHES YOU A KARI CHRISIHAS THE .
especially should be told about i, When he first came to Memphis
The Dominican Republic, which has uages. Its work spread into Europe in the and given the facts surrounding and announced for political office,
DfAS TYE CHICAGO LEFENDER WISHES YOU A PURI CHRISTMAS THE Ch
ci
been for sometime on the receiving end of early 1880's, into Africa, Australia and the names of the persons selected Memphis was what was known as
TEN'"ER Wr1sRES YOU A •" RHY
TILLS THE CYT"
.
early
1900's
America
in
the
parts
of
South
added
a
formidable
honky
HIS
publicity,
has
town.
Slums,
adverse
to be honored. The children and a "wide open"
HES
group to its list of unhappy associations. and finally into Asia after 1910.
Blow who inform them will be teaks, crime of all sorts, and vioHER
. expecialLate in 1943, Jehovah's Witnesses were benefited by the recital of the lence were the rule
AL.While the presumed abduction of Dr. Jesus
HES
Galindez, a Columbia university profes- sent as missionaries to Cuba, where they inspiring careers of the persons ly in the Negro community . . .
HES
where there was less police prosor, is still hot on the international griddle, met with instant success in teaching Bible named to the "Hall."
SEDER WISHES YOU A W.
tection, more poverty and safer
police officials of the caribbean island have truth. Thereafter Puerto Rico, the Domin- One nice aspect of the project places for crinen3ls to hide
ZDER WISHES YOU A HE
is that it is not restricted in its
cracked down on the religious activities of ican Republic, Haiti, Trinidad, Bermuda, selection
IIDER WISHES YOU A HE
of persons to be honor- True. souse Negroes and whites
the
Bahamas,
Jamaica
and
other
islands
NOB WISHES YOU A ME
the Jehovah's Witnesses.
_
ed. White and Negro persons have profited front this nefarious state
Galindez, an outspoken foe of the Do- began to be served by followers of the So- been named. White and Negro of things. But what puzzles the
ciety.
According to their own official docu- citizens are welcomed to partici- "Shadows" is that when Mr.
minican strong man Generalissimo Rafael
Trujillo, disappeared from his New York ment: "Jehovah's Witnesses have volun- pate in the program. And that Crump announced his determinaapartment in March, 1956. It has been'al- teered to carry out what to them is a di- makes sense. In a community this tion to clean up the situation, so
Negro
leged that he was drugged and kidnaped by vinely inspired mission to deliver a special size and structure, its only nat- many decent, respectable
themselves Answered Mr.
special agents and then flown to the Domin- message to all the inhabited earth. To ural that all the good will not be dwellers
the
with
or in one Crump's announcement
ican Republic in an airplane rented by Ger- that end they are organized and trained." caralled on one side
creation of first "blues" tunes .
secinent.
In
the
light of this enunciated principle,
ald Murphy, a pilot from Eugene, Oregon.
It is interesting that the name and went on to gain world-wide
Murphy has since disappeared, too, and it is difficult to see on what basis the Witof
the late E. H. Crump was se- recognition of themselves a n d
Dominican authorities reported that he was nesses suddenly became obnoxious to the lected to head the list of those Memphis on the wings of t is e
killed in a quarrel with an airlines pilot and Dominican government. They have never honored. Then there are the names tunes that Handy put on paper.
that his body was thrown into shark-infest- allowed themselves to be transmission belts of Robert R. Church, sr., and that But the respectable Negroes, who
ed waters. The killer, the Dominicans added, for alien political ideologies; they have al- of his son, Robert R. Church, jr., still disclaim all regard for and
later committed suicide. But the U. S. State ways minded their business, that is preach- along with that of the late Mrs. connection with the "blues" were
the ones who really got mad . . .
Julia Hooks.
Department has rejected this explanation. ing and teaching the Bible.
Commenting on the action of the Do- Those are names which are al- so they said 'to h.. .1' with Mr.
Against this background of suspicions
genera- Crump for carrying out his profoi
and accusations comes the deportation of minican government, A. K. Cromatie, Wit- most legendary to several
In spite of television, radio and fun selecting books as gifts, and vocative detail the faults and
tions of Memphians. They are the gram. Wonder if they had sonie
ten American citizens followed by a wave ness minister of the Park Manor Congregasecret "kin" with the criminals motion pictures, the written word the very doing of it, causes you Hes of our middle and upper
lasting
names
of
people
who
left
dicf religious persecution against the follow- tion said that "Totalitarian rule is difficult impressions on the community. he washed out of the town? What remains the best and most perma- to think more seriously of I Is e classes. It will either make you
rs of Jehovah's Witnesses. The charge of to combat, especially for non-compromising The ennressions they left were did they Oct mad about? Huh? nent way of communication y e t friends for whom the books may mad or glad - and Is, in any
devised between human beings. be intended.
cast., very much worth reading.
Communism levelled against them by some Christians." The Witnesses' right to their
Flickering past and gone are pic- If you have not tried picking A great gift indeed for any Teleirresponsible native publication is obviouslY religious convictions has been upheld more
tures on the screen. Images on the out a book as a gift for a friend live or friend with racial or so.
a figment.of Dominican imagination. This than once by the U. S. Supreme Court. We
television screen, likewise, a r e before, try it this Christmas and cial interests, and who likes to
religious society is well known throughout .are inclined to the view that their rapid
here this moment, gone the next. see bow interesting the selectinc argue about our problems and
the world for its good work in explaining growth in the Dominican Republic has
our potentials. A fine adult work
Radio, most of it, goes in one can be to you yourself
and teaching the Holy Scriptures. Had it aroused the jealousy of well entrenched reAmong the books by and about for adult readers.
and out the other. Even the
ear
ligious
bodies
whose
hands are hidden bebeen tainted with the slightest amount
of
best of converstions are heard with Negroes, or goad white authors
And then, of course, if anybody:
subversive political theory, it would have hind the official ban. But the seed of good
interest, then half forgotten, blur- concerning Negro life that I think wants to give anybody else one of:
is never destroyed. Jehovah's
gifts
Christmas
interesting
been exposed, denounced and outlawed long
make
Witnesses
goes
by.
time
red in memory as
my books, this year there is a new:.
ago by the United States where it has over may reap the harvest yet, even in the counBut a book is a different story. are:
tries where they are being
, Simple book, much of it derived: .
a million adherents. The Society's literapersecuted. For
Once read, it may be treasured
THE HIT, a dramatic new nos
on the shelf to read again. It may el about a man in Harlem who from my humorous columns in this:
ture is published in seventy-eight lang- persecution has been the cross that all
:eligious teachers have had to bear.
be loaned out to friends for their put all his faith in hitting t h e very "Chicago Defender". It is-.
pleasure. And if the friend brings numbers. What happened to him "Simple Stakes A Claim" In dia.::
the book back, you might reread it and his family makes an absorb- mocracy and intends to have 11•• •
yourself. Indeed, if you love a book, ing story. The book Is by Julian foothold in this here U. I. A. isr.;
A Congressional subcommittee which
ties and responsibilities in the
is their base, stim- you may read it over many times. Mayfield, a very exciting young spite of Faubus, Sputnik or
fields of THIS COLUMN RECENTLY stance, which
has had under consideration Federal-state
body else.
peacetime uses of atomic energy, urban de- DISCUSSED, somewhat at length, ulates the entire nervous system, A good book can became a good colored writer,
Alig
functions, has recommended that the states
stamina
COVER ROY, another novel
the widespread use in England and reduces fatigue, increases
friend
:
And for the lovers of poetry,
enssume more responsibility in fields they velopment, housing and metropolitan area on the African Continent, of "Pep. and makes the user more alert. and constant companion. a that by a new Negro writer, a dls•
have recently translated from the'. *
problems.
when you are in need, and one
ow share with the Federal government.
de- Spanish "The Selected Poems ot:.
juVenile
popabout
a
tablets,
book
or
"Pro-Plus"
turbing
Pills",
Doudof
official
time.
an
the
In order that the states might
In Rhodesia,
is there all
under- ular throughout the Com mo nAt the same time a special committee of take
linquent of color In a town like Gabriele Mistral" who was Chit- - :
the financing of these new
ney and Company, importers of the Books make excellent presents.
responsi- wealth, but comparatively un- Pro-Plus
St. Louis. Vividly written, It can winner of the Nobel Prize for:
Governors and Federal officials approved a bilities, it
Bulawayo,
Pep-Pills in
But before giving a book, it is
was suggested that the Federal known in the U. S.
solid wallop in many of Literature and a fine poet Indeed.:
resolution which calls upon the states to government
woman customer tried wise to contemplate the likings and packs a
a
that
says
assign to the states 40 percent News now comes that C. R. G.
Herbert Simmons is
carry more of the load in some jointly fi- of its tax
on her husband, who tastes of the one to whom you its pages.
tablets
the
My versions of her poems In:
on the local telephone service.
author.
developed
the
the
man
who
Young,
the
indifferent
to
nanced programs in exchange for Federal
had previously been
mean to present it.
Such an apportionment would be
BOXCAR by a new English are published by the In. s
BIG
America
THE
in
known
Pep-pills,
safe.
says,
she
light-mindeffect,
a
give
The
not
a treher charms.
You would
tax credits.
Southern writer with a deep diana University Press.
mendous help. The Federal tax
on telephone as tranquilizers, is on a business were phenomenal. Her mate be- ed friend a serious factual book. white
This cmmittee is an outgrowth of Pres- brings in
tlibeerNebtob awndithhias
There are many other good nese:
sy in4rnot
.
tour of the U. S., arriving on the came so endearing and energetic Nor would you give a serious readabout $370,000,000 a year
or 10
ident Eisenhower's speech in which he sug- percent. The
books this year front which Christ..
problems.
Cunard liner's "Queen Mary." that her martial woes disppeared.
literary
depth
or
no
with
states would be entitled
novel
er a
to
gested to the Governors' conference last
message,
containman choice may be made. Book.
Young is managing director of Sire now keeps an adequate supply beauty. You would not give a child wallop and a
$158,000,000 of this under the
committee's Ache Laboratories, Leatherhead,
beautiful writing, and shops are interesting places to.;
June that a study be made looking to trans- proposal.
of the pills constantly on hand. "Invisible Man", nor an adult "My ing some
It
is
stories.
visit, anyhow, holidaytime or not..
hair-raising
fer to the states of certain functions now
Surrey, where research has creat- Another report from the Corn' Dog Rinty'', although both a r e some
So well and good.
and books are good gifts to give
However, there should ed a Pep-Pill which can be legA.- monwealth News Agency states
..EmsE by
etuinRdc
reKd B
Mo
.,A
lfc
performed wholly or in part by the Fed- be some
suitable to the right age and byBil
most
E. the year around-one reason be.
safeguards imposed by the
Fed- ly manufactured in America.
eral government.
that the manager of the champion the right person.
eral government in such
Frazier, the most dis- ing because books last many years
matters as urban The pills are made from the en- Rhodesian Rugby Team gives his
Yet there are some books you Franklin
This special committee urged that states development,
book of the year by a Ne- around. Books are gifts people us.
housing a n d
metropolitan ergizing substances found in tea players Pro-Plus tablets before can give almost anyone, so simple cussed
take full responsibility for vocational edu- problems.
tinily keep a 'lifetime.
Racial discrimination which
and coffee plants so abundant in each match and the team has been and broad is their character. It is gmo author, setting forth in pro.
has
cational programs and furnish necessary been practiced in
the far-flung, tropical countries of unbeatable.
these areas should be
forfunds to help their cities construct waste bidden. As in
However, British Pep-Pill magFederal defense contracts the British Commonwealth. T h e
treatment facilities. Both these undertak- which carry a
pins can be sold openly over the nate C. R. G. Young may have
non-discrimination clause, all
ings rulw are financed heavily with Federal government
counter in Britain without a doc• difficulty introducing his energizallocation of funds should
Money.
like- tor's prescription.
er in America. In fact, U. S. athwise require a ban
on racial
aphave
segregation. Foreign athletes who broke long- letic
organization
This group of Governors and Federal The states
must be made to
understand that standing records in various events, parently 'jumped the gun' on Mr.
officials held strongly to the view that local the United States
government cannot be a including the four-minute barrier Young.
Alkovernments should pay more of the cost party to any
Illtf repairing public facilities damaged by which denies political or economic system in the exhausting mile race, were A recent Associated Press disthe Negro citizen
Washington, D. C.,
his just reported to have benefited by the patch from
natural disasters, and increase their activi- rights.
stimulus of Pep-Pills, but this, they states that the U. S. Olympics as.
sociation has joined with other
have vigorously denied.
is your war too." Of course, the
no secret that there is glee the credit.
It is generally known in Britain amateur sport agencies to disquali- It is
that From the foundries and furnac- whites in Washington were needfact
the
over
ghetto
the
in
that the pills have won wide ap- fy athJetes who take dope to imes of the factories to the forests lessly alarmed.
prove] because the xanthine sub- prove their performances.
the frantic efforts to send up our and fields of the farm country,
The wish to see the pretension'
ellit114111101111111111111111iniellialltIneinnititemmilliellal11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1M
Many
Sputnik fizzled last week.
To me it does seem childish for the Negro homelife, members of
black energy made a contribuAgainst Huck Finn Ban
themselves tion that no histories ever take of the white American ridiculed
this fine newspaper to cry "foul" faculties of Negro colleges,
found
Americans
Unihas nothing to do basically with
Dear Editor:
because the book "Huckleberry versities, and public schools, and
laughing about the bust, but it into account. These convictions the Negro American's loyalty to
The editorial "The Ban On Huck Finn"
written by Mark Twain even in the good offices of the
to
considNegroes
therefore
Nelead
to
delightful
especially
was
Ills country. This is something the
Finn" in the December 7th issue during the dark days
of slavery colored churches where the word
groes who saw a racial side to er the boasts of white American Communists who have worked
of the Chicago Defender gives portray one
character, a slave, -nigger" is common usage.
achievement
as
fradulent.
fiasco.
the
among Negroes have never seemfood for thought. My first thought and gave him the
name of "nigger You may also tak, a poll of the
Indeed, the image of the white
was of the man who criticized his Jim" who towered
It is no secret either that many American in the minds of most ed to understand either.
high in morals Defender office and printing plant
neighbor's wife for going bare- above Huckleberry Finn's dad
brothers have long wanted to see Negroes is that of a vain, arro- Neither the brass hats in Washpersonnel. Here in th south the
footed when his own wift refused who was portrayed as a
the day when the inflated, boast- gant, pompous bully. This is all ington nor the Communists in
drunkard word "nigger" is a pet word for
to wear shoes.
and a non-believer in education most of the southern Negroes.
ful, big-talking, "typical Ameri- quite understandable. It is under- New York could get it through
I lived in Chicago for 50 years even for his son.
can" would be the laughing stock standable also how everyone likes their thick heads that the NeYou said: "the word 'Nigger'
and still claim to be a Chicagoan
gro American has only one basic
You said: "But the Herald Tri- was used seven times on one
of the universe. They believe, of to see a bully disgraced.
even though in Alabama. I knew bune is attributing critical
course, that the great American The psychology of the Negro Is objeetive, first • class citizenship
judge- page" of the book "Huckleberry
Mr. Abbott personally and am ment and intellectual 'mite to
white man is a fraud. Now the not difficult to analyze under these here in this democracy.
Finn." I have heard the name
proud to be one of the first to buy children in the seventh and eighth
brother is laughing although he circumstances. I recall how wor- The current embarrassment to
used seven times in one block
a Chicago Defender from him grade at an age usually
is haunted by the I ct that the ried some of our white friends our country may in the end be
incapable by Negroes in Chicago.
when he peddled them through of disconcerting fact from
fun may be at his ONitt expense. became right after Pearl Harbor a very wholesome thing for the
fiction."
Reuben S. Taggett
Stete St., S. Dearborn at., and I feel that your work should benation as some have already sug1116 26th Avenue
trOw can the American Negro when it was discovered that many
•-rnour ave (now Federal street) gin first within the framework of
gested. Certainly, we no longer
Tuscaloosa. Ala.
thus divorce himself from the na- Negroes were cheering the conhave any illusions about Russian
tional disgrace? As a matter of quest of Asia by the Japanese.
'know how." We
fact, he really cannot, Of course, They failed to understand why proficiency or
should also have no more illusions
the fact that the Negro is jim- it was a thrill to hear of exploits
superiority of
croweel into a blind alley in our done by a non-white power which about the "natural
culture and kept on the sidelines were supposed to be within the the white American."
Ironically, although we Ameriof the society as much as possible, capabilities of whites only.
Incidentally you may have cans make claims for pioneering
all serve to make him feel dif,lege° in atomic development and many
heard the story about a'
ferent, separate and apart.
Joe Nathan Wade, 36, an Ala- pers and the case was dismissed," and the friend
gave him a gun as
porter who, with newspaper in other areas where, as a matter
that
bama fugitive won his fight last Huff told the Defender.
Many Negroes also believe
collateral.
hand, rushed into the office of a of fact, a great part of the
week against being returned there Wade, a construction worker, While he was
the white American is an egotistic member of the "Black Cabinet" research involved was done by imen route home
been
he
has
because
ass precisely
to finish out a 10-year prison sen• was wanted in Mobile, Ala.. be- with the gun still in his possesduring the war and pointed to a ported brains. In another sense,
fed on a diet of "m aster headline about a Japanese con- however, America itself is basictence.
cause he escaped from a mai sion, Wade explains, he was stopsuba
existence
of
race" pap. The
He gained his freedom through gang in 1947 while serving a 10- ped by police at Kedzie near Madiquest. The porter did not see the ally a melting pot of other peoples.
jugated, oppressed, second-class whites in the office as he shouted
Be that as it may, this seems
the efforts of Atty. William H. year term for strong-armed rob- son and when they found the gun
provides
are
as
we
such
group
bery.
with glee, "Boss, we just Cook to be a period in history when
on him, he was arrested. ,
Huff.
white American with a perfect Singapore."
the
everyone is going to have to give
When the charges were dropped
PLEADS INNOCENT
Huff said he conferred with ofsetting for the development of il- The Department of Justice and up his illusions. We might call It
The fugitive who contends that in court, Wade added, he was servgrandeur.
of
lusions
Alabama
governor's
ficials in the
its various agencies were disturb- the great showdown between fact
he is innocent of the charge told ed with the warrant from Alaoffice and succeeded in influenc- the Defender U t he came bama. Because of that he spent
Some Negroes feel also that a ed during the war by the reports and fantasy. Science is forcing the
great part of the "dirty work" a coming into them. Other depart- issue and the truths it reveals
ing Gov. James Foisom to wire to Chicago in 1949 an' has the time from Sept. 14, until last
building America in the last three ments of government wanted to may set all mankind free. If we
Gov. Stratton recalling the war- lived as an exemplary citizen ever week in jail.
since. However, he says that on He was released when Atty. Huff "This cocktail dress really makes the drinks go to your head centuries has been done by black make sure alto that the American can't be 'free here, soon we may
for Wide.
SO tight you can't swallow."
men for which white men take Negro seally understood that "this-lae able _to try the moon.
.•.
"Gov. Strntton returned the pa- Sept. 14, he loaned a friend $16 saved him from extradition.
IV ANS L. CLEMENT. Advertising MenorlIf
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

Books For Christmas: 1957

ALBERT G. BARNETT
Round-Up
Of Globe News

New ResponsibrIlties For The States

Pep-Pill King In U. S., But
Tablets Banned By Olympics Association

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

The People Speak

SO WHAT?

10-Year Fugitive From
Ala. Jail Wins Freedom

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Forrest City & Madison Briefs

Sot., Doc. 21, 1957

All too often In these materialhtic days, the commercial and
social aspects of the Christmas
season have tended to overwhelm
the spiritual to the point where
a sense of the significance of this
greatest holiday of the Christian
year is lost in a welter of shopping
and parties. We can restore the
solemn dignity of this sacred
by do
ding
those things that holi-ay will
bring us to the manger in a sincere mood of peace on earth, good
will among men.

pids, Mich., is the houseguest of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Munn, of
Pine Bluff, Ark, are the proud
parents of a daughter, Roehell
Elizabeth. Mrs. Munn is the form.
.
er Brooxine Rattle.

rut Troops

‘e
Recently Mother Nancy Smith attend.
••
Day was observed at the Mt. MoMrs. Martha Reed, left here
riah Baptist church. Mother Smith
• ••
is the oldest member of the last week en route to Los Angeles
church in point of service, hav- where she will spend the ChristLincoln High School Athletic
Dept. is holding its Fourth Annual
ing been a member for the past
WASHINGTON — (INS)
mas holidays with her sister and
43 years. She was showered with
Invitational Tournament Thursday
Secretary Wilber Brucker
Army
brother-in.taw,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Feothand
money, groceries, cards
through Friday. The tournament
announced the number of federal.
er gifts by the members. Rev. gerson Henry.
is
an
"warmer-up"
for
annual
•••
H. B. Brunson is pastor of the
teams in the Mid-South area. It bred national guardsmen on duty
Men's Day was observed at Mt.
church.
is designed to create a better tip: at Little Rock Central high school
predation for cage welfare and at will be reduced from 950 to 432
Rev. John Murray was the guest Zion M. B. church on Dec. 15. SOLICIT XMAS
inerce pictured here were
group, received more than
FUNDS —
Public Welfare will designate
speaker at Morning Star M. B. with the pastor, Rev. W. E. Battle
the same time to better the goals on Dec. it.
among the 150 girls who
$350 to buy toys and clothes
Officers and committees of the
the
recipients.
(Photo
by
giving
a
sermon
entitled,
"T
h
e
Hooks
proof the athletic minded youngster.
church on Dec. 15, with a
Brucker said: "The situation at
Ceerettes, an auxiliary of
volunteered to solicit funds for
for the poor on its first day in
Jay
Bros.)
Call
for
Men.'
Gospel
The
schools participating are Mel- Central High school at Little
gram by the M. and M.
the Junior Chamber of Comthe needy at Christmas. The
action. The Department of
church,
the
Dec.
29,
rose,
Singers. On
Manassas and Douglas from Rock, Ark., remains stable and
ttlllilItiIilIIIlIlIitTliIIttillflhltIllIIItIIlIjtIItiIIillItttIIjliiü
located in Hulbert, will celebrate
Memphis; Helena, Marianna, Bly- warrants further reduction in the
BOASTFUL BANDIT OF
the eighth anniversary of the
theville, West Memphis, McCrory, troop strength of the nation.
Morning Star Singing Chorus. The
$16,000,000 CAUGHT
Holly Grove, M a rison, Cotton guard."
public is invited to attend. Rev.
Plant, New Port and Forrest City.
IN TWO DOLLAR THEFT
lie pointed out Dec. 18 is the
C. Bolden is pastor.
The winner of this tournament laet day of school before the
•••
COURTENAY, B. C. — (INS)
for three consecutive years will be Christmas holiday season.
Forty-seven new members were
The Women's Auxiliary of Crit- — Herbert Emmerson
NEW YORK — Passage by awarded the "Revolving Trophy" The Arkansas National Guard was
welcomed into the Communication
tenden Memorial hospital will pre- 74, self-styled eking of the
the New York City Council of permantly. Melrose won the tour- federalized into active army duty
safeWorkers of America's Telephone
sent a complete layette set to
a bill banning discrimination in nament last year, Cotton plant the during the dispute involving racial
crackers" who boasted he had Club when it met Sunday afterthe first baby born at the hosBy E. T. STEWART
various times their acts were giv- private housing was hailed by year before.
integration.
stolen
$16,000,000,
was under ar- noon Dec. 8, at the home of Mr. The Negro minstrel show with en under the heading of "Old NAACP Executive Secretary Roy
• ••
pital in 1958. Mrs. A. Hazlewood
The action was part of a
Coutenay on
a and Mrs. G. D. Stokley, 308 W. its funny end men, acrobats, sing• Plantation Days," and on other Wilkins as an action in which "all The Nacirma club lield it's monis president of the auxiliary, and rest in
gradual withdrawal of troops from
charge of stealing 82 worth of Fields ave.
Mrs. F. Jackson, secretary.
ers and dancers has its roots in occasions as "Ethiopian P ast New Yorkers may well take satis- thly meeting at the home of Mr., the school.
groceries.
• ••
The workers also brought cheer Africa.
time." How or where they ever faction."
nad Mrs. John E. Isom on last
early morning services will
Wilson, a former Baptist min to Mr. Stokley, a veteran of 32 Just as Europe had its wander- got the name of minstrel is not The bill, introduced by Council- Saturday Night.
A fifth bridge has been cornbe held at the New Mount Zion later, has served 20 years in Years service with the company ing minstrels during the Mid- known to me.
men Earl Brown, Stanley M.
*
pleted to link Miami with Miami
M. B. church on Christmas Day, U. S. prisons during his long who has been ill for the past six dle Ages, who went about from
Several white minstrel compan- Isaacs and Joseph T. Sharkey, Rev. Don Folden of Grand Ra- Beach.
with Rev. Battle, the pastor, career of crime.
imonths.
place to place singing stories ies were formed, but the chief was strongly supported by the
preaching a sermon on the birth
Mr. Jessie Jones, the chairman about the great heroes of the day,
NAACP and other civil rights ordifference between them and the
of Christ. The public is Invited to nuniimilimninimmtminnuminuninintimun of the club, explained to the new
ganizations. Early in June, Wilkins
Africa had its professional story
colored
players
was
that
the
white
appeared before the City Council's'
W. A.
tellers who went from village
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
members the purpose of
,to village telling .
organization, and what bene
stories about companies used female imperson- committee on general welfare to
1:1 the
Torav .. !MALT CNA P41,3 •Lwas
ators
instead
of
women
in
their
testify on behalf of the bill which
V fits they and their immediate, African heroes and the great
Mies...
acts.
Y
...
also had the support of Mayor:
to families would receive in case of1 beasts,
WAS
COLORFUL
twat o,ot
Robert F. Wagner.
;;s;ckness or death.
After the 'work was done, cerThe minstrel at its height con. After approval of the bill by a
V 1 Mrs...Stokley presented a guest tain tribes would assemble in a
sisted of a wide range of enter- vote of 20 to 1 on Dec. 5,
VV 1 box to the club which was used to
Wilkins
semicircle with the chief in the tainment. The early parades carexpressed the opinion that "impleraise funds for Christmas gifts center, and await the arrival of
V
tO ,
ried the band in a large horse- mentation of the law over the
✓ for shut-ins.
the story teller. As a sort of drawn vehicle with the
perform- years should assist in the integra✓
prelude, certain members of the ers bringing up the rear in car✓
tion of the city's public schools."
V.
tribe would hold the interest of riages. The owner of the company
It is fitting, he added, that New
'VI South
the others with stunts and danc- usually preceded it in a
buggy. York -as the nation's greatest
es, but the story teller was alAt a later date, the paradera metropolis should pioneer in interways the main attraction.
abandoned horsedrawn vehicles group living."
IT SPREAD
and conducted their marches on
Y
Zulu
anChief
King Masinga,
Y
After slavery was introduced to foot. The male performers would LIGHTNING FLASH
✓ nouncer and program assistant of America, it is said, certain slaves march in
front dressed in the lat. The average amount of electric✓
y the South African Broadcasting in Louisiana would form the semiest style, and carrying walking ity in a flash of lightning is about
Y
h, corporatir n, Durban. Natal, visit- circle after working hours, and
canes. The band was always the 30 coulombs or somewhat less
V ed the Chicago Defender offices entertain with singing,
banjo last to go by.
than the amount that can be
Y
last
week
during
a
whirlwind
tour
V
picking, and dancing. From Lou- The opening act used the same charged into an average storage
r
y of Chicago.
in isiana, the custom spread to other semicircle of the old story teller battery.
Masinga was a guest of the V
days, with the master of cerea
"For Storage Space"
,
1,
5 stitute of International Education states'
A
After emancipation, groups of monies (called officially the "in- the chief did. The music ranged
y Chicago branch and is currently
a P. 0. BOX 95
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE;touring the 1.5. S. on a Statf. De. the best entertainers formed into terlocutor but generally refer- from operatic airs to
ragtime,
A
✓ partment sponsored trip, visiting companies. Some organized by red to by comedians as "proles- dances of all types, acrobatic
4114sereetelgplienstaweiesteesertelimewsticawiewisiesegocisicician colleges and universities,
whites, and others by Negroes. At sir,') sitting in the center just as stunts and jokes galore.
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START YOUR SAVINGS NOW!
CHRISTMAS CLUB
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WEL-BILT PRODUCTS CO.
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A MERRY
CHRISTMAS
TO ALL
We hope that all the boys and girls of Memphis
will be able to visit with that Merry Ole Gent,
Santa Claus, as he tours our city, laden with
gifts from Coca-Cola Bottling Company. Santa's
visit each year is our way of saying, "Thank
You" for your friendship and patronage.

From Your

COCA - COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF MEMPHIS
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letas To Present Spectacular Little Rock
'Holiday On Ice' On March 9th Rates 2 As
'57 News

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority's second Mrs. Carlotta Stewart
general 'Zeta chapter has maintained the
annual presentation of world tam- chairman And all committees are
Eyeglass Project through the
am "Holiday On Ice" is slated busy completing ,Mans
for this services of Mempais Junior
for Suiday, March 9, MR at iragnifleient production. T Ii i a
League, a philanthropic group of
8:30 .,.m., at Ellis Auditorium. spectacular presentation gives to
women( Referrals are made by
'..:ivance -totice indicates that the public a cultural program and the sorors and nurses of
By ROBERT R. METZ
the
this will be ar entirely new 'how, a chance to aid the Sorority's
Memphis Cit schools. The chap- NEW YORK — (INS) —
The
better than ever. eservationa for . Eyeglass and Scholarshi.. Proiter supplies for eyeglasses and
.
choice .eats are now being accept- ects.
treatment of indigent children launching pf the Soviet earth sateled by members of the Sorority. i AID THE. DESERVING
which includes all colored cases lites and. the Little Rock integre'rickets will go on sale Jan. 10. I For severe' years Alpha Eta of Memphis
and Shelby county. Awn crisis need the list of "ten
,7 in the opinion
—
---- Many deserving young women top stories of 195
A
•
have been awarded scholarships at,.„. the editors of .nternittonal News
A
annually to Lekloyne and other l'"
A
r ce''
A
tersonnflpiletNe list,
selected
colleges. They have achieved I
by
N. sedaitsors it.
scholastically and have made out- ., votes
i
standing contribu,ims to t h e 11 S. and abroad, is:
A
1. The Soviet sputnik launchcolleges and community,
ings.
,
B
Tickets
ox,v.5047 Arena,priced :$3.00: circle, i
2. The Little Rock crisis.
Eisenhower's
1. President
$3.00; First Balcony, $2,50: Seci cerebral occlusion.
o
BnadkvnBya,lc$oinso
y.. $2.00. Third ,
4. The Kremlin shakeup and
, ..ST, LOUIS—Bishop D. Ward Nichols, the defrocked
Make reservations now, Y o ii emeilence of Nikita Krushand recently reinstated stormy petrol of the AME church
man
lnquiryinto
,eni
N ote
. one
se
v a
Theth
aeffiirtito niiss this spectacle. ches.
ca
has been defrocked for the second time — and will re- It is ka a MUST on..our social cal- 1
, labor racketeering.
main so until a General Conference of the Methodist
,endar'
church can decide the issue at their 1960 convention.
r""4144444/441".""""4411444444444444444444
1
This was the latest pronounce.
V
A
V
plc.tse..sccept owe siikere thank, tsar yonc
A
inent of the Bishops Council of and Islands jurisdiction).
Y
1
the African Methodist Episcopal This latest action resulted how- re
.ci-will and Newly-1ga%
frieficily
. in ever, after the Bishops Council 1;
4
A
church following .its meettn
A
' received a minority report from V
31%4 Cot hew ,,visliei los rise
St. Paul AME church hereo
n
1
1
the Judicial Council and formal"
A;
4
A Wednesday, Dec. 4.
( lirimtorMaic it Men I all •4211 341 d es
,
,
papers prepared by Judge Perry . w.
,
,
4
A
Jackson of Cleveland, president Y
REVERSES ACTION
4
of
Judicial
the
AME
A
Council.
,,
r
In a 'tension packed session the
A
Nichols said he felt Bishop.
' 1.'
A
1
A Bishops Council reversed a JudiA
cial Council decision of Sept. 10, Wright and the Bishops Council y
4
41
which reinstated Nichols as a had no authority to act as they r
'
it f
' bishop of the church. In Wednes- did in this case. However, it is .Y
A
1 day's action the Bishops Council believed he will not turn to the;
A
A
declared: "a General Conference civil courts since they might holil,L'
A
that he has not exhausted all ii`
A
of the church was the only cornremedies available in his own Irf
A
petent body to finally decide the
A
church, namely, the next Ce neral
status of Bishop D. Ward Nichols."
11
Conference.
II
i The Bishops Council, under the
The deliberations of the Bishops
.6.
X: direction of its president, Bishop were held during the annual meetA
A ' R. R,. Wright, bishop of the Fifth ing of the National Council
oi Z:
A
g District, also voted against call- Churches here, but their
A
rulings 4r
ii
ing an extra session of the Gen- were not made public until the i.,V
A
Conference
eral
to hear the Bish- National Council meetings had ail- Y
11
top's case and ordered his salary journed.
Y
4.
A
g and expense stopped as of Dec. .t.
P
y
A
A
Nichols, formerly presiding hish. TUSKEGEE VICE PREXY
r
A
A
.
A op of the 11th Episcopal District DR. DERBIGNY, DIES
A
4
(Florida), was tried by a Cont. TUSK EC EE iNsT.. Ai.. — l 1S1' , ,‘,:
4
4 mittee of Trial in Jacksonville on — Dr. Irving A. Derhignv, admin.
I
seven charges of maladministra- istrative dean and vice president Y
Ai
1 lion and violation of church disci- Of Tuskeger Institute, died of a ;
A.
pline, brought against him by the heart attack, recently, at a V. A.;
A
2 Rev. M. M. Lindsey. He was hospital.
y
A found guilty on five counts and
Dr. Derbigny'came to Tuskecce;
, was suspended Aug. 3.
Institute in 1936 as administrative
41
. A majority opinion of the Jo- dean following the death of 1)1..
'
dicial Counc.1,.
which met subse• W T. R. Williams, he was made ;
quentlY. restored Nichols to his vice president of Tuskegee in v
,
post. Acting on this, the Bishops 1949 and served effectively and )
i..
Council then assigned Nichols to efficiently in these dual positionslr,
A
4,
the 16th District (South American I up to his death.
':.:ANDO•**********Poblo).104.14)4444.............NAINDibleD.14.-

6. Se manilas Paden Is
the laidle East.
7, lie Ululates* hurricane
and dm gevastatlea ef Cameron.
n• ease of Army private
wails. B. Girard,
9, The North American visit
M Mom Elizabeth and Place

r
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other i'vitia contested strongly in
thg voting: The amazing rescue of
Little Benny Hom•..r from a well
shaft on May 7; the World Series
111. The wArld-wide Asian fie and Dodger and Giant franchise
epidemic.
shifts to the West Coast; and the
Based on the attentioi they re- Ir grid Berg,dan-Roberto ROusellini
ceived and their significance, these separation.
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good cheer, and good
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THAT CAN CHANGE TWO LIVES
For a new life together this Christmas givt
yourselves the ideal husband-and-wife gift —
Stauffer's unique'Magic Couch."'
To a woman,it can help bestow a slender, youthfut•looking
figure 3nd die joy that comes with feeling beautiful and
knowing you're admired.
TO a man, it brings relaxation...a sense of well-being.
Most important—to both, it can bring a new bond of
sogetherness...a new and happier life.

81,frej- Va,& ava4
The Posture•Reftlf, if the bag
of the Stauffer Home Redound
Plan oi effortless exerctse and
calorie seduct ton
MRS. LILLIAN NEWMAN
For more information about the
Repr•sentati.•
Call WI4 6-2334 or BR 6-1771
Stauffer Horne Reducing Pisa
Or Fill and Send Coupon Below

STAUFFER HOME PLAN
1391 Union Are., Memphis, Tenn,

ii-sold like more informatioei'bow ifw %et* Hogs
Reducing Plan oghoutmblogetsoo.
Name
PiNCHW No.
Address
City

•
We appreciate the traditional associations
we connect with Christmas and all that it
means. The thoughts we entertain at
Christmas have the old familiar ring; spelling
our wishes for "Peace" and Goodwill Among
Men." In the Christmas Spirit we extend to
you, OUR POLICYHOLDERS and our
friends, best wishes for a...

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Malcolm L. Weed,
Mgr. District No.1
2.34 Hernando

Roy N. Mayes,
Mgr. District No. 2,
2341
/
2 Hernando

Angel City
Youth Meet
Set For Feb.

1 10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Dec. 21, 1957

LOS ANGELES, Callf. —The
Third Califormia high school con.
ference on civil liberties, sponsored by the American Friends service committee Fed. 21-23, 1958, at
Asilomar, Calif., was announced
fly Urban League Votational Sers
ices secretary, Ezell Brown.
United Nations Assistant General
Secretary Andrew Cardier, will be
key speaker on the -Freedom In
Our Time" theme. Rev. Martin
Luther King and President Montgomery of the Improvement Association will also appear.
Applications for registration will
be accepted from 10, 11 and lath
graders only. Closing date for applications is Jan. 7, 1958.

•

MISS MARY WILLIE, Fisk uniclubs, whose proversity music major from Dallas,
'Tie the week before Christmas newest organized
support a local
Texas, recently placed third in
... when the true Christmas qual- gram is geared to
project, met with
voice competition sponsored by the
ity manages to emerge through fa- social service
Friday
National
tigue of preparations for this gala Miss Barbara Giluum last
five-state district of the
residence at 1495 SidAssociation of Teachers of Singing
of gala seasons. Aside from the! night, at her
religious basis of the celebration, ney. Mrs. Marion Johns, social
which encompasses Tennessee, Althe
a factor which makes it virtually worker with Travelers Aid, was
abauna, Kentucky, Georgia and
e
ni
o
a
have
"We
said:
Brown
Miss Willie will be a
impossible for contagious gaiety special guest, and she gave exscholarship which will eroble stu- Mississippi.
not to prevail, is its significance ploratory and resourceful informafeatured soloist at the Annual
in
participate
to
qualify
who
dents
will
which
projects
tion on service
as a FAMILY holiday.
Christmas Carol Service of t h •
this vital conference.
community needs. Officers of
Fisk university choir Dec. ti, 15.
Another significant phase of meet
Hattie
Mrs.
are
Charms
Christmas is the creative one — Cherry
Pearline
Mrs.
president,
Her escort was Floyd Wiggins.
the giving of ourselves.vvith gifts, House,
president: Mrs. Janet
Miss Mary Elizabeth Berry, a stuand the making of plans for those Wright, vice
Verr.astine
Mrs.
secretary;
Lewis,
dent at the college of St. Theresa
unable to do for themselves . . .
Barbara
Miss
treasurer:
Simon,
and the daughter of Mrs. Elizabethl
Therein lies the answers to fes•
parliamentarian, and Miss
Berry and the late 1A'alber Berry.1
tively decorated homes . . . re- Giluum,
sergeant-atHamilton,
Barbara
splendent with greens, glitter and
with streamers floating to the
(bride-elect), Mrs. Cornelia T. Her escort was Clifford Hopkins. 1
The table was lavishly decorBRIDE . ELECT FETED —
arms,
greetings.
Miss Elaine Marie Browne, the
Suggs, Mrs. Barbara P. Dean,
table. Among the guests presated in keeping with t h e
Audrey E. M it c he II.
Miss
shrimp,
of
st
a
rep
lovely
A
Memphians will revel in brilliant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
featuring
Mrs. Hattie B. Swearengen,
ent, left to right, were: Miss
Christmas spirit
bride - elect of Bert T. Thom•
cofsalad,
potatoes,
fried
French
...
dances
and festive parties and
II. Browne and a student at the
Hattie D. Purnell, Miss Elsie
Gwendolyn
Miss
Thomplovely open-faced sandwiches
as, was honored with a showafter joining in traditional Yule., fee and pie was served following I
was Nathan T. Davis.
Robinson, Mrs. Virginia I,
son, and Mrs. Vernisteen Siof green and red and pink
er last Saturday given by Mrs.
meeting,
the
which'
services
and
tide ceremonies
Miss Sandra Rosalie McWorter
mon. Not shown are Miss
Grinner, Mrs. Lucilly Boyd,
frappe, also indisidual brid1 Doris E. Hall and Mrs. Lillie
•••
mark it the .. . Merriest Season
niece of Mr. and Mrs. James II
Juanita Whitfield and Mrs. Lil.
Mrs. Ann Cole, Mrs. Doris E.
al cakes. The decor was corn•
Mae Spinke, at the Spin k s
J-U.G-S met at the lovely home
of the Christian Year.
University of Kansas Her escort
lie Ma. SpInks, hostess.
Hall (hostess), Miss Mitchell
pleted by a shower umbrella
home, of 2396 Cable ave
! of Josephine Bridges, which has
Yates. Her escort was Canton
MEDICAL AND DENTAL
redecorated
completely
been
just
I
AUXILIARIES CHRISTMAS
Molette.
Love.
Howard
! and was adorned throughout with i
DINNER
Miss Jean Esther Norwood, the
Miss Janet Leigh Rogers, daughgay Christmas'
a
for
decorations
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. NathanThe Bluff City Medical and Den
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Rogwith turkey 'n1
ter
complete
party,
! let Johnson, and a student at Kantal Auxiliaries complimented vertrimmings, cocktails and prizes.!
ers and a freshman at the Uni- sas State Teachers college. She
satile and charming Mrs. R. Q..
were Helen,
guests
Josephine's
of
versity
escort
Her
Kansas.
was was escorted by Lloyd Henderson,
(Ethel).Venson, the national DenBurns, Delores Boone, Tillie Whal-1
jr.
tal Auxiliary president, with a
Miss Georgia Ann Thomas, the l Donald Lee Rofflet
d in a picturesque setting at World
Kansas City society met
um. Verdelle Northcross, Cecelia
Lelia
at
party
beautiful dinner
Miss Betty Jean Jacobs. (laugh.
Norma Griffin, Velma John- adored 12 beautiful and charmingl War II Memorial Building at Lin. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiall 1 Miss Bonnie Jean Dallas, daughWalker clubhouse, Friday night,, Willis'
George Thomas. Her escort was ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jones. ter of Mrs. Virginia Jacobs. tier
, son, Frances Johnson, Maxine young debutantes who made their1 wood blvd. and the Paseo.
Dec. 13.
escort was Harold Wyatt.
Smith Juanita Lewis Vernita Wat-,
I Attired in traditional debutagte
•
Miss LauraLee Tennyson, t tu e
Mrs. Frederick A. (Margaret) son . . and member Gwendolyn formal bow on Friday evening gowns of exquisite loveliness, the
Deb.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin S.
Rivers is the president of the Den- Nash, Slarie Bradford, Velma LOiS Nov. 29, at the fourth annual
i
spot.
the
entered
each
the Beta debutantes
V Tennyson and a sophomore at the
tal Auxiliary! and Mrs. M. L Jones, Sarah Chandler, Gloria utante ball sponsored by
,A
light circle at the top of a nicht'
University of Kansas City. Her esAdams is the president of the Weaver, Delores Lewis and Erma Omega and Mu Omega chapters of esque stairway and 'walked with
V cort was William Oscar Ferguson.
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. The
Medical Auxiliary.
Laws.
ball.
the
of
edge
the
to
escort
her
impressive presentation was held
Miss Dorothy Marlene Lackey,
• ••
More than 60 dentists, doctors
room floor. There, leaving her
daughter of Mrs. Dorothy Starks,
and their wives, relatives and
escort, she made her way to the
THE SEQUINS met at Tony's
5. and 9 sophomore at the University
Rev. Henry Buntyn went to New center of the floor to curtsy deeply 2
friends attended the lovely affair. Inn last Saturday with Thelma HarV of Kansas City. Her escort was
The clubhouse was bright with ris as hostess. At the lovely bridge York and from there flew to The to the admiring crowd.
V
A
Benjamin Williams,
Christmas decorations, the table, parts-. Juanita Poston, Almazine Holy Land to visit religious points.
her
debut.
Rejoining
the
escort.
A We pause in the midst or
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wheeler
co”,,
happy
;
to
ether
season
and
Rome
in
stop
flowers
will
He
cut
of
was
centerpiece
Davis and Mildred Williams won
stood
taste
a
against
background
matched the decorations, and the prizes. Bertha Johnson was the continental cities before returning of candelabra, huge baskets of I extend our hand in friendsh ip to you. To thank you for 11,' served as commentators for the
ball. Mrs. Wheeler also served as
home.
your splendid cooperation a nd good will — to hope for
table laden with gourmet food ar- guest of the evening.
mums, and a shimmering gold
•••
chairman of the ball for the Beta
ranged as only Mrs. Mina Holmes.
•• .
with A a continuation of the pleasant relations now existing;
glinted
decorated
ackdrop
chapter of Alpha Kappa AlHouse guest of Mottle and Samcaterists, can prepare.
between us, and to wish yo u and yours a pleasant and: Omega
The home of Margaret Rivers
huge satin ribbon bows and folpha. Miss Edna Mae Cates of Mu:
Mrs. Rivers presented the hon- has been the scene of two out stand. uel Crossley last week-end were
2 joyful Christmas.
iage.
Omega chapter was co.chairrinan
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Porter of Lane
•
oree with a beautiful jeweled eve- ing
Y. Thu first
•
Parents of the deutantes sat at
with Mrs. Wheeler.
ning bag from the Dental auxiliary, was that of the Alpha Bettes, Al. college. Jackson. Tenn.
at
tables
reserved
opposite
the
ends
Miss Eunice Bacot is basileus of
and Mrs. Floy Johnson presented pha Phi Alpha auxiliary group,'
of
the
all
When
ballroom.
introBeta Omega and Mrs. Dorothy
beaded white kid gloves and a Monday week, when Margaret,I Memphians tripped the light fanTENN.
MEMPHIS,
HERNANDO
324
2
were
ductions
the
made,
traditionRichards is basileus of 1)Au Ornematching white lapel flower. Mrs. Jewel Speight and Laurie Surgar- tastic, aim gorgeous Christmas
iti
ga chapter.
N. M. Watson was introduced as mon were joint hostesses. High on decorations at Club Tropicana last al debutante waltz held the center 4ai144/14104110411.141141141141414
104104,1014141.47114144
attention
of
girls
the
as
whirled
the organizer of the first auxiliary the agenda were the plans for al Friday night, when Entre Notts
of medical, dental and pharmacett• party for their husbands which Bridge club was host at the love- with their escorts in an o • a 1
tical groups, many years ago. Dr. will be held Dec. 20, at the home ly pre-holiday semi formal event. around the floor.
At the close of the waltz, the
Clara Brawner, daughter of the of Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Latting on Members Helen H. Bowen, Clemenlate Dr. J. A. Brawner, was in- Quinn St. New officers were elect- tine A. Hughes, Nedra Smith, Ber- tempo of the music was changed,
troduced as the only lady doctor in ed, and they now are Margaret nice Smith, Essie Shaw, Carrie H. the white ribbons which had been
Scott, Gwendolyn Featherstone, L. used to isolate the guests from
the city.
Rivers. president: Laurie Surgar.d
ar,(.1 k Delores Scott, Gladys Anderson, the ballroom floor before the preFamous Stepin' Fetchit, the well
,
"I Ernestine Gray, Millicent Bolton, sentations were cut, and t h e
'
known movie and TV star. who is secretary
and Wilhelmina Lock1 Louise O'Neal Little, and
guests mingled with the deutantes
a cousin of Dr. W. A. Sisson, atMarid.
treasurer.
anne S. Roach, were beautifully in the first dance of the evening
tended the dinner party, and rewas
Margaret
week.
the
in
Later
attired in lovely and colorful forMaking their bow to society were
galed all with his subtle humor. ,
Miss Nyra Harris, daughter of
Guests and members present in.: hostess to the Sophisticates club mal gowns. presenting a fetching
the
and
:
.
piece-de-resistance
bevy to the photographer who took Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Harris.
eluded Dr. and Mrs. R. Q. Venson.
topdinner
gumbo
shrimp
the
was
their picture during intermission. Her escort was William Joseph
Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Risers. Dr. and
Mrs. E. F. White, Dr. and Mrs pod with tossed salad ... and the Souvenir pencils and handy folding Brown.
as
won
earrings
lovely
by
prizes
matches bearing their name were
Miss Kay Jewel Murray. daughCooper Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. B..
F. McCleaves, Dr. and Mrs. L. Ceneta Qualls, Jewel Speight and given to their many guests. The ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard MurOther
McDaniels.
Sophis
Dorothy
A.
W.
Mrs.
dance really began the tempo ray and a student at Kansas City,
A Johnson, Dr. and
Young, Dr. and Mrs George West, ticates present were Bernice Bar-t which will continue throughout the Kansas Junior college, Her escort
Mae
president:
Callie
her,
Stevens.
r.
Horne,
holiday season.
Arthur
Mrs.
and
was Elmer C. Jackson III.
Dr.
and Mrs. Arthur Flowers, Dr. and Davenport and Gwendolyn Wright.,
""""'"W"‘"K"'C'C'E4PVCTVA °C VC'riZ
4444444"4"
"
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Cr., Dr. andl THREE C's were the guests of Pg
A
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr., Dr. and Ann Hall at Tony's last Wednes-';
A
A
Mrs. A. K. Smith, Dr. and Mrs day .. . and amidst a Christmas;
uS
0. B. Braithwaite, Dr. Clara Brew' setting of unique miniature sleigh- ,r,
A
A
'
per, Mrs. J. A. Browner, Chaplain log snowmen bearing a gift for
A
A
Since the day pretty Lillian Scott said "I do," she has
and Mrs. L. A. Thigpen, Dr. and i each member . . . the savory fill
University, like PET Milk in their coffee. Both say it
a
Mrs. Thomas Watkins. Dr. and rt mignon dinner and prizes of Y
relied on PET Eraporated Milk to help her rear her
brings out the deep coffee flavor that makes
every
Mrs. Theron Northcross, Dr. and hand cut crystal perfume bottles;
A'
happy family. All six children-Carolyn 15, William
cup extra delicious. And, of course, when it
Mrs. James S. 5>-as, Dr. and Mrs. won by Meryle Glover, Helene V
comes to
13, Alfred 10, Lynda 5, Michael 3 and Shelia 2-were
A
cooking,
y
via
was
hear
Mrs. Scott agrees with homemakers all over
Vasco Smith, Dr. and Mrs. J. IL' Tarpley, (who we
A
In Order To Protect Our Regular Customers
PET Milk babies, and all are thriving and growing
the country that you just can't beat double-rich
L. Adams. Miss sion of loveliness in gold peau del;
Seward, Mrs.
PET
A,
sturdily.
Mrs.
Scott
and
her
talented
husband,
who
ii,
slim
its
over
is
pouf
a
with
soie,
And Give You Our Finest For The Christmas
AI
Milk!
Hattie Bell, Mrs. W. 0. Bisson'1
A
Assistant
Professor
of
floral
History
and
g
skirt
sheath
patterned
at
Flagg,i
&
A
Tenn.
L.
I State
Step'n Fetchit, Mrs. R.
A
Season. May We Have Your Order Early.
A
Mrs. A. Ross, Mrs. Carrie Rhodes.' shoes). and Laverne Acey.
le
A
V
J.
LOHN9ONS
T.
WILL
Rich,
Bessie
Mrs.
Mrs. Ranson,
A
)1
A
y
Mrs. A. R. Jefferson, Mrs. C. M. CELEBRATE GOLDEN
Get your child a copy of "Four
!V
ARV
ANNIVERS
EDDING
14
Mrs
Booth,
Phillip
Mrs.
Roulhac,
Famous Little Girls," a story and
Poinset t las
IV
to
1
15
Blooms
Katherine Perry Thomas, and Dr. 1 Merry indeed will he the house- V
coloring book about the well-known
1
hold of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. John-;
and Mrs. I. A. Weston. in
Fultz Quadruplets. Just send a label
Combination Mixed Boxes $3.00 to $15.00
SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY FOR son, who are all aflutter over the v
from a tall can of PET Evaporated
Golden Wedding Anniversary re.;
LELIA WALKER CLUBHOUSE
Milk with your name and address to
The Seventh aniversary of the ception honoring the occasion; Potted Chrysanthemums
A
Pet Milk Company, 1460-B Arcade
A
founding of Lelia Walker Club-1 which will be given by their i V
A
Bldg. St. Louis 1, Mo.
house by the late Mrs. J, E. Wal. daughters, Mrs. Feming (Aretta)1;
Azaleas
$2.50 to $5.00
ker, was celebrated by the City Polk and Mrs. Joseph (Leslie)
at
Federation of Clubs earlier this Smith, on Sunday. Dec. 22, from ;
month, at which time Mrs. Cor. 6 lit 9 at the Johnson home at 1022 V
A
A
nelia Sanders a teacher at Hamil- Woodlawn.
;
a
after
Arriving
Sunday
last
ton school and a member of Clara
A
in
home
their
from
trip
motor
guest
Barton Health Club, was
Roses, Carnations, Gladiolas, Chrysanthemums and AA I
speaker. Her topic was "Cheerful, Washington. D. C., were Joseph
A
Etc.
and Leslie Smith and Mrs, Cath- l
Giving."
r
A
Carolyn lents to try her hand at
A program was furnished by ernine Meyers, to be on hand early 10
cooking, under
/4
Mother's supervision. PET Milk label
Junior Girls of the City Fedora- for • the grand celebration of the;
recipes make
cooking so easy that 5-year-old Lynda
feels sure
tion, under the direction of Mrs lone span that marks the marriage ;
she could do it, too.
Mary Lee Robinson. State Super.' of the well-known couple. hnth re• y Gardenias. Orchids, Carnations and Chrysanthemums
visor of Girls, who sang carols, tired educators. and Mr. Johnson ;
and gave readings and musical se- a well known figure in business!,
lections Most of the clubs repre. and journalism as well. Among ;
sented presented yearly amounts, the many out-of-town guests ex-;
given for support of the clubhouse ported to attend the anniversary ta We Are Inviting You To Come And See Our Display
to the secretary. Mrs. Valoris Per. celebration will be Mrs. Johnson's;
Sun-Mon-Tues.
ry and Mrs. Freddie Jones. Mrs. sisters, Mrs. Artemise Garrott of
A
C. S. Morgan Young, chairman of Vicksburg. Miss.. and Mrs. Clemthe Board of Directors, was oils- entine Trvins of Chicago. Ill., Mr.
We Wish To Take This Opportunity To Wish All
g
Vicks•
of
Hicks
Roosevelt
Mrs.
and
xi
tress of ceremonies: and Mrs,
A
Miller was chairman of rafresh.! burg. and His' Albertine Irvins rit
Our Friends And Customers
ments served through the courtesy and Mrs. Lizzie Marshall both ;
of The Pet Milk Co., and Mrs. Mil- Chicago.
V
A GLORIOUS HOLIDAY SEASON
TOP HAT AND TAILS CLUB
dred Riley.
V
A large and appreciative audi., ELECT OFFICERS
V
ence enjoyed the anniversary cele-1 Members of Top Hat and Tails V
hration. Mrs. M. L. Adams. presid club met at their swanky club.
dent of City Federation, thanked' house en South Parkway recently
members for their cooperation on to elect new officers to re:rry_their
While the Stets have lot:
, of outside activities. they enjoy their time spent
A
me Mks of the Seott faniih -Mu-had l
the occasion. and asked for r.on• banners. A. Maceo Walker Is the;
together most of all. Prof. Scott often sits dawn at the piano and the
dig into an afternoon snack. Both and SheliaA
whole family joins for a song fest. Other times, he'll spend an hour or
tinned support of the clubhouse hy•1 new president: Dr. G W. S. rah. jr,
drink lots of
PET Milk at mealtimes and
A
two reading them stories from the
in-between.
-"bra C. and S. G. Cochra,1
jr. vice president: Lawrence West-Ptr-401. U. S. NO. Of
THE CLUB CIRCUIT
Icy, secretary. and Caffre•• Bar
Cop, Isar PoNilCl•
The Cherry Charms, one of our tholomew the treasurer.
1.0,

Traditional Beauty Marks Debs'
Presentation To Kansas Society

2

OPEN EVERY
NIGHT TIL 9

reetinp

;

2

f,A, CHARMEL'S B EAUTY SALON I

•

Wife of professor, mother of six,
Mrs. Mingo Scott, Jr., of Nashville says:

"PET MILK'S AN OLD FRIEND
AT OUR HOUSE!"

ORA'S FlowerShop

733 VANCE AVE. — MEMPHIS, TENN.
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CUT FLOWERS

CORSAGES

Take a tip from Mrs. Scott
...always buy PET,
the handiest milk you can get

PET EVAPORATED MILK
for cooking...for coffee...and for babies

MEMORIAL WREATHS. $2.50 UP

Flora's Flower Shop
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I We have reached the time of Bell, Annie M. Bond, Marie Peon,
the year again; the joyous time Olivia Pruitt, Arlene Haney, and
when we extend all of our good Rosetta McKissack.
cheer and best wishes for a Happy At present a Charm and Per.
1101iday season. So here' from me sonallty Clinic is in progress on
to you "Merry Christmas." I hope this campus of Lane college. The
you won't be worn to a frazzle theme this year is "Charm, An
with shopper's cramps and not Essential for Daily Living." This
able to enjoy the holiday.
is the seventh annual charm clinic
HAPPENINGS IN
to be conducted by Mrs. Marie
THE GREEK WORLD
Penn, dean of women at Lane.
! Sorors Alfreda Martin and Jenie Consultants are invited in to disT`ruitt were hostesses to the regu- cuss good manners, health, habits
lar monthly meeting of Delta Sig- and good grooming. Next week,
ma Theta Sorority in the home of we will announce the winner of
Mrs. Pruitt on Payne at. The busi- "Miss Charm and Personality."
ness session was conducted by FOREIGN MISSION
Soror Mildred Hay, president. The DRIVE CLOSES
plans were completed for the anThe Foreign Mission Drive will
nual Christmas Party for the city
close Wednesday night, Dec. 18, at
school first graders. It will be
the Macedonia Baptist churchin
held in the Lane college gym on a big Foreign Mission Candlelight
Dec. 19. The party is looked for- Pageant. All chains of
participatd to with anxiety by the
ing churches sang in the mass DREAMS WITH A SMILE —
Youth Center foe their Dixie
second row; Magnolia Clark,
Wungsters.
I chorus, and ushers of the Baptist The Gay Lassies Social Club
Home community. That proAddle Hoist, Ruby J. Groves,
The sorority is also collecting Usher Union served in full dress
and their sweethearts are picject was an item of converseCarolyn Bowen, Gwendolyn
iothing for Western State hospit- ologue of the lights was pr3..*.'5
tured, as representative of the
Lion when the group met at the
Townsend; Third row: Denali
al. It is being cleaned through given by Mrs. W. G. Terry with
scores of well organized,
Wilkins, Barbara Williams,
home of Miss Erma Bowen,
the courtesy of Hunt and Barnes Miss Lurline Savage serving as
civically as well as socially
979 Delmar, last week. FittonCatherine Hudson, Robert
Cleaners.
mistress of ceremonies.
active teen-age groups in the
Rogers, *male Coston, Prhe
ed are: (left to right, first
Sorors who attended and enThe Foreign Mission Drive Bluff City. The energetic
dila Hamilton, Ruby Buckley,
row:) Tonnie Halfacre. Mar.
joyed the delicious menu were which was directed by Mrs. R. L. young ladies of the Gay Lasses
feret Prewitt, Erma Bowen;
Dorothy Matthews.
Vera Brooks, Bertha Collins, Mil- Drain, was reported to have been
have as their civic dream a
dred Hay, Lucille Fuller, Willie a success.
Bell Rawls, Clara Bond, Crina
Classes at Merry High school
Barksdale, Faye Green, Johnnie are sponsoring assembly programs
Reid, Margaret Saunders, Grace this week centered around t h e
Hunt and Lillian Harrison.
Christmas theme. School turns out
On last Saturday night mem- the Macedonia Baptist church in
bers of Beta Upsilon Lambda Classes will resume on Jan. 6.
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha fra- IN AND OUT OF TOWN
SALISBURY, N. C. — Fifty-two 2.79 and 2.66, respectively.
ternity enjoyed the fellowship of a
Our sympathy goes to Mrs. Ansmoker at the Palm Garden while nie M. Bond who was called to students were included on the mid- The "Dean's List" as it is col- SAVANNAH, GA,
the Alpha wives got together in Winston-Salem, N. C., on the sud- semester "Honor Roll" at Living- legiately called, is composed of
stone college, according to an an- those students whose cumulative Mrs. Lillian S. Scott was crownthe home of Mrs. S. E. O'Daniels den death of her sister.
on Middleton at. This was the eve
A grand family reunion it was nouncement by Dr. M. F. St-,te, grade average for this period is ed winner of the 19511 "Most popular Y Lady member" contest at
of the 51st., founder's Day with a for the Hutson family on last Dean of the College of Liberal "B". 2.00 or better.
Allowing three grade points per the Flamingo Ballroom Friday
bration when members of Beta week end when they were togeth- Arts.
and Beta Upsilon Lambda er for the first time in several
Of these 11 were freshmen, 12 semester hour for an "A", t w o l
This contest was conductpters observed the day with a years at the home of Mrs. Mae were sophomores. 10 were juniors grade points for a "B", and one nighted by the adult program commitgrain in the Lane college chap- Evelyn Hutson Gray in Fast St. and 19 were seniors. Leading the grade point for a "C". No grade
tee of the West Broad Street
el. Speaker for the occasion was Louis, Ill. Mrs. Hutson and her "Honor Roll" was Robert Gast, must be failing.
Other students who received rat- YMCA, of which Dr. Calvin L.
Atty. Arthur D. Shores of Bir- daughter, Darlene, joined their son senior of Haines City, Fla., follow
mingham, Ala., who is an honor- and brother, Sgt. Copeland Hut- ed by Benjamin Floyd, senior, Clo- ings of 2.5 or better were: Bessie Kish is Chairman.
ed member of the fraternity.
son, who was enroute from Mitch- ver, S. C.. and in third place Ber- Foster, Kinston, N. C.; Daniel Jol- Mrs. Scott will fly to Havana,
It was a bad day, but many ell Air Force Base in New York' nard Anderson, junior, Philadel- ly, Mooresboro, N. C.; Donald
Cuba, and arrangements have
braved the weather to hear the to Denver. Colo. Sgt. Hutson is phia, Pa. Their averages were 2.80, Staton, East Spencer, N. C.; Waloutstanding attorney who has play- making the U. S. Air Force his
ter Evans, Sainsbury, N. CI and been made by Wilton C. Scott,
Marshall Lofton, Kinston, N. C. Chairman of the Y 2ublie Relaed a leading role in integration ac- career.
tivities in his native Birmingham. BASKETBALL IN STRIDE
The remainder of the Dean's list tions Committee, tt: have the UnitHe was accompanied by his wife. The basketball season is In full
is as follows: Fred B. Young, Es- ed States Ambassador to Cuba
' The members of the "As You swing in Jackson. Although the
ther Mattocks, Emma Holland, Ge- greet her on arrival. She will
Like It Club" had a grand time gym isn't completly ready for
nevieve Farmer, Myrtle McClain, stop at the Seville Biltmor• Hotel,
at their quarterly birthday party games at Merry High, games are
Willie J. McNeil, Vonnette Stan- and will be taken on a tour of the
when members whose -birthday for the holidays on Dec. 20,
ley, Charlotte Gaither, Joseph La city, the night clubs, and a visit
fell within that period entertain- mentary school gym. Three games
vie. George Tharrington, Henry to Morro Castle,
have been played by both boys
ed.
Moses, Faye Souder, Harold Mrs. Scott Is a member of Zeta
The affair took place in the and girls teams. The girls have
Thomas, Frank C. Hunter, RtlbY P..1 Beta Sorority, a graduate of
LOS
ANGELES
—
Addressing
lovely home of Mrs. 0. C. Beck, come out with one win and two
Lanear, Willie T. Gibson, Joseph. Savannah State college, New Yoe%
where Mesdames Beck, Lucille losses splitting one with Coving- more than 100 teachers during the ins Avery, Laura Cadwell, Annie University, and a recipient of a
annual
Foshay
Junior
High
school
ster, Edna White and Izetta ton and losing to West High. The
V. Davis.
health education scholarship at
iette were hostesses. Beautiful boys defeated Covhigton twice, workshop in November, Joseph W. Also Thom asena Gaither, John North Carolina University at DurWalker,
Program
Director
of
the
all flowers served as a center but missed out on the game with
Kinard, Louise Peterkin, Farrell ham North Carolina.
piece for the dining room table, West High. They have another Los Angeles Urban League stated: Thomas, Wilalma Bozeman, Ora She is a member of the National
"One-fifth
of
the
couty
total
spread with a lovely lace cloth, chance to meet West High again
Education Association, the Georpopulation is of the minority cul- Davenport, Minnie Blakeney, Howand laden with good food for the and maybe they can turn the tabard Shaw. Shirley Bell, Daisy Bow- gia Teachers and Educational Asture,
and
according
to
current
reguests.
les.
man, Bobbie Dowdell, Joe Drake, sociation, and local civic and soci' Each birthday honoree was pre- Lane only played two home ports from the U. S. Census Bu- Curtis Dunston, Elizabeth Harm. al club.
reau
and
the
California
State
Emnted with from the club
games before going on their ten
She is an Instructor at Paulsen
on, Carl Harris, Lillie Hill
members and they in turn receiv- day tour. Lane won both games ployment Service, 1500 Negroes
Frederick Houston, Tal- Junior High school, and adviser
And
ed tokens also. Other members by a large margin from Owens are migrating to the state of Cali- madge McDow, Aclolia Moore, to the Junior Tri-Hi-Y club. She
YMCA Plapresent were Mesdames Vivian and Lemoyne colleges of Memphis. fortria each month.
Frances Peterson Slyvia Pinkett, is the recipient of the
"If this trend continues, we beawarded during
Jacqueline Sinton, Milt a Ward, que of Honor,
lieve the projective figure of
at the
Robbie Williamson, Jesse Corry. YMCA Awards exercises
350,000 Negroes by MO in the
Alfred E. Beach High school last
on
presented
population will be obsolete. Based
May. She will b
on current information, the counthe "YMCA In Action" radio proty's population is five million."
gram over radio station WJIV
Walker further stated: "We have
upon her return from Cuba.
no reason to believe there will be
e Pffseners
any change in the work force pattern where women are concerned. The North Memphis Christain
Negro wives constitute 25 percent Club gave a charity program at
more of the work force than Cau- the home of its president, Mrs.
Gertrude W. Clark, 658 N. Third
NEWS AND VIEWS. . .Charlotte White Christmas and Jingle Bells casian wives."
"The question of child care, at., on Monday Dec. 16, to raise
and Baker Whitfield, members of makes you feel good inside, makes
San Francisco's "400" plan to you forget about Sputnik and housing and health facilities be- funds fur the needy at Christmas.
end Christmas with the Loyal those bills you will have after the come more important to school of- Participants on the program
ficials as well as to the commu- were Mrs. W. H. Brewster Mrs. F
disons. They fervently hope first of the year.
eir '''iristmas will be a white It gave me the funniest feeling nity. He pointed out the League's D. Adams, and Rev, J. S. Spragone. •.ms they haven't seen the other day when I heard "Jail. health and welfare department is gins, who gave short talks, and
snow in years. house Rock" sandwiched in be- developing activities that will give Mrs. Clara Milbrook and Mrs. Ida
Now lath.num—before the holl.
They are pray- tween "Oh Come All Ye Faithful" general stability in the commu- Pearl Spraggins who gave solos.
day NOM,gots into full swing--tos
ing that Chicago and Jingle Bells" over the PA nity and he offered the services Present for the program also
makes sure you ham a calendar or
will be buried in system in one of our better stores of the League to the teachers and were member of the Good Samariongagomont pad dose to the Was
snow the week . . .guess it's just a sign of the school officials.
tan Circle of the First Baptist
phones or hanging ono kitchen wait,
At this time of mar it's bon to mak*
of the twenty- times, or perhaps the financial
church and the Helping Hand
Re family affair. lotting each one
fifth thru N e
wizards are catering to the teenClub.
shall
up his engagement* as they
Year's Day . . . age trade who have Christmas
Refreshments were served after are mode.
Do I hear cries coins to spend too.
of "No!" from Speaking of songs, how is this
you windy'for a wacky song title. . ."The
citians ? ? ? ? Night We Called it a Day"
DeMille
The J o 11 Song writers seem to favor cerJacks. . .ten of Washington's most tain months. . there is "June in
eligible bachelors plan to throw January". . ."June is Bursting RALEIGH, N. C. — A speech i
a party to end all parties the day Out All Over". .September Song' choir composed of students in a
BEFORE NEW Year's. The fun . . ."September in the Rain". . freshman English composition
Remem- class, presented "Education in the
and frolic will commence at high "April in Paris"..
noon New Year's Eve and will con- ber April" and the latest "April Atomic Age" last Wednesday, in
1958.
January
1,
in
Love.'
tinue until noon
Taylor Hall, St. Augustine's ColBut what about those other neg- lege,
They plan to fly in from tlie
months
.
song
lected
.
.
?
You
West Coast one of the popular
"Education in the Atomic Age"
singing groups, orchids for the writers better get busy and write begins with World War II, when
about
them.
For
a
starter
I'll
give
ies from Hawaii, and so far,
Hitler's mechanized military powfrom thirty of the forty- you a couple of titles and you see erhouse caused countries to fall
what
you
can
come
up
with,
.
represented.
be
eight states will
one by one to the enemy. It ends
Just as the. clock strikes twelve, How about MARCHing along with on the note "without culture, manI
My
Love??
"I'll
Remember
you
seven of the "eligibles" will anrobot and a slave." It
in November?? or MAY be you'll becomes a
nounce their engagements to local
was directed by the instructor, Dr.
Forgive
me
Again."
Or
here
is
a
(and not so local) belles.
Marcus H. Boulware, professor
' hot one. . ."You gave me a bang
This will come as a real surprise
of speech.
in JULY. , .
Washingtonians
because
Participants were a narrator,
to many
at this writing no one knows who
ten voices, and twenty-four stuWife
Preservers
to
whom.
.
??
The
engaged
is
dent chorus members.
fella's just aren't talking . . . and
Narrator, Miss Corrine Harrithe fiancees' are going along with
son; voices, William Sanders, Wilthe plot.
fred Barry, Helen T. Davis, WilMay the blessings of the Christ Child abide IR yowl
•• •
helimna Hayes, Gloria Johnson,
1
Chaplin,
Joyce
Connor,
Juitt
W.
With the approach of the holy
heart and home during this joyful Christmastide.
Gloria Gardner, Stanley E. Faiholiday, there is very definite
The
Murray.
T.
Curtis
and
son
music in the air. You walk into
Chorus: Lot:tenni Bell, Frank L.
the beautifully decorated departBritt, Ernest Bookings, Lydia
Anent stores and hear the sound Coro Greesn .5. 0
Crudup.
Of "angels' singing those old favIf your storm dew bangs in a high
Also Alvin A. Dillard, Barbara
orites, "Hark the Herald Angels
unnd, you con honors it from tho
HOLLIS PRICE, President
Dunn, Gwendolyn, Evans, Rosa
, Bing" • . . Away in a Manger"
/wind, whin you,.away.Simply
Gilmore,
Madie,
Foggie,
Ester
World...
the
to
affix a smoll bon to the emside ef
o;JoY
Participating Member United Negro College Fund
Harris, Bettye Hinton, Mildred'
First Noel .. , Oh Come All
the does mid eiels.
Hobbit, Charles Holbrooks
XII Faith/W. • .Nleat

Livingstone Honor Roll
Includes Fifty - Two

Ga. Teacher
Wins Coveted
Trip To Cuba

Migration
Is Topic Of
Workshop

From Flint, Michigan

'Jackson are lining up a stellar II'
utu
LOS ANGELES — Nine commit- been revealed by a spokesman for ray of artists to Perform for
guests.
tees have been formed to work out the regional office of the organise- expected 9U0-plus
The community's ready acc;rt'
detaili-for the Urban League's 4th lion.
Annual International Ball, it has Slated for Feb. 7, 1958, In the atter of the '511 League Ball tr.
Grande ballroom of the Beverly been announced by Arthur Brtyi
Hilton hotel, the event, which and Helen Garrott, chairmen of Y
promises to be the most gala of Speakers and Volunteers comm
prior affairs, has Dan Schrier and tee respectively; they attriboY
Marjorie Greene heading the In- condition to success of three '
ternational Organizations Commit- mer affairs; highly acclaimed
tee, with Joan Laughern, Pegga hilite of the winter social seas" •
Hawkins and Henry Lopez as as- Sander Johnson, Gilbert Linds.t.
sociates.
Marian Maddox and Roberta Jo"
Daytona Beach Fla.—Dean Hen- Chairman of the guest list
com- son are members of Brooks' groo
ri', Ward Banks, Dean of Women
mittee. Marylynn J. Holder, has while Volunteer members num'
at Bethune-Coolmian College was
Betty Vaughn, Eleanor Carat and Virginia Fischer, Slice Pacht, '
Invited by the Vice-President of
lie Manion, Mayme Lewis. 014
the United States, Richard Nixon, Helen Garrott as members. Don
to attend a conference of the Presi- Derricks and Curt Stevens, co - cille Johnson and Marian MadIn charge of publicizing the H
dent's Committee on Government chair Organizational forces, with
Ouida Williams, Gilbert Lindsay fair is a committee chairmaned I
Contracts.
and Eleanor Carat as associates. Julius W. Holder, with associat, •
The conference will be held
Mayme Lewis, Pon Derricks, Je
on January 15, 1958 at 10:00 a.m., During recent meets at homes of se Mae Beavers and Stanley littl!
at the Willard Hotel, Washington, Brian Manion and Arthur Brooks, ertson.
co-chairmen Antoinette Atkinson,
D.C.
The purpose of the conference Kathryn Sums and Drusilla Johnwill be to discuss the policies and son reported pre-ball interest is at
program of the President's com- an all-time high, with members Dumittee, and ways in which inter- ane West, Larry Sperber, Mrs.
ested persons and organizations Awn Kelly and Lillie Mae Thomas
might assist the committee in ad- In recepit of scores of reservavancing its program of eliminat- tions for advance ducats.
ing discrimination in employment Speaking of the work of the enor Government contracts because tertainment committee, Chairman
of race, religion, color or national Robert Walters stated that he and
origin,
associates, Jerry Pacht and Calvin

Feed your baby,

'CARNATION
America's
"healthykbaby:milk

Christian Club
To Cheer Needy

SOCIAL WHIRL

4

Frosh Speech
Choir In
'Atomic Age'

"Healthy &by" William Steven Martin of Los Angelo*

YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION.Its the
safest, most nourishing and diges.
tible form of milk for your baby's
formula. More mothers feed Car.
nation to their babies than any
other brand. And more Carnation
is used in hospital formula rooms

throughout the world than all
other brands combined! Ready.
made formulas that claim to be
complete cost almost twice as
much as Carnation- the proven
milk for infant feeding - the milk
every doctor knows.

lidests

LeMOYNE COLLEGE

fitri

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING,TOO!
Carnation has spec(at
Mending qualities not found
in any other form of milk.
For smooth, failure-proof
results every time,use
Carnation in every recipe
that calls for milk!

World's Leading Brand
of Evaporated Milk

•
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER'Howard Swimmers
Sat., Dec. 21, 1 957 Defeat Hampton

Porter PTA Program
Attracts Large Crowd

GUIDE
POST

HAMPTON. Va, - The loss of
two relays which scored seven
point! each, was the primary factor in the Hampton Institute 50Musing: Children Need Discip75 loss to the Howard University
The Fisk university Bulldogs
Dec. 7, at the line: They need to know that there
racked up victory number 5, this Swimming Team
are limits to what they may do,
week when they overran the stub- Hampton Recreation Building, in and that there is a force in their
born Morris Brown team by a the first meet of the season.
lives which make these limits
score of 62 to 54.
A scant six inches meant the seem clear and reasonable. But if
Their fifth victory came only 24 difference in the free style re- discipline is to be effective, it must
hours after they had polished off
However, Howard won the. rest on the child's long experthe Prairie View college team 93 lay.
ience in trusting parents, and
to 77, with Forward Bobby Gil- medley relay with a substantial faith in their affectionate interest,
liam, of Nashville, making 29 three yard margin.
as manifested by their willingness
points against the Panthers.
Outstanding point winner for to listen to his problems, and offer
Hampton was Carl Miller, sopho- such a background. discipline will
more. of Big Island, Va., who won reinforce a child's belief in his
the 220 yard free style sprint and parents love.
the 100 yard free style sprint. He Dear Carlotta:
I was going around with a group
Aso started the relays.
of girls that according to my way
of thinking were doing things unbecoming. Now they snub me and
call me "goody goody." But I
feel that my time will come.
Please give nut some assurance.
There is reason why people like
Worried.
to do business with es. You, too,
like our courteous treatment
Dear Worried:
and desire to help you.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. - (A.NPV
Congratulations! You can be
'Open Thursday end Friday
III,
well
Blake
proud in the fact that you are
- Caesar Robert
Night, Until It 00 P.M.
has
resident,
Charlotte
known
rising above the crowd with whom
Open Saturdays Until Christmas
completed requirements for the you have been associating. The
The
degree of doctor of philosophy in sooner you discard them for dates A CLEAN SWEEP Fisk university Bulldogs. suo
the field of English language and that respect girls, the more peace
rounding Coach Bus Thema.
literature at the University of you will receive. At times it is
three in a
Michigan.
social snubs that tome from the 'son, have made it
row by sweeping away their
Dr. Blake is the younger son of "fast crowd." but wait for a
152 MADISON AVENUE
first three rivals of the 1957-58
the late Caesar R Blake Jr., and Young man who sees things as
Norm Operated - Horne Owned Mrs.
waiter W. Slade, the wife you do. We all have made M.5. basketball season. In order,
Phone JA 5-7611
the Bulldogs have overrun
of Bishop W. W. Slade of the takes. but the important thing to
AME Zion Church,
Alabama A & M, 63 to 56; Ledo is to correct them.

Fisk Cagers
Chalk Victory

Porter Junior High school had Mr. N. N. Conley. principal, and
its best attended PTA meeting Mrs. 0. S. Shannon, assist*
on Thursday evening, Dec. 12, principal, greeted the parents
when the school band under the behalf of the faculty.
direction of Walter Martin, and
Words of the Wise
the glee club led by Mrs. E. M.
Short u life is, we mak* it
Wynne, gave a program of Christstill shorter by the careless
ma. carols, with Jacqueline Gib-, waste of time. -(Victor
1114101
son as the featured soloist.
Another enjoyable presentation
of the evening was the playlet
'The Night Before Christrna,
given by members of the thor-!
grade class under the direction of
Sirs. E. C. Brooks.
During the business session .d
the program. Mrs. NI. L. Co'
MORN POI IYIRT01141
chairman of the Membership Com306 Ionise se Lsinferikel•
many
of
the
reported
that
mittee,
Ph... IA 14343
classes have perfect membership

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

LOANS

SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE

Caesar Blake
Wins Doctorate

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.

.nitaarnwwwwwitiorewsrepawrew
eeewergsrwmmewermawwwwwwwwweigtamr
its

Moyne, 72 to 50, and Tuskegee
71 to $5. Backing the coach
up under the gasketball rim
are seven Bulldogs nho have
contributed to the defeat of the
eremy. From left to right are.
Guard Arthur Murphy, PhiLeRoy
Guard
ladelphia;

Wright, Nashville; Forward
Harold Shan, Chicago; Guard
Samuel Clement, team captain, New York City; Center
Kennard Reed. Houston, and
Forwards Harold Searcy and
Bobby Gilliam, both of NaS.
vile. (Photo by Gunter>

rerecords with more than 2000,
porting. The goal for the year is
a PTA membership of 3,000.
WEN PRIZES
Mrs. Lola Deener, president of
the Parent Teachers association
at the school noted the largest attendance for the year at the special program, and invited those present to corns out for the regular
meeting.
Many useful articles were giv•
en to the holders of lucky numbers
with John McGhee winning a
turkey, the grand prize of the
evening,

CAN YOU USE

CASH? O •
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WilfRf FOLKS ilmf YOU
Ott PRIIERIAlliAl
SERV",

Christmas season. After the home- college in the initial round Jan. 2,
staged playoff, top seeded McLen• Trying to keep up with the var.don-coached Tigers are paired shy. Tennessee's reserve squad,
with Steubenville College five in under reserve Coach Harold HuntFOR JOY or SORROW
the NAIA eastern division tip-off i er, split a pair playing prelim
City Wide Delivery
basketball tournament at Youngs' gamesfor the homefolks. Smart
town, Ohio, Dec. 26, 27 and 2S. Airforce Base five dumped the
Following the eastern tip-off. Ten- reserves 75-€0, but the scrappy
et
I
JAckson 5-3194
, Tankers at bay.
By EARL S. CLAN'TON III
nessee will fly to the western first year Tigers bounced back to
champs
national
Next week the
Allthe
Western
Kentucky
at
McComb.
Illinois
route
NAIA
play
NASHVILLE - Behind the 22- open Tennessee's second annual
a
point second bald net burning by holiday cage tourney in Reatr's where McLendon faces Hamlioei Stars, 90-38.
163.111EALE STREET MEMPHIS. TENN.
Dick -Skull" Barnett, Tennessee Little Garden. In the opening
•
If You Can't Find It At A. SCHWAB
A
State university Tigers blasted round. Fisk five will play ArkanWithout
It.
You
Are
Better
Off
A
the Fort Knox Tankers 76-73 in sas AM&N while Tennessee tack257 SO. MAIN AT LINDEN
A
f4434,14,10titiataissaiskSoodiSsesistablisakSiltitIk•atb•DuniailikKII•DXs1.• the Little Garden for their sixth, k's Xavier quint. The second night,
straight season's win.
and Fisk will switch
Tennessee
:Tawsporsnexixpesievinenversipmvolverwrivernsionvinnansins•Por•
A Tennessee's wily coach, J. B. partners.
Al
A
A McLencion's charges picked up a
The holiday tournameat ail; be
A
A
A pair of victories last week by the first of three tourney play'
A
knocking off Prairie N. iew five 88- offs for Tennessee during t h e
A
Iss eed by AIIIIIillielnellnIllennemenninitimoull1101111U1111
A 56 in a one-sided game '
V
aB rnett's 23 points and John
A four-year scholarship honoring, are G. Hall, secretary. sod MelNEWCOMBE SIGNS
A Barnhill's 72 tallies.
V
McNairy,
vice
president
A 'WARM AND FRIENDLY \\MI OF
vin
Robert
A.
Cole,
the memory of
1958 CONTRACT;
Despite a 10-point halitime marA
late founder of Chicago Metropoli- ELIGIBILITY
TAKES PAY SLASH
A
gin. 37-r, the 1957 NAIA champs
A
CrOOD CHEER FOR CHRISTMAS
company
Illinois,
ANGELES
Assurance
students
in
s\
LOS
Mutual
High
school
/r
tan
(INS)
trailed most of the game's openA
A
A
Los
Angeles
an.
Dodgers
The
Ohio,
who
hat been created by the firm, T. Indiana, Missouri and
/
ing minutes. With less than five
A
minutes to play in the opening pounced that big Don New- P. Harris, company president, an- are Chicago Metropolitan Mutual A
/
/
X
ph.zwpi. 8_8789
'Tanta, Diamond Jim Satter- combe. who suffered through
policyholders will be eligible for
nounced.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
4 white. Tigers' 6-6 pivot man from his first losing season in the
i
EX. 7-9005 2 Durham, N. C., tied the score at majors this year. has signed his
The scholarship will be granted the scholarship, Harris said.
sr
Fisk university will conduct ex- 2
19Mt contract, reportedly taking at Fisk university, and will be
JIM
'
S RIB SHACK
recommenaminations
and
make
pay cut.
J. FORD
BARNETT, BARNHILL STAR
worth S1,000 per year per student, dations to the company on who
"King of Bar-B-Q - Fresh From Pit"
Dodger vice president Red
A
We Service All Boric,/ insurance Policies
All-NAIA forward Harriett, 4-4,
Pattersos
did not discuss New- and will be known as the Robert ehould receive the award.
VISIT OUR NEW FUNERAL HOME AND SEE
from Gary, Ind., and co-captain
1124 THOMAS STREET
Harris
said
he
expects
the
first
Scholarship.
The
Cole
combe's
pay
for
next
Cole
BURIAL
GARMENTS
A.
season In
OUR DISPLAY OF FINE CASKETS AND
Roo Hamilton caught fire in the
MEMPHIS, TENN. Isecond half. Ex-Vanderbilt Cager, making the announcement, but scholarship program was put into Robert A. Cole scholar to receive rANDANWILlaRitiliielabliiatleftlalalalsaUMMUNDilsatiallikadilislilsbaslitaNNN .
219 JOUBERT AVE.
his award next year.
it was unofficially reported that effect in 1957.
Jo Gibbs' 28 points kept the Tankw•ners tmir riews,ric,MCWCW'S.1.411WMPIDPVIIMPINDIWI2
At the end of four years. the s
the sturdy righthander will dr. v.
ers pressing all the way. Gibbs
and
methDetails
of
the
program
company will have four students
$30,00e.
1141104411430*PaiatlipaidERIAMide, knotted the count at 64-64 with
k-A•illals24•10,1414A1•1141047tABiliSt
Newcombe was the sixth od of selection were explained by at Fisk receiving this aid at a
less than three minutes to play,
X
Dodger
V
to put his signature on George S. Hams, assistant secre- cost to the company of St 000 a
A
but Skull and Hamilton, who scari
tary of Chicago Metropolitan Mu- vear. Harris said
a 1958 contract.
W
ed 20 points apiece triggered McA
tual and a member of the scholar-, Chicago Metropolitan previously W
"UT
R F.• R I N
Lendnds
A
fast
break
and
held
the
11111111
1111111111111lialtlean111011M1111111111111111/1111111111
1092 THOMAS AT WELLS
w
A
ship committee, along with Hord offered 2 scholarship to a student ✓
1
A
a
Day
A
24
Hours
Open
in business administration at Fisk
A
A
;
mark Heading the returneess are'
1
N
e•
/
V
In to replace this group will be; university, but this program was ✓
Breakfast - Dinner - Supper
A
i
✓
King Gren, a 6'-4" Center. and
A
1
i
terminated.
W
Specializing In
A
Everett Abney. a Junior Forward a fine corp of Freshmen, led by, Taming 1957. Chicago Metropoli- V
A
Z
sr
A
at 6-3"; Loots Seadrow, at 6'• Red Humphrey, a Daytona lad; tan contributed $100 to student sr
Chicken in the Basket - Burgers in the Basket
4
fir
A
4
Also All Kinds of Homemade Cakes, Pies, and Drinks r
A
A ten man squad carries the s 1-2. Other returnees are: SU- David Roundtree. who !tar- aid which university officials dis- ✓
4
sf
A
tributed on the basis of need.
I hopes of the Bethune-Cookmen col. lie Lewi,,, a Senior Guard: Jack
't
A
red at Lincoln Memorial High in!
ir
ED HODGE, Proprietor
A
Sy lege Wildcats into the foot- Swilley, Sophomore Forward, and
Cole. who died in 1956, never at- s
2ii
A
Kineer
Malachi
Fla;
Manager
Palmetto,
ROBERT E. WILLIAMS,
A
; ball wars this season. With six 'Ricardo Weston, Sophomore
tended college. He was the founder tP
,s
and Herbert Houston from Blouns- of a burial association in Chicago 7
returning lettermen and four fine Guard.
A
4
'1 asi the light
A
, 30 years ago, and from its humble s
w looking players coming up from
town.
a
A
t
,
W the Freshman group. Coach Mat.' Another rehtrnee is Willie DilA
beginning
saw
it
develop
Into
a
•
A
The starting line-op shapes up
A
of the world."
emmaimeseimgenrenewenewer thews looks for a winning season. lard, a six foot 4 inch Forward'
*
multi-million dollar legal reserve ir
,
.
•
The team will have more than who played v./1th the 1953 chatnJ With Everett Abney and Lanza, insurance company.
•
4
average height, with three of the pionship team, but spent the la.1 at Center with Jack Swingy and
T.-•1.4 S.17
4
first five men over the six foot 4 years in the Armed Services, Willie Lewis at guards.
A
4
It is a pleasure, at this time of year to greet our
A
A
A
A
A

Tennessee State
Wins 6th In Row
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HANDY HOUSE RESTAURANT

Bethune-Cookman
Ii Carries 10 Men

LET US BAKE YOUR XMAS HAM

tATMC-Tv-Vvoctl,"Vcctctctmovecteg
;k.2o
.115510 friends, who, through their faith in us, have made
15,

CHOIR &
GOWNS

this year one of continued progress. Our sincere
teas

thanks and hearty greetings to all. "
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NEW OFFICERS of the association of Colleges and Secondary Schools were installed
at the annual banquet last
Thursday evening, December
5. On the campus of ‘'irginia
Union University, Richmond.
Va. The installation ceremony
was held following an address
by Dr. B. R. Brazeal dean.
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MINCER DAMON IINWORMS
WASH
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LAUNDRY-CLEANER
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C14111STIIIRS
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A-200 KILLS
IMMEDIATELY
Yes-A-100 kill Liee.Crate,
and their eggs in one treatment. A-S00 works tut and
sure-but won't irritate your
skin, won't stain your
clothes. A-300 smells goodand it wombat right out, like
a ahampoo.
Go to your drug store today for A-f00!
A-2•1 OUTER

blallEISSO

Morehouse College. Atlanta,
Ga., past president: Dr Johnson; Dr. Jobs E. Coduell,
principal, Phyllis MI/ratter
High School, Houston, Tea.,
president elect; Dr. James A,.

C,Nston, president, Barber.
Scotia College, Concord, N. C.,
secretary•treasurer. and M. E.
Combs, Florida State Department of Education, second vice
president.

The one gin that tastes great
mixed...! "chased:A or st
Feel likes straight or a mixed drink'
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, Yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight.. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Pus& Healing Substance That Does BothRelieves Paic-Shrinks Hesnorrhoicla
!Um York, R. T. (Special)problem!' And among these rutFor the first time science has
ferers were a very wide variety
Sound • new healing substance
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
with the astonishing ability to
10 to 20 years' standing.
shrink hemorrhoids end to robe,*
All this, without the me of
gala -without surgery.
narcotics, anesthetics or 'atriaI. sae hemorrhoid eau after
gents of any kind. The secret is
Soother,'very striking improve• new healing substance IBMment" was reported end verified
Dyne•1 -the ducoeery of a worldby doctors' observation.
famous research ingot:Woo. AlPain was relieved promptly.
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide am
for healing injured tissue on an
while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
parts of the body.
(shrinking) took plaioa.
This new healing eubetanso
And most amazing of a-this
offered in nippOS10,-y or'edgiest
form called Preparation H.• Ask
llasprovernent was maintained in
oases where doctors' abaci-rations
for individually sealed eonvertlas•
wore continued over a period of
Preparation H suppositories we
many months!
Preparation B ointment with glee
Is feet, molts were so thoreial applicator. Preparation ET Is
sold la ail dill(litOT*
web that sufferers were able to
3.&dieaetille
mikesuch astnn Nth inteatemente
guaranteed or money refunded.
"Piles have ceased to be •
r.s re

••

the one gin distilled in
11 countries and served
'round the world!
I\-110
„
.
•
GREW'S DISTILLED tONOOk ORS GIN. 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. LAW
GILBLY. LTD., CINGIDISAII..01110. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL_Disuitigs moggig
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NEW YORK — Television viewera are accustomed to rivalry in
programs, what with Ed Sullivan
and Steve Allen causing continual
dial switching from NBC to CBS
but this has been on weekly basis.
However on the evening of Dec.
30 along about 10:00 there will be
solo shooting of the fireworks in
rivalry between NBC and CBS that
may well set an all-time record
for dial twisting. On this occasion

the attractions will be Duke Ellington on ime channel and Marian
Anderson on the other major chain,
Ellington arrives on NBC-TV as
part of a huge jazz spectacular
that will also offer Louis Armstrong, Bobby Hackett, Woody
Herman, Gene Krupa and others
with Steve Allen (there is that
name again) as emcee. This show
ta certain to attract viewers in
wholesale lot. What else can one

Nineteen East Forty-ninth street, looted to even bother to turn the
New York City, is an address this record over for a bit of listening to
correspondent likes to refer to as "In The Mood," another masterbeginning of the "spoilers" so tol piece of piano manipulating by
speak. To you "spoiler" meansi Hayes. But Oxley, sharing only a
little as related here. It will likely! part of our jubilation over "Starinterest you, as it did us as the dust" suggested that we give a
following happenings are unfolded.' listen to Hayes' "In The Mood"
And here 'tis. "Spoiler" in this we did and were sold on what we
particular instance refers to music heard.

AT
CHRISTMAS
Let us give thanks for
Christmas which stirs
new hope in our
hearts, and creative
faith in our minds.
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LITTLEJOHN TAXI SERVICE
CYNTHIA and VANCE — Ph. JA 5-7734
I. V. TAMMY, Pruldent
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AA

will deny the extra touch to the or even afterwards is neither unV
10
tune, arrangement wise, inserted usual nor
surprising. It has been et
V
by Miller makes the latter's discing
44
51
done in the past arid will ever arise A
Good Luck, Good Cheer
of the Ellington composition slighton the scene froni time to time.
ly superior.
However it is doubtful if any other A
In fairness to other leaders it
From your good friends
10
orkster will ever surpass the:
must he admitted that Miller met
"spoiler" record of the late Glenn
his Waterloo on a few occasions.
The folks 'round here..
Miller, numercially. Check with X
His (Miller's) shying away from
the victims, ask the record dealers
V
magthe
time
''Beguine"
disced
so
nificentlyand recording studios. Chances are 4
V
by Artie Shaw la one
.1 1
they'll all numinate the late Glenn
example. No other ''Beguine" !Ias i miller,
reached t h e peak enjoyed by
''Spoiling" a time for another reShaw's discing,
cording artist is not always detriDUKE'S REVENGE
mental. This is especially true if
By the same yardstick may
measured the accidental competion the victim happens, or chances,
between Ellington and Miller on to be the composer. Composers are 04
the discing of "'frees " The Elling- paid royalties for songs CliSeed by
EA
ton ,:rrangement satisfied Duke other bands and quite often the i
so much the Jungle Rhythm King song hits spots it might well have
used the munher as a prodection missed hut for the discing by an- ,11
specialty building one whole scene other band.
around it for his concert and thea- That the latter Is an Important 1
tre appearances. le addition, there item may be gotten from the at. A
were of course other Ellington diode of Duke Ellington when:
numbers that no other leader dared Friends suggested he do something
1,,
not play as long as the Duke was shout Charlie Barnett employing 1
"Where Dreams
around for competition. Those in- the Duke's style. The Duke reTrue
cluded "Black And Tan Fantasy," plied "Good, he may well take my
Accredited by
"Sophisticated Lady," "It Don't style, arrangements and composiThe Accrediting
Mean A Thing" and countless oth- lions into some sections where I
Memphis, Term.
ers that were suited only to the might not elect or be Hake(' to
Ellington personality and arrange- play." Thus this is simply a story 14111111011PIGIGIISHIGEIPEESISEMSIMIPEIIPIIIIIMIIMIGANSESSIGIMISIEMISMISPPIIIRGEMIEMN T
of the 'spoilers" with neither nESSEMSPIPIPCIEIVESPEISIOCIESSIGIBIPESPETEM1491410491MICIIIMIAWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
ments.
"Spoiling" compositions before criticism of condemnation intendthe original composer has his say ed.
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The LONG AID
COMPANY

Van,

ph:12:21 bult9M7nday A37
way their viewers
will divide Isk
evening switching from one
net to the other to be sure
expect with such an array of talent with Marian Anderson'
Day is already eared for take in both programs. And doL.
I
on the program?
x
lars
swtoltedo
Perhaps the word coincident so there was no other slot
heurgoo
hnluntg
s.many other home
availHowever just one turn of the
screens will suffer the same dose
should apply to this bit of program- 3blip in this parade of
dial away CBS-TV will be presentspectacular*.
but there will be those who
ing the works of Marian Anderson irta
say otherwise. Frankly NENE
in an hour-long program. Miss An- choose to
corner's opinion that both
demon appears on "See It Now", it is this
searching for
a program that will carry her major chains were
for their respective
numerous concerts staged duringl a time slot
shows and discovered Monday was
tour of foreign countries. Marian's
will not be a "live" or in-person-er in skiable.
but the closeups will he there and
With Xmas coming on the Wedthe singing voice. jams that saw nesday previous and New Years
and heard her will all be present just one neck later the chains v
Miss Anderson who was on a tour were anxious to fill in prograins
sponsored bdy d sS
y to take up the slack between. And
atnateDepa
g in l rt.
visited and
many what better time to start the wheel;
countries abroad all of which were rolling is there than the Monday 5
filmed and recorded. This is the just prior to New Year's Eve?
There will be plenty going on Sun-;
story and the scenes as well as
day with Steve Allen and Ed Sulthat CBS will bring to the viewing liven on screens and the Tuesday;
public in a thing called "The Lady (hlvw Years Eve) is always gay.
From Philadelphia; Through Asia, Then to Wednesday which is Nen

How Ellington Evened Spoiler'
Score With Great Glenn Miller
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BELLANTI'S
LIQUOR STORE
We Provide

CHRISTMAS WRAPPING
5000 WATTS
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WLOK
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V
TIME
4:00- 155
655- '700
7:00- 730
7:30- /00
8,130- 130
130- 145
1145- 9-00
100- 9 30
530-1000
1010-1005
1105-1116
1115-12 00
12:00- 100
1:00- I 30
1:30- 1:05
5:a5. 200
100- 1:00
100. 490
400- 4 10
430- 4:45

ANNOUNCER
P50011051
O H Gordon
Flign On-Spiritual Moments
I. TT Gordon
News
I. H. Gordon
Jubilee Time
I. 51 Gordon
Spiritual Moments
Oral Roberts Healing Wateel I. H Gordon
I. TT Gordon
Jordan Wonders
I. TS Gordon
Sundae Musk
Golden Train
I. IS Gordon
Christian Fellowship Church Remote
New,
Cane Cole
OK PM Parade
Cane Cole
Cane Cole
News
Bishop Patterson
Remote
Cane Cala
OK Nit Parade
R. J Kelly
Young Negro Speaks
R J Kell,
News
Cane Cole
Platter Parte
Remote
Bishop MeRwen
R. J. Kelly
ow elit Parade
not
Sports - News - Sign
Monday Through Saturday

co MO

94
6,a61
1
/W4Wde
HAMBURGER

Etta Moten
Xmas Songs
On NBC Radio

OPEN )4 HOURS,..CONVIIHENS PARKIN.

150- /00
5-00- 8.30
6-30- 615
6:55. 7.00
710- 8 30
130- a 65
155- 9011
1.00- 155
9'55-10.00
1100-1155
1015-11:00
II:004351i
11155- 1 00
1:00- 1.30
110- 2.45
215- 250
150 2:515
215- 3-00
3:00- 3 55
3:55- 450
4:00- 4 40
140- 448

Sign Ondlpiritual Sunbeams
Spiritual Sunbeams
Hunk, DOrY ?ISM( Club
Newt • Sports
Hunk, Dory
Sweet Chariot Time
Newt
Sweet Chariot Time
News
Swett Talking Time
Seers
Hunks Derr Show
News
flunky DOI7 POW
Rev I, H. Gordon
Prayer For Peace
Church Seas
New.
Cane Cole Club
New.
Cane Cole Club
Sports - NM, - NigN MN'

I. FT Gordon
r H Gordon
Hunk, Dory
Hunky Gore
Hunks' Dori
I H Gordon
I H Gordon
I H Gordon
I Fl Gordon
Can- Cole
Cane Cole
flunky Dory
Hunk, Dory
Hunk, Dory
T. It Gordon
T H Gordon
T Ft Gordon
H Gordon
Cane Cole
Cane Cole
Cane Cole

A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mlasissintol
State Line, MADAM BELL le back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
or sweetheart? Are you
you lost faith in
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, coins let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
WI!! read life to you jest as she would read as open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a 1110C4M11. If
haws
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at one*.
Located en Highway 51 South, ,1ust over Mississippi
on
blocks below
where she nssi to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
no look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her Mews
never had an office is
Catch yellow his marked Whitehamen State Line and get
off
2 blocks and me MADAM SELL'S
HAND SIGN.

• Merry Christmas

'last inute rennn er

MADAM BELL

pi
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However a few weeks later our
Glenn
session

style, The "spoiler"? The I a t
attention was called to the
Glenn Miller, one of
Miller treatment of "In The
of jazz and popular music,
Mood." From that listening
Nineteen E. 49th street
was the azddress of Harold Oxley down through the months we. like
who managed such greats of or- most other disc fans remembered,
1
ehestradom as the Late Glenn, danced to and raved over the MilJimmy Lunceford and Edgar Hayes ler arrangement almost exclusively. There was little change to reto name a few.
On the occasion of our visit the member any other band playing
discussion of Edgar Hayes cam. the number once Miller's version
up. He had just recorded Hoaggy was available.
Some months later Erskine HawCarmichael's "Stardust" and in it
W
V
displaying one of the best demon- kins Came up with a tune about
strations of the art of piano Ploy- his home town in Alabama,
ing this nation has heard. Ilayex "Tuxedo Junction." The tune be, had also disced other tunes among came an instant juke box hit, parthem "In The Mood." In our great tially because of its class and very
fancy for "Stardust" we had
definitely because Glenn Miller had
conic out first with the recording.
To give his all to the tune Miller
had requested and recovered assurance that Hawkins would not
disc the tune for at least three
months after the Miller arrange• Ns. 1 139 110.011 Fourth fftem • N.,C 336 Post. Avenue.
ment was on wax. It is just as well
• Mo. 1 207 Hernando Street • No. 7 701 South Lauderdale,
that Hawkins agreed to the reMARIAN ANDERSON
•
Me. 3 941 Poplar Ay•me•
• No 111 1333 Floride Street
quest. Once Miller's record hlt
e
55
• No. 4 1170 Thomaa Avenue, • •66• 2493 Park Arena.
juke boxes all others were saleable
Berlin, sung 'y Kenneth Spen• No. 11 337 Mort% Mote Stress* • 166 10 2109 Chehea Ayenu41/
just on mention of the name
cer, American baritone, now re- V
"Tuxedo Junction."
V
siding in Germany.
HARLEM HOUSE /fa assdescrsof RESTAURANTS
Sales records will show that even
The songs by Spencer are sung
the
the great Duke Ellington felt
In the German language. He is ;
spoiler powers of the Glenn Miller
assisted by Bielefelder Kinder-1
potency on one occasion, The tune
directed by Wilhelm Schueois "Take The A Train- which both
ter,
V
Glenn and Duke recorded. There The Etta Mofen Show on NBC
is terrific rhythm, sweetness of radio will feature 'Christmas MuItaly's longest river,
tone and sales value in both re- sic on each Sunday night, at 11:45 tends for 417 miles.
..6163•16261361661044.666/610/63230‘341111161616161111.161111
cordings. But not even Ellington p.m. through the end of the
month.
r *.rograme scheduled for
the Etta Moten Show include a
song recital of Robert McFerrin's
records of .fall Johnson's arrange(English Lady)
ments of "Spirituals."
Some American songs by Irving
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT

the greats
That

bliM34/411
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your husband, wife

you

State

Line,

the way to Hernando. Her home la 2

al all times. (She

West Memphis.,

at State Line and walk

qedref
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*manatee
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IF YOU CAN GIVE A BETTER BOURBON...GIVE IT1

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours ti a.m. ti 111 p.m.
Reading. Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any hotter,. Bo own
to look for the right sign end the right name.

1
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PINIANNO COMPANY
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0
Words of the Wise
Friendship is immeasurable;
we can't keep books on it..
Friendship thrives simply because only in generosity of
mind and spirit can we sense
bow the other person feels.
—(Edgar Dale)

T. R.M. Howard's

ork Stops

Offices Looted
Police admitted last week that
they have been unable to find
either the thieves or the loot they
stole from the offices of Dr. Theodore R. M. Howard.
The doctor's offices were ransacked, when he and his assistants
were away, and more than $5,000
in equipment and medical supplies
were stolen.
Included in the theft, which
police of Woodlawn district believe was carried out by narcotics
addicts were eight vials of morphine and ethraphene.
In addition to the drugs, the
thieves also took an electric typewriter, an adding machine, BMR
and EKG reproducing machines,
a microscope, a TV set and a
radio.
In rifling desk drawers, they
also took a .38 calibre revolver
and a wrist watch. The burglary
was discovered last Monday morning. Dr. Howard, prior to coming

The
Orang
officer
electio
year i
Tuesdi
The
Lofton
Jones,
Johnsc
and Si
record
Offc
the sa
deed 1
ry, an
treasu
Rev,
merly
was e
comfit!
Dr.
list,
fires a
the eli
lots.
The

to Chicago, was noted as one of
the outstanding fighters for Negro's
rights in Mississippi. Before moving here he waged a long and
arduous campaign for racial rights
against almost insummountable

•

odds.

A son, Vincent DeParris Nor. 1827 Blair Hunt Drive.
man, to Mr. and Mrs. Norman, of A son, Thomas Augustua Dunigan, to Mr. and Mrs. William Dun2731 Carnes.
V Montgomery, to Mr. and Mrs. Ar- A son, Ronnie Odell Odom, to igan of 1388 Willett.
1140/bee
thur C. Montgomery of 156 Corn, Mr. and Mrs. Odell Odom of 3420 A daughte r, Melissa Jean
Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Chapel Rd.
inerce.
Milk 6 Al
Jones of 222 N. Manassas.
V
A son, Welton Williams, jr., to DECEMBER 9, 1957
se
y Mr. and Mrs. Welton Williams of A daughter, Patdicia Fay Moss, DECEMBER 10, 1957
'Peace osi,Eartls'
ki 285 S. Autumn.
TO Mr. and Mrs. jellies W. Moss A son, to Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Y
A son, Gary D. Person, to Mr. f 218 S. Third.
Buchanan of 980 Delmar.
,
and Mrs. Lawrence Person of 679 A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Marvell
JOY TO THE
A son, Maurice Abston. to Mr.
Baker of 1331 S. Driver.
lwf McKinley.
I
i A son, Victor Donald Warren, to A son, Harold Estes Jolly, to and Mrs. Virgil Abston of 381 Pon.
WORLD! THE
A
a
r Mr. and Mrs. James 11. Warren Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Jolly of tour.
1F
Or
725 Rile.
V of 580 McKinley.
LORD IS COME:
A
A son, Michael Jett, to Mr. and
V
A
A daughter, Diana Clair Dillard. A son, Frank Hubbard, jr., to Mrs. Adthur Jett of 706 PendleV
A
LET EARTH
A
V to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dillard of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hubbard of ton.
v
A
1709 Oakwood.
W 167 Gobel.
A
A son, Randall McKinney, to
RECEIVE HER
A
A daughter, Regina Ann Wal- A son, Michael Bruce Bates, to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester McKinney
;
ilt
11. lace, to Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Wel- Mr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Bates of of 5029 Wm. Arnold Rd.
KING;
14
:
; lace of 1647 Monsarrat,
609 S. Lauderdale.
NEW HOLIDAY DISH — A
A
vance of meal time or parties.
A son, Henry Lemuel Dorsey jr.,
A
; DECEMBER 8, 1957
A daughter, Gertrude Angenette to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dorsey of
dish that will be pleasing to
Made with a generous supply
A
A daughter, Vivian McElroy, to Smith, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 1088 Neptune.
V
A
as
guest
the
as
Is
well
family
of eggs and milk, it is nutriV
A
y Mr. and Mrs. C. W. McElroy of Smith of 581 St. Paul.
this
Coffee
dessert,
Mold
V
tious as well as eye-catching.
A daughter, Maryland Jerice
V
1 May YOU have a peaceful ew! 880 LeMoyne Park.
A daughter, Angela Denise Gooderril
which can be made for in adA
V
Twin sons, Ronald and Donald win, to Mr. sd Mrs. Elihue Good- Harris, to Mr. and Mrs. Wardell
w
a
Orgill.
1396
of
Harris
st
V
George
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Seymour,
A and happy Christmas, w
win of 529 Vollentin.
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — Three ChiA
19
A daughter, Janet Renee Adams,
hrisiords
10 Seymour of 2953 Hale.
A
in
A son, Wilbert Curry, jr., to Mr. to Mr. and
Saturday
injured
were
cagoans
Mrs. Eddie Adams of
V
A daughter, Henrietta Watkins, and Mrs. Wilbert Curry of 1415
a highway accident when their
A rids In spit itual Messing& g
V
495 Frazier.
V
w to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Wat- Thomas.
car went out of control and hal
t
Ella
A
Eloise
to
Clark,
daughter,
Y
Dixie
214
of
INN
kins
Mall.
TONY'S
the
were
A
DEWEY
a utility pole. They
A son, Ronald McKinney, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Esker Clark of 1215
Y
A son, Cleveland Charles Wells, and Mrs. Charles McKinney of 610
Restaurant
driver, Heriet Baker, 27, and Steve
Weakley.
i jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland E. Georgia.
.
1404 LYCEUM RD.
AUTO-SERVICE ;
i
Baker, 19, both of 1638 S. Central
A
A daughter, Vanatta Laqueta
WH 2-9281
i C. Wells of 893 No. Claybrook.
Park; and Ruth Bounds, 27, of I
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
475 LINDEN AVE.
14
w
Broomfield, to Mr. and Mrs. CharA son, Keith Edward Blakley, to J. Stills of 1011 Mosby.
g
3251 W. Grenshaw.
riCIAlittiChttAartriqVCICIIVAIWICWICIr
PH. JA 7-0328
t Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Blakey
A son, Ronald Avery Miller, to lie Broomfield of 1424 Eloise.
Y
A daughter, Cassandra Orr, to
3erevefewwwwwwwwwwcwwwevek. of 232 Dixie Ma,
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Miller of 825
Mr. and Mrs. James Orr of 2091
.vo.44.3./83610.N300.1.10.3.3.1.11.10.).78281RI.1.1.1004.18187i.a.a.NNkm.3.1.1.114 Porter.
A daughter, Lois Jean Jones, Heard.
A daughted, Enld Lachelle Newto Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Jones of
by, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy New21 W. Georgia.
very special dessert with another
by of 2844 Nathan.
MOLDED DESSERT SPEEDS
DECEMBER 10, 1957
good point in its favor. This desA son, Rickey Lorance Kimwe, FINAL MEAL PREPARATION
A son, Maurice Mobley, Jr., to
Remember the rhyme, "First, sert can be prepared in advance
Mr. and Mds. Maurice Mobley of to Mr. and Mrs. Lorance Kimble
of 755 Wilson Rd. .
OF REVERENCE
the worst; second the same; last giving the hostess time to spend
19 1015 Richert,
A daughter, Ernestine Cole, to the best of all the game." This with her guest or family.
Twin son and daughter, Rickey
nutritious
a
is
Mold
Coffee
The
of
think
and
you
Cole
Mr.
James
2049
Mrs.
Alphonzo and Vicki Ernice Biggs,
is certainly true when
TO YOU
•
to Mr. and Mrs. Ontee S. Biggs of Mt. Olive.
of the last month in the year be- dessert with its generous quante
A daughter, Emma Lou Miller, cause that's when Christmas com- ty of milk and eggs and is good
633 N. Fourth.
AND
YOURS
A son, Charles Luster Joy, to to Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mill- es. Everybody's happy and there tasting, too. Chocolate curls and
tktay the peace and happIness
instant ceffee blend together to
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Joy of 879 ed of 158 Carolina.
is lots of entertaining.
DECEMBER 12 1957
Circle Rd.
Of course, homemakers want to give an interesting mocha flavor.
A daughter, Gail Denise Wilson, serve delicious and attractive
A son, Earl Thomas jr., to Mr.
Use an unusual shaped mold in
of the Yuletide be yours today
and Mrs. Earl Thomas of 2348' to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilson of foods and also foods that are making this dessert, and garnish
Saratoga.
1888 Mays.
high in nutrition. A molded des- with whipped cream just before
A son, Herbert Eugene Jones,
A daughter, Janice Bernice sert is just such a dish. It is a serving time. It is so attractive
and every day thr.oughoet the
to Mr. and Mrs. David L. Jones Quinn, to Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
it makes an ideal dessert to serve Y
of 529 Edith.
Quinn of 614 Jessamine.
the family or guests at the table.
8,
A daughter, Joyce Renee Smith,
A daughter, Deborah Lynn JohnCOFFEE MOLD DESSERT
V
comin3 New Year, and out
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Smith son, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest JohnV,ANDINANADMIIIHNI.11.0184,1.M.1.)......
1 envelope unflavored gelatin
1813.2.84,A7.%11DikillADIDINDII.N1
)
Jenson.
444
of
son of 1696 Brookins,
4 77
imcwavi[
ea_ii17:
:g
he
:
177t
0
cups milk
tzegbe
2
wetectirctrevvvcrnevetel
A son, Van Faille, Jr., to Mr
Mr.
to
Starks,
A son, Anthony
A
3 tablespoons instant coffee
sincere thanks for yoer
and Mrs. Van Faille of 456 Lip-. and Mrs. Moses Starks of 273 MaA
v
1-2 teaspoon vanilla extract
A
ford.
sl
nassas.
V
2-3 cup sugar
has
Radio
deeper,
Zenith
Corporation
Its
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Lester
Mrs.
and
Mr.
friends*,
to
son,
A
stronger and
sit
1-4 teaspoon salt
tr
clerful c
t our Rims.
Jones of 251 Decatur,
/
0
Introduced foe 1958 the most eac.
Sharp of 1702 Hollywood.
se
Its hopes brighter as k comes
A daughter, Claudie Jean Bohan.
Mr. tensive line of all-transitor pocket 3 eggs, separated
to
jr.,
Jones,
Joseph
w
son,
A
won.VVVV
so
an, to Mr. and Mrs. James Bo- and Mrs. Joseph Jones of 3863 Bar- and portable radios to be market- 1-2 cup heavy ceeem,-- whipped
v
Chocolate
curls
v
hanan of 257 Kirk.
torn this year.
ron Rd.
ed since the firm entered the
v
Soften gelatin in 1-4 cup cold
A daughter, Senobla Sandretta
A son, Jeffery Len Russom, to
11,
C.
L.
field,
water.
radio
Heat
remaining
3-4
all-transitor
cup
i
V
Watson, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Russom
is
Truesdell, vice president and di- milk; add gelatin; stirr until disL. Watson of 1628 Harmen,
V
of 750 Mosby.
lc
A daughter, Cornelia Foster, to DECEMBER 13, 1957
rector of sales announced recent- solved. Add coffee, sugar and salt.
V
egg
gradually
Beat
yolks;
add
V
A
"_,•Tvetorwwmtetopeperomntypeimpsigq Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Foster of
A son, Alvin Moore, to Mr, and ly.
W
milk mixture. Cook over hot watMrs. James I. Moore of 3535 Featured 'n the firm's presenta- er; stirring constantly about 5 minCooks Rd.
tion of the all-transistor line wero utes or until mixture coats spoon.
A daughter, Brenda Muriel Tay- two new series of exceptionally Chill until slightly thickened. Beat
Taylor
ss
powerful pocket receivers and a egg whites stiff; fold into
lor, to Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
coffee
19
compact leather-covered "carry
of .722 Silver.
19
Pour into mold, which has been
Katherine
radio.
Diane
about"
A daughter,
rinsed in cold water; chill until
Hernando & Beale — Firestone & Thomas
V
Nadlington, to Mr. and Mrs. How- Completing the line is the all. firm,
Unmold. Garnish with whip19
College.
1421
of
Nadlington
ard
2462
transistor Trans-Oceanic standard ped cream and chocolate curls.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. and spread band short wave port- makes six servings.
Charlie Lewis, of 1027 Dawes. able radio introduced a little more
A daughter, Susan Boneta Blue, than a month ago, for which,
to Mr. and Mrs. John D. Blue of Truesdell says there has been an
deworld-wide
429 Lauderdale S.
unprecedented
A daughter, Robertha Parks, to mand. Even with stepped up proSir. and Mrs. Milton Parks of 2258 duction, he says, the company
Holmes.
expects this receiver to be backA son, Thelton McCrackin jr., to ordered for months.
Mr. and Sirs. Thelton McCrackin
she broweer forth
of 53 Armstrong R.
A son, Derek Glenn Alexander,
hen firstborn son. and
to Mr. and Mrs. James Alexandwrapped him is swaddting
er of 1383 MeLemore.
clothes, and iaid ;Um in a
A son, Lemonn Terronzo Frye
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Lemonn T.
Frye of 972 McDowell.
INSTITUTE, W. Va. — A United
A son, Miller Trotter Neal, jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Miller T. Neal of States information officer from
Kuala Lumpur, Malaya visited
274 N. Dunlap.
A daughter, Regina Kellebrew to West Virginia State college during
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Killebrew of the past week on his world tour.
Frederick Lim, who is super410 Peebles Rd.
A son, Ernest Lee Jacks, jr., visor of the Audio-Visual Departto Sir. and Sirs. Ernest L Jacks ment of USIS office at Malaya
of 182 W. Colorado.
Post in commenting on the InteA son, Victor Lon Henderson, to gration program at West Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Henderson
State College said, "I am happy
350 Wellington.
to see that some things are being
A son, Stanley Brown, to Mr. done to promote better relationand Mrs. Napoleon Brown of 659 ships -between the two racial
Jeanette.
groups."
May IA< PIM,
" Chill of
A son, Lawson Thaddeus Brown' Lim left home Sept. 10, and has
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown of
Bethlehem who lay ie a
visited San Francisco, New York,
548 N. Fourth.
Washington and Adrian, Mich.,
A daughter, Toni LaShay John.
Bethlehem manger bestow
son, to Mr. and Sirs. Richard prior to his coming to West
Virginia.
Johnson of 232 Ivory.
His grace and blessings on
•
you and yam&
0.11.8083...........moisiliail.1 Born At John Gaston Hospital
DECEMBER 7, 1957
1
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Chelsea in Hollywood

Virginia State
Hosts USIS Agent

So good to taste, in such good taste ...Coke helps to make it

A MERRY CHRISTMAS FOR ALL!

Giving Old Crow
is traditional at
Holiday time

111111.1111111111111111.111"

OLD
CROW
SIGN Of GOOD TASTE.
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SOUTHERN FUNERAL HOME
Tel 010 CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT. KY 015111. 40 NAT.
DIST PROD. CO. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF
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Owen College

Zenith Shows
Models For '58

2 529 Linden Ave.
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'E. Scott
Reports From Fayette
84, Dies In County Training School
Washington

'do

Sat., Drc. 21, 1957

TV Star Becomes
Proud Papa Again

The New Light Civic Club of Lion services some time in FebruOrange Mound placed some new ary at an Orange Mound church,
officers on the slate when it held which has been decided upon as
election at its last meeting of the yet.
(INS1 — TV
Peggy Sullivan, Geraldine Dort I HOLLYWOOD —
By BARBARA J. ATKINS
celebrating
year at the Melrose High school The
new president, Mr. Lofton,
!son, Martha Franklin, Arlene Ivy,? MAE Jackie Cooper is
Tuesday night.
Greetings to everyone around Claudette Morrow and Pat Dicker- the birth of a baby girl to his wile,
has announced the goal of the
Barbara.
By ALBERT ANDERSON
The new officers areR alph club to an increase of membership
the Tri-State area. 'The top news son.
Lofton, president: Rev. Percy to at least 200 in 1958. Mr. Lofton
is wee is the number of stU. The ten top senior boys rank Cooper -said the new baby, their
WASHIT-GTON, D. C. — Dr.
dents who made the honor roll.
Sunday at CeJones, first vice president; George is taking a law course from the
Emmett J. Scott, 84, foi more
as follows: L. C. Granderson, An- second, was born
Junior
Johnson. second vice president. LaSalle Extension university of
than half a century recooized Eight members of the
derson Winston, J. T. Fleming, dars of Lebanon hospital and
and Mrs. Marie Simms, assistant Chicago.
leader in the political, business class made the list. The) were Curtis Williams, George Smith. weighed five pounds, seven ounces,
recording secretary.
Eliehre Stanback, a pliblic acand -duceional life a the Nation Nelson Bonds. Barbara Atkins, James McKinney, Douglas !Ca- They will name the child Julie
Dean,
Officers reelected to serve in countant, is serving as director of THE THIRD ARM — only the
low while talking on the phone and a noted author as well, died Ilardin Franklin, Walter
en, Marvin Montague. Thurman Meredith.
the same offices were Mrs. Mil- publicity for the group.
parents of small children can
is solved and that big matter here Thursday after a prolonged Vashti Jordan, Shirley l'ye, Mag- Catron and Roscoe Mays.
Johnson.
Laura
and
dred Polk, corresponding secrete-.
Thompson
fully appreciate a remarkable
illness. He '
,ad been in failing gie
of standing by feeding the
The F. C. T. Ifornettes have a:
ry, and A. J. Edwards, secretary
health for several years and re- The five members of the senior perfect record so far, with four
Invention now on the market.
dialing of the family is no
:Wednesday, December 25th
distincthat
achieved
treasurer.
who
class
It is a Third Arm produced
longer a tough chore with the quired hospital treatment at periwins and no losses. The top playCHRISTMAS DAY
tion were Patricia Cleaves, Mary ers on the team are Gerry Dotson, A
A
by A-I Manufacturing corn•
Third Arm. The photos shown odic intervals.
Rev. Preston Deberry, who forWILL BE
Dr. Scott's active career cover- Taylor. lienrilynn Coleman, Ver. Pat Dickerson, Gloria Grandberpany, of 501 N. Clark Street,
merly served as vice president,,
demonstrate that. See story in
ed many fields. and his first bid lene Thomas and Mary Hopson, rY. Bertha Turner, Lorice BrewChicago,
III.
The
problem
of
was elected the chaplain for the
edition.
this
1
for nitional pr.minence was when
On Tuesday the classes elected er and Ada Shields. Mr. Carpen.
corning year.
Tuskegee Institute was one of handling a wriggling little felA
he was made confidential secre- candidates for queen of the bas- ter is coach of the team.
Dr. Charles F. Pinkston, a &iv- three institutions
Beanks, members of this **social
in Alabama and
tary to Dr. Rooker . Washington, ketball season. The three girls This week we send greetings to AVies, will not be open for the r
list, who recently opened his of- one of 108 in the United
States
%undo and president of Tus- were Vera Durham, Vashti Jor. leges and universities; Delola
fires at 238 Park ave , supervised and its terri'ories to
;transaction of business this date
receive •
kegee Institute, Ala., a post he den and Pat Cleaves.
Ford and Daisey Dickerson -it A
the election and counted the balH grant from the National Science
educator's Pat Cleaves continues to hold the following students at col- 1 Memphis Clearing House
until
the
famous
held
lots.
Foundation to conduct its second
death in 1915.
Association
her position as the top senior girl Dorothy Quarles at Philander
The club will hold its installa- Summer Institute for high school
BUSINESS 1 E'CUE EXEC
on the campus. Runner-ups in Smith college, and Reginald Gorteachers of science. —ae grant
wwwww44
ivalerraesreePaarearte
In 1960, when Dr. Washington their order are Gloria Grandber don at the University of California
0,Dia.a.modwadba404:a:Naiwaslailadol was for $52,010.
A
1 V
Inventions, often the product of This item retails at a cost 0 founded the National Negro Busi- ry, Mary Taylor, Lynn Coleman,, at Santa Barbara.
teasespaseatasiashadaliti
A
V Two other Alabama schools who
ness League, his choice for LeaX
V received
accident, are sometimes born in .$5.93 EACH.
grants were Alabama ,
A
Y
gue secretary was Emmett Scott.
A
w College at Montevallo, and the ' desperation.
I
.4
A
Who helped direct Uri activities
That Is what happened to Ell
.
A
w University of Alabama.
of Dist business organization until
A
W The
Tuskegee program, direct- Kahn, 5411 N. Clark at., Chicago,
A
May, 1922, when he resigned at
A
IVI ed by Dr. W. Edward Belton when Ms wife gave birth to
'
ter being unanimously re-elected
V
A
V
st chairman of the depa tment of their first baby boy.
V
A
In 1809, President William How,
A
After
the
first
month
of
joy
in
chemistry,
I
w
F
and
secret
ry
to
the
V
A
ard Taft appointed Dr. Scott a
ii
v committee for the College of Arts their new addition, Eli' was left The Lelloyne Players present- member of
American Commis,
and Sciences, wili be operated along with Philip, and in trying ed "The Old Ladies" as their sion to Liberie, and during World
A
for forty-five teachers.
to feed and diaper the bouncing first production of t h e school War 1, he WaS named Special
The Chicago American said Sat- Kiwanuka, vicar general of Masa 2
A
bundle that was his frantic son, term in Bruce Hall on Tuesday Assistant to Newton D. Baker, urday Pope Pius XII may soon , ka, Uganda, British East Afric:,
A
if
A
V
and Archbishops Richard J. Cush A
he discovered he was all thumbs. evening, Dec. n.
JOY TO THE
was a secretary of war, his job being name new members to the Sacred
ing of Boston, Joseph F. Rum Mel
"Gosh." the befuddled daddy The scene V the play
on
Secretary
War
the
dyke
•
midst
to
a
including'
A
tumbled-down house in the
College of Cardinals —
of
New
said
to
himself,
"if
I
only
had
a
Orleans,
John
F.
± THE
O'Hara
WORLD
Negro troops
A
of a large English city, Where matters affecting
A
an African Negro a n d several of Philadelphia, Patrick A. O'Boyle
third arm!"
and civilians.
A
to
sought
women
elderly
three
LORD IS COME;
peace of Chri,stmas
of Washington, D. C., and Francis A
IDEA BORN
Americans.
A
.
GOP PUBTKIST
relieve their past.
A
Right then and there, an idea Seen in the cast were Eleanor In July, 1939, John Hamilton, Stanley Pleas, religious editor,, P. Keough of Baltimore.
A
LET
EARTH
A
s% as born You could almost see Johnsen, u the deserted mother, chairman of the Republican Na- reported "rumors are persistent. The American said rumors he
A
he with you today
the electric bulb lighting up Inside Walter M .ry Young, as the sPin- tional Committee, in --ecognition
RECEIVE HER
Catholic circles nere and gan two weeks ago at the death
Eli's head. Somehow, he manag- ster who clung to the past, and of Scott's great service to the in
abroad" that the Pontiff will (111111 of Adeodato Giovanni Cardinal' A
g
KING;
ed to feed and tend the tot, until Claresia Washington as the witch Party, appointed him Assistant
consistory at which IS bishops Piazza, 73, secretary of the Sacred
and aiw3 vs
his wife arriN ed to rescm him. who east an -"ii spell on all with Publicity Di. etor in charge of a
A
Negro will be elevated to cardinals. ' Consistorial Congregation. H
the
in
publicity
contact.
in
GOP
The
came
Chicago
whom
she
salesman
of
steel
proA
authorities believe a date
A
Press. He also served as ad- Some
ducts barely heard the scolding —
death reduced the College of Card- 1 2
A
CURRIE'S
Marshall i.Mad Butcher) Abra- his wife gave him for trailing dir. 111*
viser to Chairman Hamilton on may be announced several days
A
.
04
problems affect) g the Negro before Christmas for a consistery. inals to 57 members — 13 short of;
ham, who cut off the head of ty diapers over their brand new Miss.
M
But the American pointed out the traditional 70 to which it had
electorate.
1 his sweetheart Easter morning, couch.
that until the Vatican publication,, been brought in January, 1953.
A1331 Thomas - JA 6-9949 has been sentenced
At the pea of his RV career,
to 199 years He- rushed downstairs, and in
A
Osservatore Romano makes an VI
the muhky light of the basement,
Dr. Scott, then a national figure,
v. in prison.
auwwwwwwwww uvictre st...,s4u,
The present Cardinals in t h e.
Was appointed a member of the Mal announcement, the matter
began
cutting
and
shaping
a
piect
Judge Edward Casey sentenced
:ndetenninate Sentence "will remain strictly in rutnor U. S. are Samuel Cardinal Stritch'
of
Board
Abraham after denying him a new of steel. When his wife came down
of Chicago, Francis Cardinal Spe11,1
and Parole for Ahe District of stage"
to look for him three hours later. _CLARKSDALE, Miss. trial.
\NP Colum`na: Secretary of the South- POSSIBLE CHOICES.
IL
L.
mtlemor.
Kahn, his face smeared with per. LeaTdheershiliepgiwohniaclhCiosusneceilkionig Ntoegirno.
,, Among those regarded as possi- nal Mooney of Detroit and James12
ern 'ucation Foundation—a mei
Unless Robert Tucker counsel
g
Ph. WH. 8-4576
nsel spiration and his arms littered
Fund,
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
dAmericanlisted
Francis Cardinal McIntyre of Los 2
bie choices, the
get of the Anna T. Jeanes F
for Abraham, decides to appeal with steel shavings, grabbed her
crease the number of Negro the John F. Slater Fund and the a Negro prelate, Bishop Joseph Angeles.
esssusivitativetatiovosatuescievie4
HEATERS
the case, Chicago's "Mad Butch- up in his arms.
voters, said this week that they Peabody Fund—with an endow
er" will become a resident of "Eureka," was all that he could
IliteletatelleirieletteltileWWWWWireenelitlitineatiCileeetereniterleelietteteilieleeWsKeneatit'lletalitileantestreitelelete
VACUUM CLEANERS
have been appealing to state au- inent of over 3-million dollars.
Stateville
Tucker
penitentiary.
has
say. "Eureka," he shouted, "I thorities but if Gov.-Coleman does
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
until Jan. 30, to decide on an aP:: found it!"
not give some evidence of interest
peal.
Impatiently, his wife asked: they will have no alternative exAbraham was convicted by a "Found what?"
cept to appeal to the newly appointed Federal Civil Rights Comjury which recommended he be THE THIRD ARM
"Look" he said, as his wife mission.
sentenced to the 199 year term.
Tucker and Atty. George Leigh- watched, and he took a baby R. L, Drew, chairman of the NEW YORK — Jackie Robinson,
ton of the firm of Moore, Ming bottle, fastened it to the clamp council's board of directors point- last week, delivered the seventh
t semi-anneal lecture on "Public
and Leighton, had contended their on his steel contrivance, and show- ed to the fact that their desire
regis- Affairs and E' don" to the
ALSO-client was insane when he stab- ed how it could be manoeuvered have more Negro citizens
REBUILT VACUUM S095 bed and decapitated Mrs. Annie In any direction for a complete tered so they could vote was in Graduate Student: Organization
School
entire harmony with that of the of New York Univ.'
%Pup Lee Jones, a Westside mother of circle, at any angle.
CLEANERS
And — that's how an invention governor of Mississippi who stated of Education. He spoke on "Intethree.
was born — "The Third Arm" — recently that the official policy of gration and Education-"
Assist. State's Atty. Robert as Eli and his wife fondly call it, the State of Mississippi is not to
5
Cooney was the prosecutor in the and which they constantly use In deny anyone the right to vote be- 1111111111111111111111111111111111t1111111111u11111111111111101111:
case. Cooney also was one of two feeding the baby. And so — anoth- cause of race or color.
GRANDMOTHER, 82,
prosecutors in the Alvin Palmer er industry was born, and a sales- The council is seeking to be law
IS GROWING NEW
narnmer-slaying case. He had man was converted into the city's abiding he said, and to give the
SET OF TEETH
asked the jury to give Abraham newest manufacturer.
state authorities an opportunity to
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. —
In addition, the proud father cease illegal discrimination against
760 Union - !A. 7-2631 199 years.
In all probability, the case of and his wife have found a multi- Negioes seeking to register. If the (INS) — An 82-year -old grand.
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Chicago's "Mad Butcher" will tude of uses for "The Third Arm" governor continues to keep silent mother appears to be growing
Cm* Verkine
Oess P41044
join files with other infamous including its function as a Phone on the matter then they will have a new set of teeth.
to go to the federal body for reHolder and a Mirror Holder.
Mrs. Annie Dowdy Cain of

2

. Tuskegee Gets
$52-000 Grant
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Students Star
In 'Old Ladies'

1
w

2May the joys and

I Judge Gives

2

Abraham
199 Years

11

g CLUB TROPICANA

4111111111111111111111111.
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Voters
Council To. Ask
Federal Aid

SUBURBAN DRUG v

1

N. Y. Students

Hear Robinson

PeliarPAl& 711 *Wet Riad*

North Carolina Mutual Policies

geigi Peaez

Nyisge guedSzciatap

Words of the Wise
Blame-all and Praise-all are
two blockheads.
—(Benjamin Franklin)
1111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111

Throughout the year we can hear the song:
"Came into rny heart. Lord lends

We have much cause to be thankful to God for the many good
ttwngs of life. May yon, our friends, enjoy and chensh His
guidance in the years to come. Let us be bound together by the
concept of Brotherhood and Peace. To each one of you we
extend sincere wishes for a rich and fruitful Christmas.

COMPANY
Memphis District Roster
571 Vance Ave.
Memphis, Tenn,

still time to get
the perfect gift ..
Gift bottle, Gift wrapped
(at no extra cost)

FROM: Entire Tri-State Defender Staff
TO: Our Readers, Friends, and Advertisers

IF YOU CAN GIVE A BETTER BOURBON.. GIVE IT!
0,1E01 our. co,. FIANKFOIT, KY.
Mlle Man 1081806 wlallftY•6 YIL animal MO(
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Z. L. Bonner
James Bradley
Earl Brown
Miss E. M. Caruthers
J. E. Childers
C. W. Cox
Edward Davis
Odell Dotson
Stephen Edley

Robert G. Hunter
Jessie Jimerson
Cuba S. Johnson
Mrs. Jeffie Kinnel
J. C. Mason
Charlie F. Morris
Roscoe Portee
Miss E. M. Purnell
Melvin Robinson

J. H. Roland
M. S. Romby
George A. Seay
Ulysses Shelton
Charles E. Smiley
A. L. Thompson •
Harry A. Thompson
N. R. Webster
L. D. Wortham
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Vets Benefit To Hold Clinics

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Me. 21, 1957

NW Glee Club
On WNOK-TV

Methodist Meet Elect Coed At

The Booker T. Washington High the Messick Higb schstol choir on
school senior glee club was tea- Dec. 19, at 7:00 p.m.; the Junior
tured in WKNOTV's first pro- League Choral group at 6:00 p.m.;
gram of Christmas music on Chan- and the Junior choir of the Seeond Presbyterian church at 8:30
nel 10 last Friday night.
Directed by Elvin L. Fender, p.m., both on Dee, 20.
head of the school's music de.
partment, the 40-voiced-choir's
selections included "The Heavens
are Telling," from "The Creation;" 'Winter Wonderland," by
Arnaud; "Serenade," from "The
Student Prince," and "Rain and
the River," by Fox.
The program also included the
spirituals, "New Born," by Work, Pointing out that a -third of U. S.
and Johnson's "Joshua Fit de Bat- Negroes own their homes, a n
obtaining evidence to subpresident of the group, eon.
VETERANS CLINIC — The
tle of Jericho." The concert was that the population as a whole
gratulating an applicant for
Vance ave. will conduct a
stantiate claims, from which
has
a
yearly
purchasing
power
concluded with "The Hallelujah
the clinic. Members of the
many get pensions and other
clinic on Tuesday from 2:30
Chorus," from Handel's "Mes- of 17 5 billion dollars, Secretaln, to 5:30 p.m. for former serorganization's staff are shown
benefits. World War I veterans
of
Labor
James
P.
Mitchell
lauds
lies" and a hymn, "The Lord
on duty at desks, They inand their widows receive legvicemen. The organization is
achievements of the race in a DeBless You and Keep You."
al aid without paying exorbclude Miss Naomi Baker. Miss
filling a need in the city where
cember
Reader's
Digest
article,
the
Mr. Fender, who has been
a veteran can get assistance.
itant f e e a. Standing in right
Rosa Baldwin and Miss Downdirector of the group since 1953, "The Negro Moves Up."
The organisation assists in
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A Veteran's Benefit Clinic will, Benefit, Inc„ 860 Vance at., In those of World War 1," Atty. Estes
be conducted by Atty. J. F. Estes, p.m. each Tuesday afternoon. said "are unable to read and
Veteran., especially write, and are passing up many
at the home office of the Veterans I ''Many
opportunities for assistance that
they could be receiving."
The olinic will be open to veterveterans' widows, and deDorothy Trammell, a Philander
The Arkansas Methodist Stu- ans,
Smith college junior was elected dent Movement is composed of all pendents seeking information o
co-chairman of the Arkansas Methodist organizations in colleges insurance, pensions, and Mlle
claims.
Methodist Student Movement when and universities in the state.
At present the organization is
the organization held its annual Other delegates from ,the Little
meeting at Fayetteville, Ark. on Rock campus were Charles Doug- assisting farmers and sharecropwho lost
Dec. 6 and 7.,
las, freshman of Ardmore, Okla., pers in the Mid-South
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Words of the Wise
possible regarding federal subChristian Association, and has
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Commission, a student governing
—(Sir John Lubbock)
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